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Introduction

In the waning years of the twentieth century advances in transportation
and communications have supported the emergence of a truly global
economy. The scope of that economy has been broadened in theory at
least by the demise of the Soviet Union and with it the decline of so-
cialism as a viable alternative on the international scene.

The new global climate of free enterprise has brought with it a prolif-
eration of offshore financial centers that presumably have important
roles to play in the emergent global economy. With respect to that global
economy the most significant role for the centers in question appears to
be the facilitation of international business and finance.

It is their interest in the facilitators of international business that has
drawn the authors to the current project. This volume builds upon earlier
research regarding the role of major international accounting firms
(McKee and Garner, 1992 and 1996; McKee, Garner and AbuAmara
McKee, 1998 and 1999). The present intent is to continue the study of
the role of major international accounting firms and their services in the
processes of business facilitation in the locations that host them and be-
yond. By focusing the investigation upon the role of the accounting firms
in offshore financial centers it is hoped to gain a better grasp of the real
or potential impacts of the firms in the global economy and, of course,
in the jurisdictions that host them.

The volume is divided into four parts. Part I beyond the current over-
view provides the general background or foundation for the specifics to
follow. In it the positive functions of offshore financial centers are re-
viewed with special emphasis upon their hosting of international serv-
ices. Care is taken to point out what attributes are needed by jurisdictions
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hoping to succeed as offshore financial centers. Examples of the involve-
ment of the major accounting firms in such centers are also included.

In Part II the focus shifts to a more detailed assessment of what the
major accounting firms are actually doing in offshore financial centers.
Space does not permit an appraisal of what the firms are about in every
identifiable offshore center. Thus a selection of centers from various
regions of the world will be considered. The first chapter of the section
is focused on selected Caribbean and North Atlantic centers. Included
are Antigua and Barbuda, the Bahamas, Barbados, Bermuda and the
Cayman Islands.

Following that chapter, the focus switches to Europe where jurisdic-
tions were selected so as to stress the current role and future prospects
of accounting services in the types of offshore centers that are emerging
today. Centers such as Switzerland, Liechtenstein and various continen-
tal jurisdictions were not included, since their business climates and the
roles of the service firms that they house are rather well known. Instead,
the centers to be studied include the Channel Islands, the Isle of Man,
Gibraltar, Malta and Cyprus.

The final chapter of Part II reviews the operations of accounting firms
in a selection of jurisdictions located in the Persian Gulf, the Indian
Ocean and the Far East. In the Persian Gulf the centers selected include
Bahrain and the United Arab Emirates. Mauritius and Seychelles were
selected from the Indian Ocean. In the Far East Singapore and Vanuatu
are included.

In Part III the emphasis switches to a description of the legal and
institutional environments facing business operations in general and the
accounting firms in particular in offshore financial centers. The centers
featured are those that were discussed in Part II. Thus the organizational
structure to be found in Part III resembles that of the previous part.

In the final section of the volume, Part IV, the activities of the firms
in the various jurisdiction previously discussed are highlighted and re-
viewed with an eye to assessing their overall impacts. Through this sec-
tion it is hoped that the role of the offshore centers and their hosted
accounting firms in the global economy will be made clearer.



Part I

The General Frame of Reference





Chapter 1

The Role of Offshore
Financial Centers

Historically offshore financial centers have been seen as a mixed blessing
for those concerned with international finance and its affect upon the
world economy. Financial professionals and economists have often
seemed to be overly concerned with various questionable activities that
have rightly or wrongly been presumed to be accommodated in the off-
shore centers. It seems more realistic to presume that the offshore centers
would find it difficult to sustain themselves through time, barring more
positive functions in the world economy.

The present authors suspect that the centers in question, through the
activities they house, are actually facilitators of various international ac-
tivities. Indeed it appears as though the leading participants in the global
economy, whether corporate or public, are in need of various services
provided by or through offshore financial centers. This chapter will pro-
vide introductory support for that thesis.

OFFSHORE CENTERS AND THE WORLD ECONOMY

Accompanying the genesis of an actual world economy, various serv-
ice groups have been cast in the mantra of facilitators of international
business. Of course, this role in international business transactions is far
from a completely new activity for various service groups. The involve-
ment of banks and insurance companies in international matters can be
traced at least as far back as the Mercantilists. Nonetheless, recent im-
provements in transportation and communications have contributed
greatly to the strengthening of the global economy, while simultaneously
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expanding the demand for an ever broadening menu of international
services.

Historically such services have been housed in a small number of
world capitals, such as New York and London, and more recently Tokyo.
Recently, however, the activities in question have followed the needs of
their business clients and have established themselves in various loca-
tions on a worldwide basis. Such activities have emerged in various ma-
jor urban areas around the world. By doing so they have become better
able to satisfy the needs of clients in various domestic economies and
have assisted in the expansion of those economies.

Surpassing what might be termed domestic service enclaves, various
service centers have been generated, with their main functions designed
to facilitate international business. Historically, the most obvious exam-
ples arose in Europe. Included were such jurisdictions as Liechtenstein,
Luxembourg and, of course, Switzerland. Even during major conflicts
such as World War II, Switzerland was regarded as an international busi-
ness and financial center, facilitating a wide range of business activities
that might very well have been impossible without it. Hindsight being
what it is, the part played by Switzerland and perhaps a handful of
similar jurisdictions seems obvious today. Certainly, the accomplish-
ments of such principalities signaled their importance as facilitators of a
wide range of international transactions.

As was suggested elsewhere, ‘‘the emergence of Eurodollars to prom-
inence as an international medium of exchange has actually led to a
proliferation of financial centers geared towards the needs of the world
market’’ (McKee, 1988, 126). However, ‘‘the reality of international
exchange in the 1960s and 1970s continued to be one where the ‘open-
ness’ of economies to international competition remained constrained’’
(Johns and LeMarchant, 1993, 4), mainly due to nation-states and their
political systems (Lindbeck, 1975, 29, quoted in Johns and LeMarchant,
1993, 4). Johns and LeMarchant were delicate in their description of the
issue (quoting Picciotto, 1983, 11) as a ‘‘growing ‘territorial non-
coincidence between an increasingly interdependent international system
and the traditional . . . national state’ ’’ (4).

According to Johns and LeMarchant, each national market was replete
with barriers interfering with access by foreigners, not to mention access
by domestic practitioners to the international trading system (4). In fact
those authors suggested that ‘‘the combined national friction structures
of the major industrial onshore trading nations, from which and to which
the main global exchange flows emanate and gravitate, constituted an
‘international friction matrix,’ the overt and covert characteristics of
which diverted, destroyed or created profitable invisible and visible
trade activities’’ (4).

The authors in question identified U.S. banks as the progenitors of the
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radical reorganization of international finance, through their reactions to
specific changes in U.S. monetary and balance of payments policies dur-
ing the 1960s (13). Such policy adjustments they saw as the stimulus for
a two-stage series of banking migrations. During the first stage various
onshore free financial markets emerged beyond the United States in tra-
ditional financial centers ‘‘that took a relaxed attitude to the establish-
ment of what became Eurodollar markets’’ (13). Such new markets were
described by the authors as providing an extranational channel for mul-
tinational banks to intermediate the flows of capital through national
boundaries, unregulated by national rules and operating procedures (13).
These international developments certainly increased the demand for
various facilitative services.

Additionally, Johns and Le Marchant alluded to the ‘‘selective trans-
formation of particular tax havens . . . into fairly sophisticated offshore
financial centers’’ (13–15). They outlined the setting up of a network of
onshore external financial centers and onshore-related offshore centers.
According to them, those locations were spatially interlinked by air
travel and telecommunications (15). ‘‘A new invisible secondary trading
system, global in scope, was thereby forged; a new tier of circuitry and
conduitry provided to facilitate the global velocity of international funds,
to cater to the growing and changing needs of multinational business,
whether private, corporate or institutional’’ (15).

As has been suggested elsewhere ‘‘banking and financial services have
a major share in the general role of the facilitator’’ (McKee, 1988, 126).
Banks have been lending large amounts of money for various develop-
mental projects, while simultaneously servicing the needs of multina-
tional firms (Johns and Le Marchant, 1993, 15). There appears to be little
doubt that the needs of both the banks and their clients are contributing
to the continuing expansion of business service offerings.

Johns and Le Marchant have suggested that the new offshore financial
network included 36 jurisdictions by the end of the 1970s (15). Those
authors identified three types of geographical locations—inland enclave
states, coastal enclave states and island states (15). They saw such enclave
states as establishing a worldwide pattern of what they called satellite
clusters, compatible with four main business time zones. (16).

The four clusters enjoyed time zone linkages to major global/regional
capital markets. The Western Hemisphere was served through the New
York epicenter by the Caribbean and the Central American Basin. Eur-
opean enclaves, coastal enclaves and independent islands were included
in the London epicenter. The Asian-Pacific region and Oceania were
served within the Tokyo time zone by Hong Kong, Singapore, Vanuatu
and Nauru. The final cluster was composed of Persian Gulf jurisdictions
providing service to Middle Eastern oil countries (16).

Of course since advances in transportation and communications ap-
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pear to have made the system of financial centers mentioned above vi-
able, it may be reasonable to ask whether continuing improvements in
such linkage facilitators may cause the system to become redundant. For
such a system to have emerged to begin with, it seems clear that much
more was required than the mere improvement of international linkages.
There are various ways in which the financial centers that have materi-
alized are facilitating both business and economic linkages. If those cen-
ters can continue their successful facilitative functions, then they should
be able to survive and prosper.

Some of the newer financial centers are located in emerging nations
‘‘where they have begun to replicate various functions that were tradi-
tionally the preserve of centers such as London or Zurich’’ (McKee, 1988,
126). Among such centers, both their success and their degree of involve-
ment vary widely. According to Johns and Le Marchant the offshore
network by the end of the 1970s was comprised of four primary centers,
11 secondary centers, four transitional secondary centers and 11 periph-
eral tax havens (1993, 17). Those authors explained that each region had
a minimum of at least one primary offshore center for surplus and res-
ident funds. Listed among such centers were Panama, Switzerland, Bah-
rain and Hong Kong (17).

In addition to such primary centers Johns and Le Marchant described
secondary centers that acted as ‘‘turntable’’ centers supporting and en-
couraging international invisible activities. In the Caribbean region they
pointed to locations such as Bermuda, the Bahamas, the Cayman Islands
and the Netherlands Antilles (17). In Europe they identified Luxem-
bourg, Liechtenstein and the Channel Islands, and in the Persian Gulf
the United Arab Emirates (17). In the Far East they listed Singapore and
Vanuatu (17).

Regardless of where in the world such centers are located, it seems
clear that they depend upon the understanding and acceptance of on-
shore economies. Johns and Le Marchant pointed to development via-
bility relying ‘‘on the tacit/complicit passive attitude of one or more
onshore economies’’ (18). It seems safe to say that the functions of the
majority of international financial centers would be seriously limited
were it not for an implicit agreement among major nations to avoid im-
peding them. The implication appears to be that major nations have de-
cided that the benefits to be gained from facilitating the operation of the
global economy outweigh the real or imagined problems stemming from
the avoidance of certain laws or institutional understandings involving
individuals or corporations who are utilizing the advantages offered by
various offshore financial centers.

The air of secrecy that appears to pervade the activities of offshore
financial centers may well slant or obscure any real understanding of the
functions of such centers with respect to the global economy. Offshore
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financial centers are often considered to be synonymous with tax havens
and in a related oversimplification are viewed as safe havens in which
to launder or hide funds generated by questionable means. Indeed off-
shore financial centers have been viewed as settings for corruption and
illicit transactions.

Ingo Walter has documented a variety of determinants of the demand
for secret money (1990, 50–51). Beyond tax evasion and money launder-
ing Walter referred to ordinary business and confidentiality motives, as
well as capital flight, bribery and corruption, smuggling, the violation of
securities laws, fraud and government undercover activities.

Presumably, most of the factors referred to by Walter are far from
encouraged or supported by government agencies and legal establish-
ments in most nations. Nonetheless, the press and other media in various
wealthier nations have recounted various machinations involving money
manipulations that have taken place with the assistance of financial
specialists in various offshore financial centers. Occasional incursions on
the part of legal authorities from wealthier nations notwithstanding, it
seems as though the secret money industry is alive and well, and off-
shore financial centers, where it may be finding support, appear to be
expanding in number.

It is not the intent of the current investigators to indict the industry
or offshore banking centers. Instead it is presumed that such centers
perform various functions in the world economy beyond those listed
above and that it is those functions that support the ongoing operation
of the financial centers, rather than a permissiveness or naivete on the
part of governments confronted with the peculiar specifics that emerge
on an ongoing basis.

Hopefully, it is an understanding of the positive inputs from offshore
financial centers vis-à-vis the world economy that deters the wealthy
advanced nations from applying constraining pressures towards them
that might curtail the entire spectrum of their activities. Walter has gen-
erated a helpful understanding of the negative aspects of the secret
money industry through his investigations. Nonetheless, as he has sug-
gested, there are sufficient legitimate reasons to justify the actions of both
individuals and businesses seeking confidentiality in their international
dealings (51).

Corporations have never been noted for openness concerning their op-
erations. A ‘‘close to the vest’’ posture on the part of corporations active
in the global economy may as easily be driven by a defense of markets
as by more questionable motives. Without making excuses for question-
able practices housed in offshore financial centers, it might be helpful if
the positive functions of such centers in the global economy were better
understood.

No one would dispute that secrecy is a part of what clients hope to
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gain from the services of financial professionals located in offshore ju-
risdictions. According to Walter the desired secrecy is supplied in two
ways. ‘‘One is domestic bank secrecy laws, which bar insight by national
and foreign authorities alike’’ (187). The second source for secrecy stems
from blocking statutes ‘‘which effectively prevent the disclosure, copy-
ing, inspection or removal of documents located in the host country in
compliance with orders by foreign authorities’’ (187).

Walter suggested that the provision of secrecy in offshore locations
may embrace the actual blocking of legal depositions related to litigation
being considered or actually in progress elsewhere (187). He was careful
to indicate that various nations not seen to be tax or secrecy havens
‘‘have comprehensive blocking statutes to guard their sovereignty from
the extraterritorial reach of foreign authorities’’ (187). His listing of such
jurisdictions included the United Kingdom, France, South Africa, West
Germany, Australia, Norway and Canada.

Offshore financial centers have been known to be materializing in
emerging nations (McKee, 1988, 126). The success of operations in such
centers varies widely. ‘‘Some are recognized as successful players in
world financial markets, while others are viewed with some skepticism
(126). As has been noted elsewhere, various nations have been attracted
to the idea of offshore banking as a potential developmental stimulus
(126).

Walter suggests that ‘‘countries with very small open economies have
often embraced the financial secrecy business as a way of promoting
economic development (1990, 188). With some exceptions he identifies
such jurisdictions as being geographically isolated and possessing nar-
row production bases geared towards a few commodities generally des-
tined for export (188).

For such jurisdictions he identified two ways to become a financial
center (188). One was to become a functional center with transactions
actually occurring and value added emerging in both design and deliv-
ery of financial services (188). Examples cited by Walter included Ge-
neva, Zurich, London, Singapore, Bahrain and Hong Kong. The other
route was to become a booking center where transactions are docu-
mented but the value added is created elsewhere. As examples of such
centers he included the Bahamas, Cayman Islands, Seychelles and Va-
nuatu (188). Among prerequisites for becoming a booking center he
stressed the need for a favorable tax climate together with a benign reg-
ulatory and supervisory environment (188). Beyond such matters he saw
an important role for financial secrecy. Potential benefits included in-
duced employment, fiscal contributions and ‘‘positive linkage effects to
firms and industries that service the financial sector’’ (188).

‘‘There is no question that international financial services of various
types do play the role of facilitators in the expansion of economic activity
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in emerging nations’’ (McKee, 1988, 126). However, there are no guar-
antees for specific jurisdictions, and indeed the creation of additional
offshore financial complexes may offer very modest potential gains to
would-be hosts. As has been noted elsewhere, ‘‘new aspirants must be
seen by prospective customers as capable of improving on services al-
ready offered elsewhere’’ (126).

This requirement may be a somewhat less formidable barrier to entry
in an international economy in which the demand for financial services
is increasing. A greater need for services in existence is fueling the de-
mand increases, as is the expansion of the service menu. In 1988 Kazu-
masa Iwata suggested that ‘‘the past decade has seen marked progress
in the integration of world financial markets and the internationalization
of finance’’ (148). According to Iwata, the latter factor comprised four
elements: ‘‘cross-border trade in financial flows; the internationalization
of financial instruments; the multinationalization of financial intermedi-
aries; and the internationalization of currencies’’ (149). It would appear
as though all such factors have a potential for expanding legitimate busi-
ness opportunities for offshore financial centers.

During the 1970s cross-border trade in financial flows was dominated
by syndicated loans to non–oil producing countries (149). He saw such
loans as facilitating the recycling of OPEC surpluses through the inter-
national banking system. In the 1980s the crisis caused by the debt prob-
lem in Mexico ‘‘caused the mainstream of international financial flows
to shift from developing countries to advanced economies’’ (149). A
boom in international portfolio investment and securities ensued (149).

According to Iwata, financial services included insurance, banking,
brokerage and services facilitating commodity and other goods trading.
Insurance companies dealt with transportation insurance, general insur-
ance and reinsurance, while banks provided consulting services and the
management of portfolio investment. Banks also provided credit and
payment facilities for customers across the border (149). ‘‘Brokers engage
in arbitrage, commissions, chartering and leasing’’ (149).

It seems clear that the types of activity discussed by Iwata would fit
within the offerings of offshore financial centers. From the menu outlined
he selected two dimensions of financial services. One was financial in-
termediation, including both the payment mechanism and the market
maker. ‘‘International financial intermediation connects the demand for
funds by ultimate borrowers in one country to the supply of funds by
ultimate lenders in another’’ (149). In this manner primary securities be-
come indirect securities through the services of international financial
intermediaries. Alternatively, the international market makers ‘‘engage
in the international transaction of securities among market participants
of different countries’’ (149). It seems clear that such operations may well
be occurring through offshore financial centers.
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Iwata saw securitization to be blurring the distinction between the
financial intermediation business and that of the market maker. He was
careful to suggest that financial services are related not exclusively to
banking and dealing but also to investment management as well as to
leasing and consultancy (149). It seems clear that such matters may be
well within the venue of various practitioners and specialists located in
offshore facilities.

In Iwata’s view ‘‘international trade in financial services covers three
aspects of the internationalization of finance’’ (150). To begin with he
spoke of cross border trade in financial flows. Such flows were consid-
ered to be the necessary accompaniment for international trade in goods
and non-financial services (150). The growth in trade volume expands
the range for the exchange of financial services, generating an exchange
trade in bonds and equities and the financing of the imbalance of the
current account among countries (150).

Iwata saw the second aspect of international trade in financial services
as the ‘‘internationalization of financial instruments arising from the in-
tegration of the world financial market’’ (150). He saw this as being il-
lustrated by a rapid increase of international bond issues configured in
various currencies. The emergence of trade in financial services was con-
sidered by Iwata to be the third aspect of internationalization.

It seems clear that Iwata was explaining a very legitimate and impor-
tant aspect of the business of offshore centers. ‘‘Financial services at the
retail level are provided through establishments in the different clientele
countries like many services that are traded internationally’’ (150). He
was accurate suggesting that the sale of such services requires local of-
fices and branches. With regard to the banking business, he pointed out
that international banking produces a cross-border trade in financial
services.

Although Iwata does not refer to offshore financial centers in this con-
text, the importance of his insights to such settings seems clear. He goes
on to explain that ‘‘international financial intermediaries seek maximum
laxity of regulations and minimal tax burdens in determining the loca-
tion of their activities’’ (150). He sees such intermediaries as arbiters of
different regulatory and tax systems among countries. They facilitate in-
ternational tax arbitrage on investment and saving, thus reducing the
capital cost of business investment in an open economy (150). He rec-
ognizes the possible involvement of a certain type of offshore financial
center—‘‘the tax haven facility provided by a number of developing
countries increases the locational diversification of international financial
intermediaries’’ (150).

Various legitimate international business endeavors are restricted by
both laws and customs in regard to transactions that penetrate the bor-
ders of sovereign jurisdictions. It appears as though facilitating such ven-
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tures may well be an important area for various groupings of business
services operating either in or through offshore financial centers. Busi-
ness services designed to facilitate international trade are growing phe-
nomena in the world economy. A trade in those services can easily fall
victim to the restrictive laws and customs of specific jurisdictions.

Undoubtedly, impediments to international business and financial
services are also impediments to the activities that such services are in-
tended to facilitate. As early as 1988 Geza Feketekuty defined a barrier
to trade in services as ‘‘a government measure that creates an obstacle
to the sale of services produced abroad’’ (131). He recognized that ‘‘since
the movement of services across a border is largely invisible, it is gen-
erally useless to put up barriers to trade in services at the border’’ (135).
Feketekuty was undoubtedly correct in suggesting that barriers, if
erected, should be at a point where the government can exert some con-
trol (135).

It has not gone unnoticed by the present investigators that the emer-
gence of services that may be undesirable to the governments of various
nations is a phenomenon that is eminently controllable. When concen-
trated in a relatively small number of offshore financial centers, such
services appear to present rather obvious targets. The continued exis-
tence of such concentrations, not to mention their seeming increase in
both quantity and magnitude, raises an interesting question. Tradition-
ally, attacks on activities in offshore centers have been aimed at various
criminal endeavors of the sort referred to by Ingo Walter (1990) and
much less frequently at various international faciltative services.

Speaking of barriers to service trade, Feketekuty suggested that gov-
ernments can limit or at least attempt to limit various factors. Included
is the purchase of the foreign exchange needed to cover imported serv-
ices. Governments may also limit the movements of population, infor-
mation, goods and money across their borders. They can limit the sale
of services by foreign business within their borders and the employment
of foreign service workers. Beyond that they can limit the consumption
of services needed to meet regulatory requirements (135).

Feketekuty recognized that a government normally ‘‘cannot control
international trade in services purchased abroad’’ except through ‘‘a
comprehensive foreign exchange control system,’’ or by establishing
‘‘comprehensive controls on the consumption of services,’’ or perhaps by
establishing ‘‘a comprehensive system for controlling the movement of
all the information, people, money and goods’’ (135). Such a government
would also need to establish a system for obtaining information con-
cerning foreign exchange transactions, as well as information concerning
‘‘the information, people, money and goods crossing the borders,’’ not
to mention the consumption of services.

As implied earlier, governments may be much less interested in con-
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trolling various business-related services housed in offshore financial
centers than a cursory appraisal may imply. If the services in question
actually do facilitate business operations in the global economy, it may
not be in the best interests of governments to attack them.

It is conceivable that the removal of banks from offshore financial cen-
ters may improve domestic tax receipts in various nations. The actual
impact of such an action may be less than obvious. In a similar vein the
removal of offshore insurance options may increase potential business
for insurance firms in various nations. The impact of such a procedure
upon various major corporations may be somewhat more difficult to
assess. The elimination of offshore ship registration will certainly adjust
the flagging of merchant fleets, but how such an action may affect ocean
transport and the multinational firms that employ it remains to be seen.
Certainly, the elimination of offshore financial centers would generate
significant repercussions in the global corporate community. In the face
of potential impacts it seems hardly surprising that the major trading
nations display little enthusiasm for a confrontational posture towards
offshore financial centers.

Beyond efforts to discourage obvious criminal activities generated in
offshore financial centers, major nations or their law enforcement agen-
cies have little taste for curbing or controlling activities based in those
centers. Business and financial services available through offshore centers
have assumed major roles as facilitators of activities in the world econ-
omy.

Today, various smaller developing nations are turning to the hosting
of international services as an important addition to their expansion pro-
grams. Few would suggest that there are no limitations to such service
concentrations as foundations for economic development. Certainly, very
small jurisdictions attempting to host offshore services may not be suc-
cessful. However, various successful centers have emerged and others
are building. Realistic appraisals of the positive potential for such centers
and their activities would be helpful.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The rise of international services as facilitators of business in the global
economy appears to be contributing to the expanding importance of off-
shore financial centers. Johns and Le Marchant have identified three
types of locations as offshore centers—inland enclave states, coastal en-
clave states and island states. Such centers should be able to prosper as
long as they house service functions designed to facilitate international
business.

It seems clear that most offshore financial centers would have little to
offer the global business community in the absence of a willingness on
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the part of major nations to avoid impeding their operations. This may
mean that certain questionable activities may sustain themselves in such
centers, but the positive facilitative pursuits that the centers house are
far more important.

According to Walter (1990, 188), there are two ways in which jurisdic-
tions become financial centers. One is as functional centers where trans-
actions actually occur and value added emerges in the design and
delivery of financial services. The other is as booking centers where
transactions are recorded but the value added is created elsewhere.

In a global economy that is experiencing an increasing demand for
financial services and where major progress is occurring in integrating
global financial markets and internationalizing finance, there may be
growing interest in such centers. Various legitimate international ven-
tures are impeded by laws and customs of nations whose borders they
breach. Business service groups operating in or through offshore centers
facilitate such ventures.

Such service groups in offshore centers would appear to be obvious
targets for the governments whose borders are being penetrated. The
fact that little is being done to target such services or their hosts suggests
a recognition on the part of governments of the importance of the ser-
vices in question and the centers that house them.





Chapter 2

The Centers, International
Services and the Accounting Firms

The relatively recent emergence of a truly global economy has brought
with it the need for major corporate players to find ways to pursue their
legitimate business goals in the face of the rules, regulations and insti-
tutional anomalies in place in a wide range of jurisdictions. One way in
which the corporations and other business interests have responded to
such operating difficulties has been through the use of what have come
to be termed offshore financial centers and the services that have become
available in and through such locations.

This chapter is concerned with services offered through offshore fi-
nancial centers with emphasis on those aimed at facilitating international
business. It will begin with a brief overview of the development of off-
shore business activity. Following that, the role of offshore financial cen-
ters will be considered. In that context the international service
revolution, which has been fueled by technology, will be discussed. Serv-
ices and their providers in offshore environments will be considered,
with particular emphasis on the rise of advisory offerings, most espe-
cially those that have become the preserve of major international ac-
counting firms. The intention is to provide a better understanding of the
facilitative roles of the accounting firms in offshore financial centers.

THE DEVELOPMENT OF OFFSHORE BUSINESS
ACTIVITY

It has been suggested that offshore business can be established with
the intention of servicing three main transnational sectors (Johns and Le
Marchant, 1993, 22). The sectors involved are the personal sector, the
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corporate sector and the financial sector (22). The sectors in question are
thought to have various reasons for developing offshore activities. Be-
yond tax motivated transactions Johns and Le Marchant included safe
haven protection, explaining that this could include protection from on-
shore inflation rates or repercussions from domestic political instability.
Other possible transactions included the avoidance of regulation and a
desire for the freedom of operation for business (22).

Johns and Le Marchant pointed to the avoidance or minimization of
taxes as another important motivation behind the creation of offshore
business (1993, 22). Quoting Wisselink (29), they defined international
tax avoidance as ‘‘the reduction of tax liability through the movement
or non-movement of persons or funds across tax boundaries by legal
methods’’ (22). In this vein the authors identified four combinations of
activities. To begin with they mentioned the emigration of natural or
legal persons complete with all or part of their income sources or assets
(22). Following that, they referred to the movement of taxpayers without
all income sources or assets (22).

Third, they spoke of the movement of funds alone, most commonly
involving the shifting of income and profit or the establishment of base
companies (22–23). Finally, they referred to cases where neither persons
nor funds move, which they explained covers situations following an
earlier move wherein a taxpayer does not return or repatriate funds be-
yond an intended temporary move (23).

The authors in question have identified two types of tax avoidance
activity. The first is tax planning consistent with the spirit and letter of
the law, while the second takes advantage of unintended legal or ad-
ministrative loopholes (23; and Gordon, 1981, 60–61). Another set of mo-
tives for developing offshore activities may have to do with escaping
legal obligations by fraudulent means (23). Such activities are referred to
here in the interests of completeness and are not pertinent to the central
thrust of the current investigation.

Irrespective of the driving forces pushing individuals and businesses
to carry out offshore operations, there are a variety of factors that such
practitioners will generally look for in choosing a setting for their op-
erations. It is the factors in question that support the success of specific
offshore centers. The necessary ingredients have been summarized by
Euromoney (Supplement, May 1989, 8). Among ingredients considered
significant for the success of offshore financial centers, that publication
placed the absence of direct taxation at the top of its list, while at the
same time conceding that jurisdictions with low taxes or tax treaties may
be successful as well.

Second on the Euromoney list was ‘‘no restrictions on the use of foreign
enclaves or the free movement of funds in and out of the territories’’ (8).
Among other important concerns were a guarantee of client confidenti-
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ality, preferably protected by legislation and the local court system. Eu-
romoney was of the opinion that governments in offshore centers should
welcome and encourage offshore activities by assisting the functioning
of intermediaries through flexible regulations and minimal constraints
and formalities. Although favoring the expeditious processing of official
documents, Euromoney notes that ‘‘a complete absence of regulation is a
handicap not an asset’’ (8).

Additional support for offshore financial centers should include ‘‘a
solid cadre of professionals . . . including lawyers, accountants and bank-
ers’’ and ‘‘some well-known major international institutions’’ as well as
a well-educated local labor force (8). Euromoney also pointed to a need
for an adequate physical infrastructure, including such things as telecom-
munications, skilled help to maintain and repair equipment and ade-
quate office space (8). The magazine also indicated a need for a reliable
and impartial legal system and went as far as to suggest that relevant
legislation should be clear and unambiguous and designed with an eye
to minimizing uncertainty and arbitrary administrative rulings (8–9).

Centers hoping to succeed as offshore or international business hosts
should be conveniently located with easy air access from major cities. In
the same vein such centers require suitable accommodations and meeting
facilities (9). A pleasant environment was also cited as helpful, as was a
respectable image and freedom from scandal (9). ‘‘The jurisdiction
should enjoy political and social stability in order to instill confidence
among investors and their agents’’ (9).

As it stands, it seems quite obvious that there is a significant demand
for the services provided through offshore financial centers. Various
economists share the opinion that services expand ‘‘as businesses need
to tend to their relations with more and more governments’’ (Harrison
and Bluestone, 1988, 74). Frequently such relations stem from govern-
ment regulation of corporate operating procedures (McKee and Tisdell,
1990, 33–34). Beyond that they may also involve tax matters or the in-
ternational transfer of financial assets (34).

Frequently offshore financial centers are housed in smaller jurisdic-
tions. In fact offshore financial and business activities are proliferating
in such locations. Some of the potential benefits from becoming a finan-
cial center were enumerated by Ingo Walter: ‘‘indexed employment, fis-
cal contributions and positive linkage effects to firms and industries that
service the financial sector’’ (1990, 94).

‘‘It seems rather clear that among the services multinational enterprises
purchase through offshore financial centers is distance from various gov-
ernment rules and regulations’’ (34). What that distance actually amounts
to may be difficult to measure. However, the provision of such distanc-
ing is an intangible facilitating service that has major impacts upon the
size and operating effectiveness of the global economy. The providers of
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international services operate in or through various offshore centers be-
cause the needs of their clients support such operations.

The transactions of multinational firms or other international practi-
tioners in various locations can be run through the books of financial
intermediaries or subsidiaries in offshore financial centers (34). Such pro-
cedures may well be able to adjust tax liabilities and repatriate larger
profits. ‘‘Captive insurance enables major corporations to insure them-
selves against certain risks, thus evading cumbersome insurance regu-
lations and high commercial premiums’’ (34).

By the parking of funds, banks may well be able to circumvent do-
mestic onshore regulations with an eye to improving speculative oppor-
tunities in foreign exchange markets (34). ‘‘The positioning of actual
banks or deposit desks in offshore locations may provide banks with a
greater potential for deposits in the form of flight capital, estate moneys,
and other funds attracted by the service of secrecy’’ (34). Incorporation
opportunities present additional avenues for removing funds from the
visibility of onshore operations.

Beyond various factors referred to earlier as significant for the suc-
cessful functioning of offshore financial centers, Euromoney listed various
other issues (May 1989, 9). Among issues deemed to be significant were
such things as the use of the dollar as local currency, the cost structure
of the host jurisdiction, labor laws and regulations, and whether or not
the center in question has a proven track record and offers a variety of
services (9). Euromoney has suggested that ‘‘there appears to be a point
at which some offshore centers acquire a critical mass or independent
momentum, having secured a good reputation, and a steadily expanding
clientele’’ (9). It goes without saying that the size and nature of the ser-
vice menu offered is also important.

With respect to the transnational corporate sector, Johns and Le Mar-
chant have suggested, quoting an OECD committee, that the interest of
corporate players in using tax havens is not so much a desire to avoid
or reduce taxes but rather the economic necessity for cutting costs, taxes
included, to bearable levels, where the laws of nations are uncoordinated
and laws internal to individual nations are inconsistent with respect to
their dealings with international business (1993, 26).

Those authors pointed out that a firm’s decision to go offshore needs
careful consideration from the standpoint of net tax efficiency (26). How-
ever, they acknowledged other potential advantages that may be de-
rived. Among those were ‘‘the cash flow advantage that may be gained
from tax deferral; the lower country risk from the financial center’s own
political stability; and greater security from the effects of onshore vicis-
situdes of economic policy . . . following general elections’’ (26).

According to Johns and Le Marchant, non-tax benefits in the cost cat-
egory include lower operating costs resulting from being able to avoid
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expensive onshore employment protection laws. In addition, they listed
higher onshore manning scales, social security payments and pension
requirements, as well as the capability of avoiding onshore constraints
and costly procedures (26).

The authors referred to three basic means of what they labeled ‘‘trans-
national profit engineering’’ that can profit from an offshore setting in
their quest for building transnational income. The means in question
were profit creation, profit diversion and profit extraction. Under the first
category they referred to setting up a commercial business in a low-tax
location for either domestic offshore activities or international ventures.
Speaking of profit diversion, they meant endeavoring to direct pre-tax
income and profits away from a high-tax setting. By profit extraction
they meant ‘‘the mitigation of post-tax profits in a high-tax jurisdiction
via a strategically located subsidiary in low tax jurisdiction in order to
gain maximum ‘treaty-shopping’ benefits from specific tax treaty provi-
sions between the two countries’’ (26).

Speaking of small island states, the authors in question saw little op-
portunity for internal profit creation from either offshore domestic econ-
omy–directed invisible activities or, with limited exceptions, from visible
trade development of component assembly (27). They saw the extent for
offshore non-resident participation as related to special legislation di-
rected towards particular offshore globally focused niche industries. Ex-
amples included shipping registers, ship chartering, aircraft basing, film
making, property development, cross-border equipment leasing, em-
ployment companies, mining and oil production and development and
writers’ royalties (27).

It appears to be evident that the governments of smaller and perhaps
even poorer jurisdictions would be unlikely to attract such activities by
simply displaying a welcoming attitude. ‘‘Large firms can place com-
ponents of their production processes in numbers of locations through-
out the world, constrained only by the profit potential of their operations
and by the transportation, communications, and other service cadres nec-
essary to realize such potential’’ (McKee and Garner, 1992, 94).

Stephen S. Cohen and John Zysman saw such changes as generated at
least in part by ‘‘a technological revolution spreading across major seg-
ments of manufacturing services’’ (1987, 80). Those authors saw what
they described as the beginning of a new industrial era in which the
convergence of computers and the technology of communications is giv-
ing birth to a new infrastructure (Cohen and Zysman, 1987, 18; McKee
and Garner, 1992, 94). Although Cohen and Zysman were speaking
about the United States, their analysis certainly applies internationally.
Their type of sustained competitiveness vis-à-vis established or aspiring
offshore financial centers appears to presuppose a state-of-the-art tele-
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communications infrastructure and the business service firms needed by
corporate players using such offshore centers.

The ‘‘marriage between the technology of telecommunications and
computers is altering the industrial and business landscape in revolu-
tionary ways,’’ and ‘‘the role of various sophisticated service subsectors
in the accelerating processes of change can hardly be ignored’’ (McKee
and Garner, 1992, 94). Groupings of business services in offshore finan-
cial centers, facilitated by improved transportation and communications
technologies, have been developing major roles in the world economy.
These services have collectively grown into major players in the econo-
mies of the offshore financial centers that host them and the centers for
their parts are assuming major importance in the global economy.

‘‘By extending markets and providing more flexibility in production
chains services have dramatically altered the processes of production’’
(McKee, 1988, 115). In fact some services ‘‘contribute to facilitating the
passage of materials, personnel, and financial assets through national
boundaries’’ (McKee and Garner, 1992, 94). Technological change has
improved the efficiency, not to mention the reach, of such actions.

Peter Robinson is of the opinion that technological change, in addition
to affecting markets and products, has had profound impacts on inter-
national business operations (1989, 43). He sees functions as becoming
easily shiftable from place to place (43), perhaps footloose in the termi-
nology of spatial analysis. If his assessment is accurate, the pressure
points in the global economy that have come to be known as offshore
centers can easily experience changes in their importance. The improve-
ments in transportation and communications that encouraged their func-
tions can easily encourage the emergence of rivals. In such a global
economy the satisfactions of the concerns of corporate customers will be
the foundation for the success and continued viability of such centers.

Referring to multinational corporations, Johns and Le Marchant have
suggested that such organizations have access to an intra-firm transna-
tional financial system, permitting them to move funds and accounting
profits among units in order to practice tax system arbitrage, financial
market arbitrage and regulatory system arbitrage (1993, 29). Those au-
thors suggested that this can involve strategic switching and the offshore
placing of funds.

As examples of such activity they listed transfer pricing, invoicing and
reinvoicing, share exchanges and ‘‘the positioning and realization of cap-
ital gains in a tax haven from the disposal of overseas assets’’ and up-
stream loans (29–30). This of course suggests major reasons for interest
on the part of multinational corporate players in offshore financial cen-
ters. Such centers would seem to offer significant advantages to corpo-
rations.

Despite the fact that various questionable activities have been identi-
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fied in offshore financial centers, it is clear that such locations serve var-
ious positive functions in the global economy. They provide for the
legitimate service needs of a wide range of international business enter-
prises. Although many of the services offered appear to be aimed at
circumventing the institutional and legal encumbrances maintained by
various nations, those same nations seem prepared to accept such ser-
vices and the settings that host them as ongoing realities.

SERVICES AND THEIR PROVIDERS IN OFFSHORE
ENVIRONMENTS

The needed infrastructure and the other components of an acceptable
offshore financial center have been considered. It is clear that such cen-
ters are hosts to various facilitative services and that those services are
having domestic impacts in host jurisdictions as well as international
impacts. Beyond such understandings it would be useful to provide
more detail on the nature and extent of service menus and their provid-
ers. That information would hopefully be a basis for a better understand-
ing of the role of such centers and the services they host, not to mention
the potential for the expansion of those services and their host.

Johns and Le Marchant have enumerated these basic areas of financial
service development (33). They listed international banking services, in-
vestment funds and ‘‘other financial niche products associated with
transnational business’’ (33). With respect to banking they identified the
banks as central role players providing specialized technological knowl-
edge for financial profit creation activity and the promoting of the ac-
cumulation process stemming from profit diversion and profit extraction
activities (33–34). They see the banks as providing a diversified range of
personal and corporate services, often using a number of specialist as-
sociate subsidiary companies (34). Among such services they list port-
folio loans, discretionary portfolio management, foreign currency fund
floatation, mortgages, guaranteed deposit accounts in most major cur-
rencies, and the management of salary dispersal schemes (34). Beyond
those services they include investment and cash management, insurance
brokerage, expatriate financial services and company registration and
trust formation services (34). Certainly the banks are in a position to
provide wide-ranging services to the international business community.

It is true historically that banks have been the most visible providers
of international services in offshore financial centers, however, there are
various other service professionals located in those centers. Among such
providers, the major international accounting firms have been very
prominent and have been expanding both service menus and the number
of offices through which such menus are being offered. It is hoped that
an examination of their offerings in offshore financial centers will supply
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a more complete view of the functions of facilitative services in the world
economy.

Improving technology has had significant influences upon the effect-
iveness of the accounting firms, not to mention the expanding range of
services offered by them. Seemingly there is ‘‘little doubt that improve-
ments in information processing, the ever increasing role of computers,
and continuing improvement in information networking are really the
factors that have been so successful in internationalizing their opera-
tions’’ (McKee and Garner, 1992, 96).

The mobility of activities and the efficiency of international linkages
that technology has generated have had major impacts upon the ability
of the accounting firms to serve customers in multiple settings. ‘‘If the
firms can rely on information technology and computerized operating
techniques that can be accessed internationally, they can provide the
level of service that might have been slow in emerging in settings where
basic accounting expertise is in short supply’’ (96).

The effectiveness of accounting firms housed in offshore financial cen-
ters is reinforced by the technological infrastructure common to such
centers. In fact, the infrastructure in question may be instrumental in
attracting the accounting firms to locations with offshore ambitions. A
symbiosis may exist in which the accounting firms may have positive
impacts upon the jurisdictions that host them.

The possibilities for such a symbiosis has been strengthening, since
beyond their traditional range of accounting services the firms are offer-
ing an expanding range of consulting services that may well have tech-
nological impacts upon the economies to which they are applied (97).
‘‘Such impact may be quite extensive, presumably limited only by the
extent of consulting services offered and, of course, by the skill of those
offering them’’ (97).

Writing in 1989, Nicolas Jequier and Yao-Su Hu stressed the impor-
tance of the embodiment of technology in investment and production in
different sectors of the economy (86). Certainly ‘‘accounting firms facil-
itate such embodiment in various ways’’ (McKee and Garner 1992, 98).
They provide standardized international services to business customers
by use of their own technological networking, and through their ability
to establish themselves in various settings, they assist in international
transfer of technology ‘‘which seems an inevitable accompaniment to the
operations of multinational manufacturing firms’’ (98).

A recent supplement to The Economist highlighted the importance of
management consultancy or ‘‘the advice business’’ (March 22, 1997, 3).
The major accounting firms were seen to be important participants in
that business. In listing the top 25 management consultancy firms in the
United States, the publication gave first place to Andersen Consulting,
followed by McKensey & Company. The following five places in the
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consulting hierarchy were held by members of accounting’s Big Six. In-
deed, the only member of that elite accounting fraternity failing to be
ranked among the top 10 consulting firms was the pre-merger Price Wa-
terhouse, which held the eleventh place in the ranking (4).

Of course, all of the accounting firms listed as high ranking consultants
by The Economist are international in scope with offices in a wide range
of jurisdictions. As will be seen in the present volume, through the ex-
pertise of their consultants, they are important facilitators in the world
economy. They are involved in many of the issues and procedures re-
ferred to earlier in the current discussion. Much of what they have to
offer is well based in various offshore financial centers. By functioning
through such centers it appears as though the accounting firms are pro-
viding themselves with strong positions of international influence.

Support for the hypothesis that the accounting firms are assuming
major roles in the global economy can be found in what The Economist
has posited as stimuli to the expansion of consultancy. Leading the list
of fueling elements behind the boom in consulting has been the impact
of major economic changes including globalization and deregulation (4).
Those adjustments can be assumed to offer impetus to the consulting
activities of accounting firms, not to mention their more traditional ser-
vices.

In addition to globalization, The Economist mentioned reengineering
and downsizing, as changes with positive impacts on consultants. Cer-
tainly, the major accounting firms appear to be well positioned through
their international networks as well as their strategic locations in estab-
lished business capitals to take advantage of such changes. Where they
do so their significance in the world economy increases.

The Economist referred to the growing importance of information tech-
nology as a stimulus to consulting activity. In addition they cited the
convergence of technologies such as computers and telephones (4). The
accounting firms have been said to be expanding their influence through
improved technology (McKee and Garner, 1992).

In the view of The Economist, consultants have to have a global scope
(6). Support for that contention was seen in the fact that the most suc-
cessful companies are global and thus require a similar scope from their
consultants (6). The Economist described such firms as wanting consult-
ants able to provide ‘‘seamless services’’ that can cross borders (6). If
such services are included in what the accounting firms are offering, it
seems logical that they are available in or through offshore financial cen-
ters.

The Economist sees the major accounting firms as best placed to take
advantage of globalization, since they have had offices around the world
for decades (6). Yet that publication sees the firms as franchises of na-
tional partnerships, as compared to fully integrated global companies
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(6). If this is a correct assessment, both the firms and their clients, not to
mention the international economy, stand to benefit from the operation
of internationally oriented offices in offshore centers.

The efforts put forward by the accounting firms towards becoming
truly global have been seen as a frequent detriment to their relations to
their auditing functions (6). The Economist suggests that all consultancies
find that globalization causes problems (6). Among such difficulties they
see the most obvious as being the establishment of an intangible product
in a new market, especially when such a market may be dominated by
family firms, wary of outsiders (6). Other problems revolve around cre-
ating staffs in various locations and the balance between local and
‘‘Western employees’’ (6). Clearly, such difficulties may be potentially
less severe in an offshore center where an intentional international em-
phasis exists. An examination of the specifics of the operations of the
accounting firms in offshore financial centers should improve the un-
derstanding of how they function in the global economy. In addition, it
should provide additional evidence of the role of the offshore centers
themselves in that global economy.

A FINAL OVERVIEW

Johns and Le Marchant have suggested that offshore business can be
established to service three major transnational sectors: the personal sec-
tor, the corporate sector and the financial sector (1993, 22). In addition
to the driving forces motivating offshore transactions, there are factors
influencing where they locate. High among locational factors is an at-
tractive tax climate. According to Euromoney, the ability to move funds
freely is ranked second behind the tax climate (Supplement, May 1989,
8). Beyond the friendly regulatory environment and the efficient proc-
essing of documents, the magazine cited the availability of professional
assistance, including lawyers, accountants and bankers. It also speci-
fied the need for a well-educated labor force and a good physical infra-
structure. Aspiring centers would also require good transportation,
communications linkages with the global economy and adequate accom-
modations for business visitors.

With the business climate as described above, there appears to be a
growing market for services offered in and through offshore financial
centers. Such centers are developing in smaller jurisdictions. According
to Euromoney, offshore centers appear to reach a point where momentum
can carry them, provided that they are offering a sustainable service
menu (9).

In the case of small island states Johns and Le Marchant suggest the
potential of globally focused niche industries. However, businesses in
search of hosts for their endeavors have a wide selection of jurisdictions
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from which to choose. Their choices have been expanded greatly by ad-
vances in transportation and communications. Speaking of small island
states, Johns and Le Marchant suggested the potential of globally focused
niche industries.

Advances in transportation and communications have also dramati-
cally increased the number of industries harboring segments that are
relatively footloose internationally. It appears to be obvious that various
business services of the sort to be found in offshore financial centers are
enjoying expanding roles in this new international climate.

Business services are extending markets and providing more flexibility
in production change, and some are contributing to facilitating the pas-
sage of material, personnel and financial assets through international
boundaries (McKee and Garner, 1992, 94). How well offshore centers fair
in such a world will depend upon how well they serve as platforms for
needed facilitative services.

It seems clear that offshore financial centers are serving various posi-
tive functions in the global economy. They are supplying the legitimate
service needs of a wide range of business enterprises. Despite the fact
that many of the services in question may be aimed at circumventing the
laws and customs of numerous nations, those jurisdictions appear ready
to accept the services in question and their hosts as ongoing phenomena.

According to Johns and Le Marchant, banks have been providing a
wide range of services (1993). It may well be that the banks are the most
visible providers of international services in offshore financial centers,
but such centers host many other professional services, among which are
those provided by the major international accounting firms. Those firms
have been expanding both the breadth of what they offer and the loca-
tions or offices through which they operate.

Like multinational firms in general and their other service providers,
the accounting firms have benefited from the technological revolution
and most especially from computers in their efforts to internationalize
their operations. Certainly, the technological infrastructure, so evident in
offshore financial centers, adds to the operating efficiency of the account-
ing firms located in such centers. The accounting firms are providing
standardized international services through the use of their own tech-
nological networking. By offering their service menu in and through off-
shore financial centers they are strengthening their own impacts in the
global economy, which at the same time supports the role of offshore
financial centers in that economy.





Chapter 3

Offshore Financial Centers
and the Accounting Firms in

a Global Perspective

In its first two issues, Offshore Investment devoted considerable space to
offshore financial centers (September and November/December, 1986).
In describing the functions of such centers, that publication stated that
it is ‘‘at its simplest . . . to provide international banks and businesses
with foreign bases which are not hostage to the whims or fiscal piracy
of high-tax governments, and which allow international trade to be pur-
sued with the minimum of bureaucratic restriction’’ (September 1986,
34). Even today that description appears to offer a reasonable prelimi-
nary appraisal of why such centers have emerged and are continuing to
emerge and proliferate.

In introducing its coverage of offshore financial centers, the magazine
described the offshore world as a secondary trading system, global in
scope, and vital to transnational private business. Indeed, it declared that
the offshore world has rewritten the geography of world finance (34).
Succinctly, it stated, ‘‘Changes in political policy, tax rates, inflation and
exchange control restrictions are domestic factors which can distort trad-
ing conditions for individual companies’’ (34). An explanation for the
genesis and proliferation of offshore centers followed. ‘‘The need to re-
main competitive internationally creates the private sector demand for a
stable alternative—which offshore centers now provide’’ (34–35). This
observation remains cogent if the operations of existing and emerging
offshore centers are to be understood.

In its second issue, Offshore Investment continued its review of offshore
centers (November/December, 1986, 34–37). All told, 42 jurisdictions
were listed as either primary or secondary centers. In the Americas, em-
bracing the Caribbean Basin and Central America, fifteen jurisdictions
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were listed, including the United States. Among the centers considered
as primary were the Bahamas, Bermuda, British Virgin Islands, Cayman
Islands, Costa Rica, Netherlands Antilles, Panama and the Turks and
Caicos Islands. Secondary centers included Anguilla, Antigua, Barbados,
Jamaica, Montserrat, St. Vincent and the United States (35).

In Europe primary centers included Cyprus, Gibraltar, Guernsey, Isle
of Man, Jersey, Liechtenstein, Luxembourg, Netherlands and Switzer-
land. Among jurisdictions listed as secondary centers were Campione,
Greece, Ireland, Malta, Monaco and the United Kingdom. In the Far East
Hong Kong, Nauru and Vanuatu were listed as primary, while second-
ary centers included Cook Islands, Macau, Philippines and Singapore.
The Middle East and Africa boasted five centers, which included Liberia,
Bahrain, Israel, Seychelles and the United Arab Emirates (35).

Of course the magazine’s listing, although realistic for its time, may
not reflect an accurate taxonomy at this writing since some offshore cen-
ters may have encountered adjustments of circumstances since the 1980s.
However, as suggested, British colonies or former colonies are well rep-
resented in the ranks of offshore financial centers. ‘‘The British legal sys-
tem is particularly well-suited to offshore business’’ (34). Speaking of the
Caribbean, Offshore Investment suggested that offshore finance offers stra-
tegic benefits to the United States, Great Britain and the Netherlands (34).
It also significantly improves political stability in the region (34). It seems
clear that their ongoing existence signals the fact that offshore financial
centers have value to economic and business interests beyond their
boundaries. Their ongoing proliferation suggests that potential host ju-
risdictions can see potential benefits for themselves.

Writing as early as 1976, Harry Johnson recognized that changes were
taking place in international finance that undoubtedly had a role in gen-
erating a climate that spawned the phenomenon that has become the
offshore financial center of today (Johnson, 1976, 261). He observed that
‘‘the major international financial center developed from a strong base
as a national financial center in a large and powerful country with the
natural market support of the citizens of that country’’ (261). He went
on to explain that those citizens turned to their financial center ‘‘for fi-
nancial services they needed in other countries and the advantage of
knowing intimately the nature of the customers involved’’ (261).

He felt that regional financial centers such as Singapore, Hong Kong
and Panama acquired their mission primarily from a combination of ge-
ographical proximity to the countries housing the operations of their
customers and ‘‘the safety and ease of operation of subsidiaries, branches
and agencies of foreign banks whose head offices lie in international
financial centers’’ (261).

Johnson was suggesting a derived importance for what he termed re-
gional financial centers. Those centers were not generating customers
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because of their national size or international power and the competence
of their own national banks in the sphere of the international financial
business. Johnson seems to have been correct in suggesting that the re-
gional centers are largely hosts to foreign financial institutions that find
them convenient. The financial centers were hardly ‘‘magnets of financial
power in their own right, attracting foreign financial enterprises to es-
tablish subsidiaries in order to obtain a piece of the action’’ (261–262).

The logic of the Johnson assessment appears to have survived im-
peachment over the intervening years. No one would suggest that off-
shore financial centers have replicated the international financial centers
alluded to by Johnson. In addition, there do appear to be regional con-
siderations that must be assessed in any attempt to understand the con-
temporary role of offshore financial centers (Johns and Le Marchant,
1993). Those centers have acquired their roles not as smaller versions of
New York or London or Tokyo but rather because they are fulfilling
international needs that have not been satisfied by the global financial
capitols. In fulfilling those needs they have hardly eclipsed the capitols
in question. More accurately, they have become facilitative centers in the
global economy. Cast in that role, their functions may be regional or
extra regional.

If offshore centers are hosts to foreign financial institutions rather than
magnets of financial power in their own right (Johnson, 1976), it seems
reasonable to ask why foreign financial institutions appear to congregate
in certain locations and not in others. Johnson’s article concerned Pan-
ama, a nation which appears to have been eclipsed as a major offshore
center since his investigation. In his article he described Panama as hold-
ing two advantages. One was the nation’s geographical location, al-
though he qualified that advantage by observing that Panama was
‘‘obviously deficient in many of the business and personal living amen-
ities that are taken for granted by people engaged in international finan-
cial business’’ (262).

Johnson attributed the other advantage to two aspects of Panamanian
policy. One was the fact that the nation’s currency had an absolutely
fixed exchange rate with respect to the United States dollar, which was
maintained automatically by Panamanian monetary arrangements. The
other policy consideration was ‘‘that Panama has welcomed foreign fi-
nancial enterprises with liberal banking laws and a generally laissez-faire
attitude’’ (262).

Some insights concerning what combination of factors may be at play
can be gleaned from the real or imagined advantages set forward by
existing or would-be offshore financial centers. Cayman Web World has
listed what it perceives to be the advantages of the Cayman Islands as
an offshore financial center (1996–1997). That jurisdiction is certainly rec-
ognized in most financial circles for its involvement in international fi-
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nancial pursuits. By the end of 1994 the Cayman Islands boasted 560
banks and trust companies, representing over 60 countries (1996–1997).
Over 31,500 companies were registered there, and the Caymans were
also one of the top centers for offshore insurance, with in excess of 350
companies registered (1996–1997).

In making its case for why the Cayman Islands should be considered
by those needing offshore financial services, Cayman Web World is, of
course, supplying an answer to the question raised by the work of Harry
Johnson back in 1976. According to Cayman Web World, the advantages
of the Cayman Islands are wide ranging. The islands provide the stability
of a well and progressively governed colony of Britain (1996–1997). At
this juncture it seems advisable to keep in mind the number of actual or
emerging offshore financial centers that have ongoing or historical links
to Great Britain. Most of those share legal traditions and even business
practices that may make them better understood by prospective inter-
national players.

Beyond the link to Britain the Caymans are said to exhibit an estab-
lished pattern of social harmony, no racial tensions and a comparatively
low crime rate (1996–1997). Clearly, a lack of those characteristics would
discourage the development of offshore business operations and indeed
may discourage operations in locations exhibiting problems. In recent
years the decline of Lebanon and Panama as significant offshore centers
pays witness to the importance of the considerations alluded to here.

The Cayman Islands are said to have excellent, state-of-the-art telecom-
munications, efficient air linkages and reliable shipping linkages well
able to provide regular freight supply (1996–1997). Of course, any juris-
diction aspiring to success as an offshore financial center requires an
excellent transportation and communications infrastructure linking it to
the external world. The absence of such linkages are among the major
impediments that may prevent the success of aspiring centers.

The Caymans are also the beneficiaries of their proximity to the United
States, coupled with good daily connections worldwide (1996–1997). Of
course, proximity to a major international financial center has been rec-
ognized as an advantage if not a necessity for offshore financial centers;
witness the views of Harry Johnson (1976) and more recently Johns and
Le Marchant (1993).

Going beyond its reference to the transportation and communications
infrastructure, Cayman Web World touts the Cayman Islands as having
‘‘a highly developed infrastructure, including ports, airfields, roads, util-
ities and medical and educational services’’ (1996–1997). Jurisdictions
that are deficient in such facilities experience obvious disadvantages in
any competition with jurisdictions that are better supplied.

Cayman Web World has reported that the Cayman Islands possess ‘‘a
pool of lawyers, accountants and other professionals highly qualified and
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experienced in the administration of financial services, applying their
skills through institutions of repute observing government-set standards
of probity’’ (1996–1997). In the case of such business services, jurisdic-
tions that are deficient in their supply can hardly expect success as off-
shore financial centers.

Other advantages attributed to the jurisdiction in question include an
experienced construction industry able to respond quickly to both busi-
ness and residential needs and an advanced land registry system, with
titles guaranteed by government, which allows for quick and efficient
property transactions (1996–1997). Foreign ownership of real estate is
unrestricted and efficient processing and registry systems for banks,
companies, trust and insurance companies are in place (1996–1997).

Although some flexibility is permitted, banks and trust companies are
closely monitored to insure the maintenance of standards. Officials in the
posts of deputy inspector of financial services, deputy inspector of in-
surance and registrar of companies monitor activities in their areas of
concern, while allowing greater flexibility in matters such as liquidity
ratios and capital formation. Business has ready access to an established
financial center, well linked to Euro currency markets (1996–1997).

The Cayman Islands are free of direct taxation, which provides ‘‘the
ability to accumulate profits free of tax and, for branches or subsidiaries
of parent companies elsewhere, the ability to repatriate profits at most
advantageous times’’ (1996–1997). There are no exchange controls, thus
permitting the movement of capital in and out, as well as the holding of
accounts in any major currency (1996–1997).

Confidentiality between clients and professionals is supported by se-
vere penalties, except in cases involving the government’s accepted duty
to help in the international investigation of drug-related and other seri-
ous crimes (1996–1997). The economy boasts an efficient private sector,
able to provide courier service, database access, and facsimile transmis-
sion (1996–1997). Beyond such matters there is a fixed exchange rate with
respect to the United States dollar, while other world currencies float
with the dollar.

Of course, the matters enumerated here as having been put forward
by Cayman Web World represent a rather helpful shopping list of the
elements that attract clients to offshore banking centers. Presumably,
they are the matters that most prospective clients will compare in choos-
ing a specific location for their operations.

Many of the points highlighted by the promotional material concern-
ing the Cayman Islands might well be found in lists of the attributes of
various offshore financial centers. They may also be found on the needs
lists of many businesses and individuals in search of an offshore center
suitable to facilitate their international operations. To be successful any
aspiring offshore center must be able to demonstrate social and political
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stability, and a willingness to insure a legal framework and business
environment supportive of international operations. It must provide a
tax climate friendly to business and a financial sector that business can
feel secure in utilizing.

This calls for a financial service sector that operates with international
standards of expertise, professionalism and integrity. Foreign clients,
both corporate and private, must be confident of privacy and safety in
their dealings. They require state-of-the-art transportation and commu-
nications infrastructures. Their business operations in centers of their
own choosing must enjoy effective linkages with the centers of power in
the global economy and, of course, with various locations significant for
their business success.

Foreign corporate players will be most favorably disposed to settings
with the various characteristics already mentioned that also have the
facilities to host foreign business travelers safely and comfortably. Those
players will also value the availability of a skilled labor force from which
they can hire effective employees.

Various jurisdictions have emerged throughout the world that appear
capable of performing needed services in low-risk business environ-
ments. Harry Johnson (1976) was quite correct in suggesting that such
jurisdictions are different from international financial centers such as
New York or London, since they are not major power concentrations. In
more modern terminology the centers in question are facilitators of ac-
tivity in the global economy.

Among the ranks of real or would-be offshore financial centers there
is an obvious hierarchy based upon their ability to compete in providing
for the needs of a global clientele. The less-able particular centers may
be in the provision of such needs, the less successful they can be expected
to be as actual offshore centers. It may be that less successful or perhaps
failing centers may be more prone to hosting questionable international
activities. However, even those activities will require a certain service
base to support their success.

Offshore financial centers as a focus for questionable activities is an
idea that is often overworked. Writing in 1996, Edmund Bendelow con-
ceded that ‘‘if one were to survey the major scandals which have struck
the financial world in the last few years, there was indeed an element of
offshore contact in most of them’’ (1996, 1). However, he pointed out
that the scandals in question had a common thread: ‘‘they involved cross
jurisdictional transactions but the criminal or improper behavior took
place onshore’’ (2).

Bendelow claimed that due to scandals that have occurred it is more
essential now than ever before that the onshore professional advisors
have a greater understanding of the offshore world. He believed this to
be so because the world in question is so large and important to multi-
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national financial transactions. He quoted Walter Diamond to the effect
that half of the world’s financial transactions take place offshore and
stated that the number of offshore centers, worldwide, is approaching
60 (2). He observed that recent estimates of wealth held offshore are at
the U.S.$5 trillion level. That wealth, he suggested, tends to gravitate to
where it can maximize its return. Thus huge amounts of funds have
legitimately been transferred to offshore locations over the last 30 years
(2).

Bendelow sees the greatest challenge facing offshore centers for the
foreseeable future as being how to regulate their own internal operations
so as to be able to continue their relationships to the onshore world in
a mutually acceptable manner. In that context he sees the main areas of
concern involving such things as the laundering of drug money and the
gains from other crime, fraudulent and other wrongful but non-criminal
transfers and tax evasion (2).

For continuing and successful onshore/offshore relations those issues
must be controlled, and Bendelow sees sovereignty as a serious issue (2).
What may be the response of offshore centers to requests for informa-
tion? Bendelow sees a continuum of likely responses ranging ‘‘from no
assistance permitted to total and unconditional assistance in every shape
or form’’ (3). In tax cases where one country attempts to assert its rules
in the courts of another country, no assistance is probable on grounds
of protecting sovereignty. At the other extreme most countries will co-
operate ‘‘in such matters as the suppression of the drug trade’’ (5). Ben-
delow sees all other matters falling between those extremes.

He sees good cooperation between onshore and offshore British juris-
dictions with respect to all non-tax-related inquires on serious matters.
Similarly he sees good cooperation between most European tax havens
and onshore authorities on anti–drug money laundering activity. He sees
fair cooperation between onshore and offshore authorities if what is be-
ing investigated would be considered a crime in both jurisdictions (3–4).
He points out that many larger offshore European jurisdictions are sign-
ing bilateral treaties with major onshore jurisdictions to facilitate assis-
tance relating to transborder crimes in specific circumstances (4).

Bendelow points out that ultimately every major European tax haven
either has or will have policies intended to assist their major onshore
trading partners to suppress crime. He sees such cooperation as being in
the interests of the tax havens themselves, ‘‘No serious offshore jurisdic-
tion will continue to develop and flourish if it can only do so by con-
doning criminal behavior’’ (4).

Thus it appears as though the benefits that are presumed to accrue to
the hosting of offshore business and financial activity are the best sup-
port that real and would-be offshore centers have for expunging existent
criminal elements and discouraging their replacements. Bendelow ap-
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pears to have been correct in suggesting that offshore centers still ‘‘jeal-
ously guard their sovereignty’’ (4). Presumably, a desire to maintain
sovereignty may cause clashes between jurisdictions (4). However, it
seems as though both onshore and offshore interests desire the continued
existence of offshore financial and business centers.

Because many such centers appear to be positioned in rather small
emerging nations, it would appear that such jurisdictions see themselves
with something to gain from offshore finance. Indeed, it appears as
though various emerging nations and small colonial jurisdictions are
placing their hopes for material betterment at least in part upon offshore
activities.

For offshore activities to thrive in specific locations it is not enough
for their hosts to welcome them. Participants in the global economy must
see such locations as effective settings for their international activities.
Beyond the attractiveness of such locations to potential corporate and
individual clients, the wealthier nations of the world must recognize the
utility of their continued existence.

In his discussion of Panama, Harry Johnson raised an appropriate
question (1976, 263). His question concerned ‘‘how far the development
of a regional financial center largely financed by foreign capital and
staffed or at least directed by foreigners has a spillover effect in pro-
moting economic development and increasing the welfare of the citizens
of the host country’’ (263). The years since Johnson published his article
have hardly diminished the significance of such a question. It may not
be reviewed frequently with respect to current realities in Panama, but
it still appears rather basic as it concerns the current positioning of on-
going offshore activities in the global economy.

Johnson suggested various concerns in answering his own question.
‘‘To the extent that the capital and the skilled people would not be in
the country otherwise . . . and . . . their presence does not simply replace
domestic capital and skills that would otherwise exist,’’ host govern-
ments realize a net gain in taxable capacity (263). Of course, in many
real world situations the individuals envisaged by Johnson and their
activities have been granted tax exemptions or reductions. In such cases
gains from taxation and what can be done with them have become moot.
Johnson recognized this and suggested that in such cases advantages
have to be looked for in the participation of citizens in the activities
under discussion (264).

Another benefit to the jurisdictions hosting offshore activities was the
provision of employment to the total population (264). Johnson spoke of
various opportunities for unskilled workers, but he also recognized the
potential for more sophisticated pursuits. He suggested that a financial
sector aimed at more than local markets can make a valuable contribu-
tion to development by offering a market for what skilled people can do
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and devoting resources to the improvement of the knowledge and ability
of those who are hired (264). He felt that such opportunities would re-
quire a strengthening of the educational system so as to turn out grad-
uates capable of performing jobs in financial institutions (264–265). He
realized as well that a certain amount of social and political pressure
might be needed to encourage foreign financial institutions to hire local
residents and provide them with further training (265).

Johnson felt that host nations could also benefit through possible ef-
fects on the welfare of their citizens as actual or potential capitalists. He
saw the potential for capital gains for landowners supplying land for
office and apartment construction. Such gains could be reinvested in
other pursuits, thus contributing to employment and growth. The finan-
cial sector might also provide citizens with safer and higher yielding
outlets for savings, thus contributing to capital accumulation (265). The
financial sector might also make financing available to local entrepre-
neurs on better terms than possible alternatives (265). Johnson also saw
the financial sector as a stimulus to business tourism, with consequent
benefits to the economy (266).

Even when particular jurisdictions do enjoy benefits of the sort re-
ferred to by Johnson, they are hardly free from the risk of altered for-
tunes. Offshore financial activities may lack continuing reliability as a
developmental base (McKee, 1988, 80). ‘‘By the successful establishment
of an offshore banking center, a Third World nation may place itself at
risk from events in the world economy or from the actions of more pow-
erful nations’’ (80).

Although this appears to have remained true, it seems as though pow-
erful nations may well have something to gain from offshore financial
centers to the extent that such centers tend to facilitate the operations of
the global economy. Of course, the mere existence of expanding cadres
of individual and corporate clients for the services offered in offshore
financial centers speaks to the ongoing strength of the demand side of
the market for offshore services. Those services are facilitators of eco-
nomic linkages on a global scale.

Among the facilitators of the activities of individuals and corporations
in the international economy are cadres of business services that have
become internationalized in their own right. Many such services are find-
ing it expedient to establish outlets for their offerings in offshore financial
centers. In so doing they increase the importance of such centers in the
global economy. Among the services in question are those offered by the
major international accounting firms.

Various major accounting firms and the services offered by them will
be highlighted in discussions of specific jurisdictions. However, at this
juncture example firms and their offerings will be reviewed as a means
of foreshadowing what is to come. One such organization is NEXIA In-
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ternational, ‘‘a network of independent accounting firms in more than
70 countries on six continents worldwide’’ (Clifton Gunderson L.L.C.,
1998b). As explained by that firm, ‘‘Through our international relation-
ships, you can utilize the resources of one of the world’s largest account-
ing organizations while maintaining local relationships and reliability.
We make the connection for you and then act as international liaison’’
(1998b).

That quotation appears to go to the heart of what major accounting
firms or organizations are capable of doing on the international scene.
What the largest firms can accomplish with international cooperation
through branch offices and local subsidiaries can also be addressed by
international networks or organizations of cooperating local and regional
firms. Clearly, accounting firms have become major facilitators in the
global economy.

Clifton Gunderson L.L.C., through its affiliation with NEXIA Interna-
tional, provides a whole menu of management advisory services, tax
services and audit and accounting services to international clients
(1998b). Their corporate finance group has been serving client needs in
various areas such as target searching, analyzing purchase prices, per-
forming due diligence, and various other financial services in the area of
international transactions (1998b). In the consulting field they aim to-
wards assisting companies in meeting quality goals by helping them to
understand and improve processes (1998b). ‘‘Process improvement in-
creases profitability through the improvement of productivity, product
and service quality, and customer and employee satisfaction’’ (1998b).

The firm is also active in offering assistance on international tax mat-
ters and can help with international accounting and auditing issues. ‘‘Be-
cause accounting standards differ from one country to another,
companies with international operations need a CPA firm experienced
in various international requirements’’ (1998b). All in all, the firm claims
to offer a comprehensive range of international consulting services.

Grant Thornton International is another major accounting firm on the
world scene. It claims to be ‘‘one of the world’s leading organizations of
independent national firms providing audit, accounting, tax and spe-
cialist business advice to young entrepreneurial companies’’ (1998). Their
‘‘member firms employ over 18,500 people in 550 offices, in 87 countries
around the world dedicated to the needs of growth-oriented business’’
(1998).

In describing what they do the firm appears to be quite confident:
‘‘Our portfolio of core accounting, audit, tax and consultancy services is
enriched with our knowledge of economic conditions, regulatory re-
quirements and an insight into different local business cultures and prac-
tices’’ (1998). With even more emphasis they have stated, ‘‘We are a vital
partner when our clients enter new and unfamiliar markets’’ (1998). Such
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statements point to what the current authors expect of major accounting
firms in the international sphere.

Yet another prominent accounting firm is Moore Stephens Interna-
tional, which is a network of over 100 accounting and consulting firms
with more than 250 offices in 65 countries (Moore Stephens International,
1998). ‘‘A wide range of professional services has been developed by
member firms over the 85 years since Moore Stephens was first founded
to assist clients in meeting their cross-border commercial objectives’’
(1998). Such offerings are ‘‘complemented by local services in each coun-
try’’ (1998).
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Chapter 4

The Firms in Selected Caribbean
and North Atlantic Centers

In terms of the hosting of offshore financial centers, the Caribbean basin
region could almost be considered an impacted area. No doubt its po-
sitioning vis-à-vis the two continents of the Western Hemisphere has
something to do with that, as does a user-friendly time zone relationship
to the New York financial center. Beyond those concerns is the fact that
many of the jurisdictions in question are present or former British colo-
nies and thus share language, laws and customs that may seem attractive
to the English-speaking world.

The jurisdictions in question are relatively small in terms of population
and exhibit a wide range of characteristics and degrees of involvement
in offshore activities. Panama, which was once a relatively important
banking center, has declined in importance in recent years due in part
to machinations revolving around political events. Aruba and the Neth-
erlands Antilles have also experienced declines in importance due to
changes in tax arrangements with the United States (McKee, Garner and
AbuAmara McKee, 1998).

Among English-speaking jurisdictions, the Bahamas and the Cayman
Islands stand out as major loci for international banking activities. Ber-
muda is well known as a center for captive insurance. Antigua and Bar-
buda, and Barbados are making serious strides in expanding offshore
activities. The jurisdictions enumerated in this paragraph are hardly all
inclusive of real and would-be offshore financial centers in the Western
Hemisphere. They will be highlighted here in hopes of reaching a better
understanding of the actual role of major accounting firms in such juris-
dictions.
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ANTIGUA AND BARBUDA

Antigua and Barbuda is a small twin-island state situated in the Lee-
ward Islands of the Caribbean. Although independent since 1981, the
country operates under English Common Law. This legal tradition, cou-
pled with other institutions dating from its days as a British colony, has
contributed to the foundation that has made offshore finance an attain-
able option in the nation’s search for economic development. Other sup-
ports for such a development strategy include good transportation and
communications linkages, a literate labor force and a willingness on the
part of the government to create an environment conducive to interna-
tional business operations.

The nation’s population stands at just under 70,000 and its workforce
is employed primarily in tourism and commercial pursuits. ‘‘First rate
professional services are widely available, including banking, law, ac-
counting, and management resources’’ (Netforce Group Plc, 1998, 1).

While international banking has been in place for many years, offshore
banking dates from 1983. The government has cooperated with the pri-
vate sector in improving the offshore company and banking environment
by introducing new foreign residency, trust and partnership legislation
(2). ‘‘The prevailing offshore legislation provides for speedy formation
of international business corporations (IBCs) at very competitive charges
and with minimal compliance procedures’’ (2). Such formations can be
dealt with by a locally registered trust company, or by an accountant or
attorney.

The International Business Corporations Act of 1982 provides for ‘‘the
full exemption of all direct taxes in respect of any international trading,
investment or commercial activity including withholding taxes and
stamp duties’’ (2). There is no minimum capital specification, and shares
can have a nominal or no par value and can be issued in registered or
bearer form (2). The charter of an IBC can be transferred to a foreign
jurisdiction or vice versa and a trust company, lawyer or accountant for
the corporation can serve as the only member of the board of directors
(2).

The act establishes criminal penalties for disclosing the business affairs
of clients in regard to banking or trust matters, with the exception of
cases where evidence exists involving alleged criminal offenses triable in
Antigua (2). IBCs are each required to have a registered office and an
agent resident in the country (2).

KPMG is one of the major international accounting firms active in
Antigua. In an overview the firm describes Antigua as an attractive off-
shore jurisdiction (KPMG Peat Marwick Antigua, 1997a, 1), claiming that
it has put into place various features making it ideal for permanent res-
idence in performing international business transactions. Antigua is tax
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free for permanent residents and companies incorporated under the In-
ternational Business Corporation Act (1).

Among features offered by Antigua, KPMG lists a permanent resident
scheme, confidentiality of information and minimum requirements for
corporate reports. There are international business companies, exempt
insurance companies, offshore banks and international trust companies.
Other advantages include exemption from exchange controls, tax ex-
emption from all forms of taxation on profits or gains and from with-
holding taxes on dividends, interest, management fees and royalties (1).

The firm enumerates the types of advantages they see for potential
users of Antigua as an offshore center. Among such advantages are an
excellent infrastructure, which includes state-of-the-art telecommunica-
tions, modern international transportation facilities boasting daily flights
to major international business centers in the United States, Canada and
the United Kingdom, and a time zone convenient to both North America
and Europe (2). Also mentioned were a highly literate English-speaking
population, political and economic stability, reasonably priced office fa-
cilities and world-standard accommodation facilities (2). The firm also
alluded to an excellent professional community, an up-to-date corporate
legal framework and competent judicial system and a choice of major
international chartered accounting firms (2).

KPMG offers an extensive menu of corporate services in Antigua. Its
corporate services practice offers professional services relating to the es-
tablishment, maintenance, administration and cessation of business en-
tities in Antigua (1997b, 1). Services related to the establishment of
business are extensive. The firm can assist in various ways on matters
of incorporation and registration. It can also appoint directors and a sec-
retary to the company and arrange the first meeting of directors to com-
plete all formalities of formation. Beyond that the firm can provide
registered shareholders and can issue certificates, transfers and declara-
tions of trust for registered shareholders. It can arrange directors and
shareholders meetings, file for obtaining the appropriate license, appoint
bankers and open bank accounts and maintain statutory registers and
records (1).

With respect to maintenance, the firm can maintain a registered office,
maintain corporate records required by the laws of Antigua and provide
corporate secretarial, advisory and compliance services (2). It can apply
for the renewal of annual licenses and coordinate annual shareholder
meetings and periodic meetings of directors (2). In general it can assist
in assuring that client firms remain in good standing and in compliance
with relevant statutory provisions in Antigua (2).

In the area of administration the firm can make arrangements for the
provision of relocation support and for recruiting and orienting staff as
well as for the provision of a business or mailing address (2). Beyond
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that it can arrange for the maintenance of day-to-day accounting records,
for preparing and dispatching invoices and for the management and
maintenance of bank accounts (2).

Arrangements can also be made for the banking of funds received as
well as for the payment of the company’s creditors and for the mainte-
nance of company correspondence, faxes and telephone calls connected
to company business (2). KPMG can also make arrangements for the
preparation of periodic statements of cash movements, assets and liabil-
ities and for monitoring the receipt of dividend, investment, rental and
other types of income. Other arrangements that can be made include the
provision of single office or shared office facilities and services, cessation
as well as liquidation, emigration, or deregistration of companies or
other entities (2).

In supplying traditional auditing and accounting services the firm em-
ploys professionals with extensive knowledge of national, regional and
international financial markets and expertise in risk analysis (KPMG,
1997c, 1). Beyond auditing the firm also provides additional value-added
services. As an example it can identify key matters impacting the relia-
bility of financial information generated and can also assess the adequacy
of computerized information systems. It can help with suitable account-
ing and internal control measures and can provide specialized assistance
in accounting, finance and tax areas (1). It can offer advice on organi-
zational and market issues and information technology and can also per-
form investigations (1).

The firm can conduct audits and reviews related to various business
operations and can perform compliance reviews. It can assist in the de-
velopment of internal audit departments and can train management and
employees in matters relating to finance and accounting. Beyond those
areas of service it can assist in the preparation of ‘‘share offers, prospec-
tuses, and company information for the placement of shares’’ (1).

KPMG also offers extensive tax-related services in Antigua. The firm
provides advisory services targeted to client needs, ‘‘taking into consid-
eration both local and foreign tax regimes, and indicating the likely tax-
ation consequences of proposed transactions’’ (1997d, 2). The firm also
conducts reviews of client’s structures from the point of view of taxation
and geared to changes in legislation (2).

Price Waterhouse is another major accounting firm active in Antigua.
In that jurisdiction the firm deals in services that include auditing, ac-
counting, tax, management consulting and corporate secretarial and trus-
tee services (Price Waterhouse, 1991a, 100). As noted elsewhere, the firm
boasts a client roster that draws from businesses of all sizes and forms
as well as from government agencies, nonprofit organizations and indi-
viduals (McKee, Garner and AbuAmara McKee, 1998, 36). The firm
claims ‘‘notable experience in providing services to the hospitality, man-
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ufacturing, agricultural, banking, insurance, construction and service in-
dustries, whether as onshore business or offshore investments’’ (Price
Waterhouse, 1991a, 100–101).

In addition to basic auditing and accounting services, ‘‘the firm offers
assistance with respect to the design and/or review of internal control
systems, including reviews of computerized systems’’ (McKee, Garner
and AbuAmara McKee, 1998, 36). The firm deals with various tax-related
matters as well as issues concerning mergers and acquisitions, and pro-
ject evaluation. It can also conduct feasibility studies, which may
embrace financial planning and budgeting. Among other forms of assis-
tance offered by Price Waterhouse are executive recruitment services and
various services concerned with information technology (see McKee,
Garner and AbuAmara McKee, 1998, 36).

Within the context of the present discussion it seems pertinent to note
that Price Waterhouse can assist with corporate administration in sup-
port of offshore companies, ‘‘including the assumption of the duties of
a local agent and dealing with staff supervision, reinvoicing and banking
needs’’ (36). This of course speaks to how deeply involved such a firm
can become in offshore business matters. Indeed, the firm can advise on
all aspects of offshore business (36).

THE BAHAMAS

Among the offshore financial centers of the Western Hemisphere, the
Bahamas is the closest geographically to the mainland of the United
States. Lying southeast of Florida, the nation is composed of some 700
islands, fewer than 30 of which are inhabited. Internet Bahamas Limited
sees that location as offering easy access to the consumer markets of
North, Central and South America (1998, 1).

Although the nation is recognized in most circles as an important off-
shore business and financial center, its financial sector is second in im-
portance to tourism in terms of its significance to the economy. The
government has expressed an interest in economic diversification
through developing agriculture and industry, but little growth is antic-
ipated in such undertakings (Bahamas: Economic Trends and Outlook, 1998,
1). The reasons given include ‘‘government inertia, domestic resistance
to outside investment perceived as potentially competitive with local
business, high labor costs, and competition from other countries in the
region’’ (1).

In 1994 the country hosted 3.4 million visitors, which was more than
13 times its permanent population (1). ‘‘Tourism and related services
account for over 60 percent of GDP supplying the Bahamian job market,
directly and indirectly, with two thirds of the jobs in the Bahamas’’ (1).

Financial services accounted for approximately 11 percent of GDP (2).
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In 1993 the country boasted 415 licensed banks and trust companies as
well as five retail banks (1). In 1990 the International Business Companies
Act was passed with the intent to enhance the nation’s status as a leading
financial center (2). It served to facilitate the incorporation of offshore
companies and cut associated costs. ‘‘By mid-1994 24,200 IBCs—shell
corporations . . . had been formed’’ (2). In 1991 the nation legalized the
formation of asset protection trusts, vehicles designed to protect the as-
sets of wealthy persons from domestic courts in their home countries (2).

Internet Bahamas Limited lists various investment factors related to a
climate for business (1998, 2). Prominent among such factors is the tax-
free status accorded to income. All resident corporations, partnerships,
individuals and trusts are free from taxes on corporate earnings, capital
gains, personal income, sales, inheritance and dividends (2). Another at-
traction for investors is economic and monetary stability.

The Bahamian dollar is pegged one to one to the United States dollar.
Beyond the features alluded to above the government provides invest-
ment incentives such as relief from customs duties on approved raw
materials, equipment and building supplies, and exemptions from busi-
ness licenses and real property taxes for as many as 20 years (2). In the
area of exchange control there are no restrictions on current account
transactions, nor are there restrictions on the repatriation of profits (3).

Price Waterhouse is among the major accounting firms active in the
Bahamas, where it ‘‘offers traditional accounting and auditing services
as well as management and financial consulting services both domesti-
cally and internationally’’ (McKee, Garner and AbuAmara McKee, 1998,
35). The firm also serves smaller clients, nonprofit organizations, indi-
viduals and government agencies (Price Waterhouse, 1992a, 119).

Through its audits Price Waterhouse reviews ‘‘the adequacy of the
client’s system of international accounting controls and the effectiveness
of its accounting procedures and presents suggestions to strengthen these
systems and procedures’’ (120).

The firm offers a wide range of business services. It offers assistance
in developing corporate plans and strategies and in choosing computer
systems. It can also assist with financial restructuring and with mergers
and acquisitions. It can provide investment and trade advisory services
and advisory services to government, including help with privatization
(120–121). It can conduct organization and personnel management stud-
ies and can assist with the recruitment of managerial and staff personnel.
Beyond recruitment the firm can perform evaluation and compensation
studies and can help with employee development and training.

Price Waterhouse also provides corporate services such as ‘‘arranging
for the incorporation of companies or other entities, including trusts;
providing registered office, registered agent and trustee services and
dealing with the necessary ongoing administration and accounting for
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entities’’ (121). Beyond such matters it assists firms in establishing op-
erations in the Bahamas or in using that country as a base for foreign
operations (121).

Deloitte & Touche is another major accounting firm active in the Ba-
hamas. It claims to have eight resident partners and provides accounting
services to both foreign and domestic clients, employing international
accounting standards (Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu International, 1994, 63).
Beyond such matters the firm offers various consulting services as well
as company management and representative office maintenance. ‘‘The
firm has special expertise in the administration of foreign-owned busi-
nesses, liquidations and receiverships, and mergers and acquisitions’’
(63).

BARBADOS

Barbados is another Caribbean jurisdiction that has been making pro-
gress in the hosting of offshore financial activities. In a recent article
Owen Arthur, the nation’s prime minister, asserted that ‘‘throughout the
decade of the nineties a truly considerable effort has been undertaken
by both the private and public sectors to transform the production re-
lationships of the Barbados economy’’ (1997, 85). Describing this effort
at structural adjustment, he saw Phase One as including liberalization,
deregulation and measures to boost productivity and competitiveness at
its center.

The first phase of the restructuring process also included a phased
removal of restrictions on financial markets, the dismantling of price
controls and import licensing, comprehensive tax reforms, trade liber-
alization and privatization (85). Other programs were instituted to boost
competitiveness and emphasize productivity as a tool for economic pro-
gress (85). According to Arthur, the overall intent was the adoption of
‘‘an open, outward looking export oriented approach to the management
of . . . economic affairs’’ (85).

In emphasizing the intent of the new measures Arthur was both clear
and definite: ‘‘one of the major challenges of economic management is
to continue to define the package of policies to enhance their efficiency
and effectiveness in the context of rapidly changing domestic and global
economic and financial circumstances’’ (86). In the same vein Arthur sug-
gested that the first phase of structural adjustment was designed to create
conditions with which an economy that was too overregulated, too in-
ward looking, too unresponsive to technological change, too resistant to
the best practices in institutional and corporate organization and too
state led could be made into a dynamic, open and outward-oriented,
modern, competitive economy, able to survive and prosper because of
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its response to stimuli and its acceptance of drastic, far-reaching changes
across the board (87).

KPMG is very active in Barbados. Among the areas on its menu of
facilitative offerings are assurance and accounting services, consulting
services, corporate and financial services and tax services. ‘‘Established
in 1973, KPMG Barbados is today owned and managed by seven part-
ners and employs 90 persons. Local business operations have expanded
to include branch offices in Castries, St. Lucia and St. John’s, Antigua’’
(KPMG, 1997a, 1). The firm operates through KPMG Peat Marwick,
which is responsible for assurance, accounting, tax and corporate ser-
vices; and Peat Marwick Associates Ltd., which operates as KPMG Peat
Marwick Consulting Group and provides general financial and consult-
ing services (2).

In the area of assurance and accounting services KPMG Peat Marwick
‘‘is committed to responding comprehensively, positively, and in a
timely manner to the myriad changes taking place in the assurance pro-
fession in Barbados and globally’’ (KPMG, 1997b). The firm employs
qualified professionals, with extensive knowledge of national, regional
and international markets, together with expertise relating to risk anal-
ysis.

With respect to value-added services, the firm can identify key factors
impacting the reliability of financial information generated. It can assess
the adequacy of computerized information systems and can provide spe-
cialized assistance in accounting, finance and tax areas (1997b). In ad-
dition, the firm stands ready to review, recommend and implement
suitable administrative, accounting and international control measures,
and can conduct audits and reviews related to the acquisition, liquida-
tion, sale, merger and valuation of businesses (1997b). It can perform
special investigations and compliance reviews and can assist in the de-
velopment of internal audit departments. The firm can advise on organ-
izational and market issues as well as on information technology (1997b).
The firm is also willing to train management and employees in financial
and accounting matters and can help in preparing share offers, prospec-
tuses and company information for the placement of shares (1997b).

‘‘KPMG’s Consulting Group provides services to assist clients in for-
mulating and implementing strategies which impact positively upon
their corporate performance’’ (KPMG, 1997c, 1). The firm can assist in
improving efficiency with respect to meeting customer demand through
enhancing internal systems and processes with a view to achieving lower
costs, better quality and reduced cycle time (1). It can also help in the
application of technologies to maximize operational and financial effi-
ciency.

In the realm of strategic financial management the firm provides fi-
nancial advisory services and financial management. It deals with strat-
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egy as well as with privatization and with economic impacts and policy
advice (1). In the area of performance improvement the firm deals with
resource and operations management, change management and human
resource management (1–2). With respect to enabling technologies, the
firm can assist with information technology, strategy and architecture
that involves aligning technology and business goals and also systems
selection and implementation. Enabling technologies also include tech-
nology and information risk management and emerging technologies,
which include groupware, data warehousing and business intelligence
(2).

KPMG’s corporate and financial services include establishment, main-
tenance, administration and cessation (KPMG, 1997d). Since extensive
detailing of such offerings has been provided earlier in this chapter with
respect to similar activities in Antigua, details will not be repeated at
this juncture.

‘‘The Tax Practice at KPMG Peat Marwick involves, but is not limited
to, providing clients with professional services relating to tax compli-
ance, tax planning, tax consulting and tax support services’’ (KPMG,
1997e, 1). In the compliance area the firm prepares both corporate and
individual returns, reviews assessment notices and prepares value-added
tax returns. Among tax consulting services offered by the firm are the
implementation of tax information systems, the conducting of special
projects and the assessment of alternative proposals. Beyond such mat-
ters the firm assists with evaluating or developing proposals to achieve
desired ends and also with the development and preparation of position
papers. It can also advise on courses of action and help with tax opinions
(1).

In the tax planning area the firm can ‘‘provide services as well as
information relating to local and foreign legislative changes which im-
pact upon corporate and estate tax planning, and personal tax and fi-
nancial planning’’ (1). The intent is to help with corporate objectives and
minimize an enterprise’s total tax burden. The firm can insure the client’s
awareness of the tax impact on cross-border transactions. It can also as-
sist in the avoidance of double taxation, help to minimize the impact of
government restrictions, and help clients to maintain their flexibility in
meeting changes in tax and other government regulations (1). Tax sup-
port services include assistance with appeals and objections, litigation
support, guidance during tax audits and tax training for employees (1).

Deloitte & Touche is another major accounting firm operating in Bar-
bados, where it has been active in the nation’s offshore financial sector
(McKee, Garner and AbuAmara McKee, 1998, 36). Indeed, the firm pro-
fesses to have been ‘‘a leader in attracting overseas investors who have
formed international business companies, exempt insurance firms, off-
shore banks and foreign sales corporations’’ (Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu
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International, 1996a). The firm stands ready to help its clients with in-
corporation, the generation of corporate directors, fiduciary administra-
tion and operating support (1996a).

Price Waterhouse is also actively involved in Barbados where they
offer a wide menu of services. Areas covered include auditing, account-
ing, tax management consulting and corporate secretarial and trustee
services (1994, 120). ‘‘Its clients include businesses of all forms and sizes,
government agencies, nonprofit organizations, and individuals, and it is
organized so that decisions affecting clients are made by partners, who
have full professional authority’’ (120). The firm claims notable experi-
ence with respect to providing services within the hospitality, manufac-
turing, banking, insurance, construction and service industries (120–121).
It provides such services to both onshore businesses and offshore in-
vestments (121).

A specific breakdown of services offered by the firm covers statutory
and nonstatutory audits, special reports and valuations as well as ac-
counting. Beyond those areas the firm is willing to assist with the design
or review of internal control systems, including reviews of computerized
systems (121). Price Waterhouse can also assist with personal and cor-
porate income tax compliance and can offer advice on and reviews of
direct and indirect taxes and tax planning (121).

The firm also offers advice and assistance with respect to mergers and
acquisitions and can assist with project evaluation and management. It
can perform feasibility studies, including financial planning and bud-
geting and it also offers information technology consulting. This last of-
fering includes system design, selection and implementation, software
sales and support, local area network installation and support and data
security reviews (121).

Price Waterhouse offers ‘‘corporate administration in support of off-
shore companies, including acting as local agent and dealing with staff
supervision, reinvoicing and banking needs’’ (121). The firm can assist
with executive recruitment and offers advice on all aspects of offshore
business in Barbados. It assists with insolvency and deals in trustee and
trust administration services. It can arrange the incorporations of com-
panies and offer corporate secretarial services and general business ad-
visory services (121).

BERMUDA

Bermuda is yet another jurisdiction in the Western Hemisphere that
has become very active as a locus for offshore business activities. Lying
in the western Atlantic some 580 miles east of North Carolina, it is a
self-governing colony of the United Kingdom. Its legal system is based
upon English Common Law. English is its official language, and its cur-
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rency, the Bermuda dollar, is at par with the United States dollar. The
latter currency is predominant in the international business sector (Mo-
lyneux and Storie, 1998, 5).

According to Keith and Lois Forbes, the international business indus-
try has exceeded tourism as Bermuda’s biggest revenue earner (Forbes’
Bermuda on Line, 1995–1996, 1). That industry, or subsector of the econ-
omy, includes such activities as captive insurance, reinsurance invest-
ment, shipping and other international companies (1). Beyond those
activities the international business sector includes aircraft and ship reg-
istration and leasing, collective investment plans, foreign sales corpora-
tions, international arbitration, trusts, professional services for
international business, as well as intellectual property and software (1).

All of the activities referred to above have come to be considered as
the financial services industry. This is the collective name for the ‘‘estab-
lishment or incorporation or registration and servicing in Bermuda of a
large number of business-partnerships and bodies corporate—not owned
or operated by Bermudians, falling within the exempted companies cat-
egory,’’ as well as ‘‘the regulation and other servicing, on a comprehen-
sive local and international scale, of their partnership and corporate
requirements, as well as those of their principals, by a number of highly
specialized Bermudian based businesses’’ (2).

The Forbeses supply a substantial listing of factors making Bermuda
attractive to the international business community. Included are such
things as proximity to the United States and links to the United King-
dom. With respect to the United Kingdom, they emphasize a link to the
Bank of England and participation in European Union business. They
point out that Bermuda is a designated territory under the United King-
dom’s Financial Services Act. This they feel ‘‘ensures the very highest
standards of financial management and responsibility’’ (2). They see the
linkages listed here as helping Bermuda-based companies to enter into
the European Union.

The authors see their jurisdiction as a bridge between North America
and Europe. By this they mean that Bermuda is ideal for United States
corporations with investments in Europe that can be managed from Ber-
muda (2). They also see advantages for European companies with mas-
sive investments in North America. Indeed, they see Bermuda as
geopolitically significant for Asian or Middle-East companies with major
investments in North America and Europe (2). Of course, such advan-
tages, where they exist, are presumably among those that have made
offshore financial centers popular.

The authors present Bermuda as a place to be enjoyed. Specifically,
they refer to excellent communications and telecommunications as well
as relationships with accountants, bankers and law firms (2). Beyond
such matters they speak of an environment supportive of an excellent
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quality of life (3). In terms of business dealings, corporate personnel can
get ‘‘practically any type of work done in Bermuda for affiliated or sub-
sidiary or parent companies in the USA, Canada, Europe, or any other
overseas jurisdiction’’ (3).

Other advantages include confidentiality, freedom from unnecessary
regulations, political stability and integrity (3). The economy boasts a
well-qualified infrastructure of imported and local professionals as well
as a well-educated, stable, business-oriented workforce (3). Professional
and trade associations cooperate in ensuring that employers and em-
ployees are responsive to the needs of industry (3).

Evidence that the advantages alluded to by the Forbeses are real can
be seen in the fact that Bermuda hosts many multinational business or-
ganizations, including 84 of the top Fortune 100 and a similar represen-
tation of British, European, Far Eastern and Hong Kong equivalents (4).
‘‘Parents, subsidiaries or affiliates of prominent Bermuda-registered com-
panies can now be found in every major city in the USA, Canada, Britain,
Europe, Middle East and Far East’’ (4). By the end of 1995 there were
8,600 international companies registered in Bermuda. Bermuda is the
world’s largest market for captive insurance companies, hosting about
65 percent of some 3,700 captives worldwide (4).

Among major accounting firms operating in Bermuda is Ernst &
Young. Ernst & Young Bermuda offers services in the areas of auditing
and management consulting and information services. Beyond those ar-
eas the firm also offers actuarial services, tax services, fund administra-
tion and corporate recovery and insolvency (Ernst & Young Bermuda,
1997).

In the auditing area, in addition to traditional accounting services, the
firm conducts careful analyses of client businesses with an eye to iden-
tifying areas of potential risk. The intent of the firm is to communicate
more effectively with management and to develop client service objec-
tives that will enhance the benefits to be gained from audits (1997).

Management consulting and information services offered by the firm
cover a wide range of concerns. Included are business process reengi-
neering and capacity planning consulting for short-term performance
resolution as well as for long-term system resource planning (1997). The
firm can also assist in the planning of computer utilization and infor-
mation technology planning for firms needing assistance with their tech-
nology infrastructure (1997).

Actuarial services include loss reserve analysis and rate analysis. Be-
yond those concerns the firm can conduct feasibility studies and provide
insurance and reinsurance company appraisals. It can supply financial
modeling and reporting and can conduct strategic and feasibility studies
(1997). It can assist with product development and risk management,
and can provide second opinions and conduct dynamic financial analy-
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sis. It also renders loss reserve opinions and can help with mergers and
acquisitions (1997).

‘‘Ernst & Young maintains a full-service tax practice which offers a
range of tax-related and business advisory services’’ (1997). The firm
provides tax services to their audit clients as well as to businesses and
other entities that are not audit clients. It also offers its tax services to
individuals (1997).

Through Fund Administration Services (Bermuda) Ltd., an incorpo-
rated company owned by the partners of Ernst & Young, fund account-
ing and administration services are offered to investment funds
domiciled in Bermuda as well as in various other offshore jurisdictions
(1997). Among services provided are calculating and distributing NAVs
worldwide, as well as calculating and disbursing incentive and manage-
ment fees and other operating expenses (1997). Other services include
maintaining offshore bank accounts and offshore general ledgers, han-
dling subscriptions and redemptions and communicating with existing
and potential investors (1997). The firm can also provide directors and
act as share registrar and transfer agent. It can prepare financial state-
ments, distribute offering documents and work with multi-currency ac-
counting (1997). It can also provide liaisons with offshore bankers,
lawyers and accountants (1997).

‘‘Ernst & Young offers comprehensive corporate recovery and insol-
vency services’’ (1997). The firm’s partners have acted as liquidators to
various insurance and reinsurance companies. The firm has dealt with
other receiverships and liquidation assignments involving restaurants
and finance companies (1997).

KPMG is another major accounting firm active in Bermuda. That firm
sees itself as ‘‘the global leader in international public accounting and
consulting firms’’ with ‘‘an unrivaled network of offices worldwide’’
(KPMG, 1997g). It was the first international accounting firm to set up
an office in Bermuda and now has nine partners and a staff of over 100
in that jurisdiction (1997g).

The firm provides auditing services in accord with generally accepted
accounting principles and statutory accounting regulations (1997g). It
deals with standards in vogue in Canada, the United States and the
United Kingdom as well as with International Standards. Beyond such
service expertise the firm advises on governmental filings and prospec-
tuses and performs internal accounting controls evaluations (1997g). It
assists with internal audit functions and performs audits with respect to
acquisitions, mergers and stock exchange listings (1997g). It can also pro-
vide forensic accounting services and litigation support.

The firm can advise on accounting and financial management as well
as matters pertaining to taxation. Its tax services include specialized ex-
pertise for the captive insurance industry, a very important component
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of the international business service sector of the Bermudan economy.
That expertise pertains to all aspects of United States taxation. The firm
also provides United States tax consulting services to United States in-
vestors in corporations, partnerships and trusts in Bermuda and can also
provide United States tax services to expatriates (1997g).

KPMG also offers management and actuarial services in Bermuda.
‘‘We provide essential support to our international clients in the form of
day-to-day administration services and local representation’’ (1997g).
Among actuarial service offerings are loss reserve analysis and certifi-
cation, pricing of new and existing products, captive feasibility studies
and capital adequacy reviews. The firm can also provide profit analysis
for both reinsurance and captive exposures (1997g).

The firm is also involved in information technology and EDP consult-
ing. Their services deal with office automation, accounting, communi-
cation or network services. In the case of new projects they ‘‘can provide
full support from the initial planning phase, through evaluation to final
implementation and confidence testing’’ (1997g). They are committed to
supplying objective, knowledgeable advice over a wide range of hard-
ware and software products (1997g).

The firm can also offer assistance with corporate recovery, liquidations
and receiverships. They are prepared to help with executive selection
and can also assist with acquisitions and mergers, disposals and valua-
tions.

THE CAYMAN ISLANDS

The Cayman Islands are yet another Caribbean jurisdiction recognized
worldwide as a major offshore financial center. The reasons for the at-
tractiveness of the jurisdiction have been highlighted in detail earlier in
the current volume (Chapter 3) and need not be redetailed here. Beyond
offshore activities tourism represents the other main source of economic
strength for the islands (Columbus Group Plc, 1998). The islands support
little agriculture and thus must import the bulk of their food require-
ments.

The Cayman Islands are located about 180 miles northwest of Jamaica,
with the main island, Grand Cayman, situated about 450 miles south of
Florida. The population has been estimated at 33,600 (1998). As was sug-
gested earlier, the Cayman Islands connection to Great Britain, together
with the use of English Common Law and state-of-the-art transportation
and communications linkages, has given the economy an attractive base
with which to generate offshore business activity (Chapter 3).

Among major accounting firms operating in the Cayman Islands is
Deloitte & Touche. With four partners and a staff of 40, the firm boasts
as clients overseas individuals and corporations as well as key local busi-
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nesses in such pursuits as banking, insurance, the construction of in-
vestment funds, real estate, tourism and transportation (Deloitte Touche
Tohmatsu International, 1995).

Its range of services includes, of course, the accounting area within
which it deals with data processing as well as normal accounting pur-
suits. The firm ‘‘provides compilations of financial statements and makes
other presentations and offers advice on the choice and applicability of
accounting principles and methods’’ (McKee, Garner and AbuAmara
McKee, 1998, 37). Of course, the firm performs audits and can review
agreed-upon procedures with respect to the financial statements of
clients (37).

In the management consulting area the firm offers assistance with in-
formation technology, notably in the selection, procurement and imple-
mentation of appropriate computer packages. It deals in forensics and
litigation and can provide expert witness services. Deloitte & Touche
Cayman Islands offers corporate and trust services through its fully li-
censed trust company, RHB Trust Co. Ltd. (Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu
International, 1995). The firm can assist with the formation and admin-
istration of companies, trusts and offshore investment funds. Beyond
such pursuits the firm offers company secretarial work, oversees com-
pliance with local legal requirements and assistance with maintaining
statutory records and providing local trustees and directors (1995). ‘‘De-
loitte & Touche is further diversifying its practice—with particular at-
tention to management consulting and corporate recovery—to better
serve both blue-chip multinational and new locally generated busi-
nesses’’ (1995).

KPMG Peat Marwick is another major international accounting firm
with operations in the Cayman Islands, where its ‘‘office specializes in
providing auditing and accounting services, in particular to the offshore
banking and insurance industries’’ (KPMG Peat Marwick, 1991, 27). As
noted elsewhere, ‘‘The firm . . . has a separate corporate management de-
partment that is aimed at assisting offshore companies’’ (McKee, Garner
and AbuAmara McKee, 1998, 38).

The firm can arrange for incorporation and can establish the registered
office of the company and can also set up and maintain required cor-
porate records and registers (38). It can also provide officers for the com-
panies, such as a company secretary or other authorized signatories to
implement the operational, banking or investment instructions of clients
(KPMG Peat Marwick, 1991, 27). The firm is also prepared to supply
proxy holders for directors and shareholders for holding annual meet-
ings as required by law.

The firm can provide nominee shareholders and directors, assuming
that there is no conflict with professional independence requirements,
SEC or other regulations in the latter case (27). Of course, the firm can
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provide a full range of traditional accounting services. Other services
offered include ‘‘the registration of ships and yachts in the Cayman Is-
lands; U.S. international tax practice, both personal and corporate; and
U.S. personal financial planning’’ (McKee, Garner and AbuAmara
McKee, 1998, 38).

A FINAL OVERVIEW

The jurisdictions that have been discussed in this chapter are relatively
small and must rely upon international linkages for their material wel-
fare. All are either former or present British colonies and all have inher-
ited British legal and/or governmental institutions and, of course, the
use of the English language. They have all made transitions from earlier
economic and strategic foundations and have elected international finan-
cial operations as major elements of their economies.

The operations of the major accounting firms in those jurisdictions,
especially as they pertain to international concerns, are in some measure
an indication of economic success and further potential since the firms
are known to choose their locations in order to best serve their diverse
business clientele. No attempt is made here to generalize what has been
found to various other real or would-be financial centers in the Western
Hemisphere. Instead, the authors are content to present their findings
for what they are worth in providing an addition to the understanding
of the jurisdictions that have been highlighted and, of course, of the
contribution of various accounting firms that they host.



Chapter 5

The Firms in Selected
European Centers

In this chapter the emphasis turns to Europe and the Mediterranean.
Europe has been prominent in offshore financial circles for some time,
highlighted by activities taking place in Switzerland, Liechtenstein and
various other continental centers. Such centers will not be the focus of
the present investigation since their business climates and the roles of
the firms they house are rather well known. Instead, various smaller,
perhaps less visible jurisdictions will be highlighted.

Those chosen include the Channel Islands, the Isle of Man, Cyprus,
Gibraltar and Malta. In examining those jurisdictions the intent will be
to highlight the current role and prospects for major accounting firms in
the types of offshore financial centers that are emerging today.

THE CHANNEL ISLANDS

Writing in October of 1990, Offshore Investment described Jersey as one
of the world’s oldest tax havens and Guernsey as a relatively latecomer
as a major offshore financial center (1990, 25–26). Lying off the northwest
coast of France, those islands are the largest among the Channel Island
group that also include Sark and Alderney. Jersey with its area of 45
square miles boasts a population in the 85,000 range, while Guernsey
with 24 square miles hosts a population of 60,000. Both Jersey and
Guernsey have good air links to the United Kingdom and are linked to
France by a local carrier. Walter and Dorothy Diamond report direct
flight linkage between Jersey and Paris, Brussels, Amsterdam, Frankfurt
and Dusseldorf (1998, 36).

The Baltic Banking Group describes Jersey as one of the world’s fore-
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most offshore centers with a long history of security and stability (1998).
In supporting that contention they explain that the authorities seek only
the cream of offshore business and that Jersey has a ‘‘highly sophisticated
infrastructure of trust companies, banking services, accountants, lawyers,
etc.’’ (1998). The same organization suggests that Guernsey is also highly
respected in the world’s financial circles (1998).

The economies of both islands are highly dependent upon finance cen-
ter activities, although tourism, agriculture, horticulture, fishing and
light industry do have minor impacts (Diamond and Diamond, 1998,
35).1 In Jersey the financial sector accounts for 43 percent of income,
while in Guernsey it has reached 51 percent (35).

Because of their long standing association with the United Kingdom,
both Jersey and Guernsey benefit from some of the basic rules of the
European Community (35). The Maastricht Treaty of 1991 made dramatic
changes in the fiscal and economic relations between the members of
that community but the islands retained their special status. They have
been able to remain offshore vis-à-vis Europe and the United Kingdom
with respect to taxation, immigration and financial services (35).

‘‘The Channel Islands’ relationship with the European Community is
a special one, laid down in the third protocol to the Treaty of Accession
of the United Kingdom (Roper, 1990, 28). Roper went on to explain that
the Islands were within the Common Customs area and the Common
Tariff, thus having access to European Community nations for physical
exports but without tariff barriers (28). According to Roper, for all pur-
poses other than customs vis-à-vis the European Community the Islands
are effectively ‘‘third countries’’ (28).

Richard Rowe, writing about Guernsey, suggested that the jurisdiction
had many companies providing a wide range of trustee management,
financial and corporate planning and secretarial and administrative ser-
vices (1990, 34). Companies supplying such services included interna-
tional accountants, banks and other organizations as well as independent
specialist corporate administrators (34). Rowe recognized that interna-
tional accountants and banks have the benefit of global connections but
are frequently constrained by territorial presence, especially in the face
of certain trading and confidential considerations (34).

Expanding his point, Rowe pointed to the inflexibility of large organ-
izations in the face of internal rules, suggesting the advantage of inde-
pendent corporate and trust management companies who ‘‘are often able
to offer an unbiased, highly personalized and confidential service to their
personal and corporate clients’’ (34–35).

Trust managers can aid in incorporating both resident and non-
resident companies both within Guernsey and elsewhere (35). Beyond
that they can arrange registered offices, nominate share holders and di-
rectors and can assist in ensuring that both domestic and foreign rules
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and laws are followed. They can also offer management, financial, sec-
retarial and accounting services to firms or their branches in Guernsey.
They can also deal with matters related to trusts, including the appoint-
ment of trustees and investment and administration (35). Of course, the
type of services alluded to by Rowe can often be provided by major
accounting firms operating in various jurisdictions. Such firms operating
in or through Guernsey and Jersey have the benefit of the stability that
those jurisdictions enjoy through their association with the United King-
dom, coupled with their ability to act independently in all domestic and
fiscal matters.

Deloitte & Touche are among the major accounting firms active in the
Channel Islands. That firm has nearly 100 professional staff in Jersey,
where it operates a fully resourced office capable of providing compre-
hensive tax, forensic and audit services. In their words, ‘‘By drawing on
worldwide resources, we can advise on the following: preparation of
business plans; advice on management buy-outs and other transactions;
due diligence for acquisitions, both locally and internationally; advice
and assistance for companies planning UK stock market flotations’’ (De-
loitte & Touche, 1999, 2).

The firm provides companies of all sizes with what they consider to
be a cost-effective audit service. ‘‘In addition to meeting the statutory
requirements, our audit work makes a practical contribution to our cli-
ents’ business success’’ (3). The firm encourages their audit teams to
work for a wide range of clients, thus broadening their experience and
helping them to offer ‘‘a highly commercial, risk-focused service’’ (3).

The firm is also quite active in tax work and provides companies with
a full range of services, including compliance and help with international
tax planning. They also provide comprehensive personal tax advice to
high-net-worth individuals (3). In the area of forensic accounting the firm
undertakes investigations and valuations. Their investigative activity in-
cludes the tracing of funds through international bank networks, while
valuations include matrimonial, professional negligence and general
commercial disputes (5). Beyond such services the firm also undertakes
expert witness assignments (5). It reports that the authorities in Jersey
often ask them to act for them in both criminal and civil cases (5).

‘‘Wallbrook is the name used by Deloitte & Touche for companies in
their ownership which provide corporate and trustee services’’ (6). Wall-
brook offers a range of offshore services to meet the majority of financial
situations, ‘‘with solutions that can be designed to suit individual client
requirements’’ (6). Their group services include trust companies, corpo-
rate services companies, asset holding companies and executorships (6).

The firm offers company services to a wide range of business sectors,
which include investment, investment management, general trading,
consultancy, property, shipping and oil (8). The firm provides active
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management service for clients wishing to use Jersey as a base for in-
vestment. In such circumstances they work with investment profession-
als such as stockbrokers and market makers to ensure that investment
objectives are met (8).

For property companies the firm can act in the purchase of land and
property. It can handle financial negotiations and can appoint solicitors,
agents and rent collectors. Indeed they stand ready to take charge in all
areas of property administration, which include insurance arrangements,
the payment of bills and local taxes, building maintenance and book-
keeping (9). For trading companies the firm stands ready to negotiate
with group companies for the importation of goods (9). It can assist with
import and export documentation and with the preparation of letters of
credit (9). Beyond such matters the firm can act as a liaison with banks
‘‘for instance to ensure the timely transfer of funds worldwide’’ (9). The
firm also stands ready to advise on trusts. It can help with trust structure
and can undertake the related management and executor services. The
firm has developed a wide range of trust instruments to meet differing
needs and circumstances.

Another major accounting firm active in the Channel Islands is Ernst
& Young, with offices in both Guernsey and Jersey. In Guernsey the firm
provides accountancy services but also offers other forms of assistance
such as business consultancy, statutory and secretarial services, tax plan-
ning and developing compliance and business plans (1998a, 1). The firm
stands ready to assist businesses of all sizes on such matters (1).

In the audit area the firm aims at providing ‘‘a (financial statement)
audit,’’ covering ‘‘broader business risk issues, while also delivering in-
sights and ideas that create advantages’’ (1). Areas frequently covered
by the firm’s audit department include reporting on financial statements,
the evaluation of accounting, reporting and operational controls, ad hoc
reporting and business valuations (1).

With respect to tax matters the firm is well versed in a wide range of
issues and in particular ‘‘specializes in multinational tax planning and
ensuring the smooth operation of offshore tax structures’’ (2). More spe-
cifically the firm deals with corporate tax planning, expatriate tax and
location and organizational planning for group finance companies (2). It
assists with maximizing tax treaty benefits, as well as with minimizing
indirect taxes, including VAT and customs duties (2). It can help with
structuring international groups and can offer compliance assistance, not
to mention assistance in tax planning through trusts (2).

The corporate and trust division of the firm in Guernsey is the Mon-
ument Trust Company Limited. That firm deals with asset protection
planning and corporate tax planning as well as personal financial plan-
ning. It also deals with property acquisition and yacht registration.

Ernst & Young in Jersey claims to be one of the island’s leading pro-
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fessional service firms (1998a). In that setting it has combined an ac-
countancy practice with a substantial trust company and tax consultancy.
With a staff of 285 the firm deals in trust and company administration,
local and international tax assistance, and audit and business consultancy
work. It also offers an investment fund available to clients (1998a).

THE ISLE OF MAN

The Isle of Man is a self-governing dependent territory of Great Brit-
ain, lying in the Irish Sea. According to the Baltic Banking Group (1998),
the Isle of Man is one of the few offshore areas that is part of the Eur-
opean Union for customs and VAT matters. ‘‘Although the Island itself
is not an EU member, it is associated with the UK for VAT and customs
purposes and a Isle of Man company can therefore be an ideal offshore
vehicle for trading with the EU’’ (1998).

The First American Legal Corporation describes the island as perhaps
the most politically stable of all offshore jurisdictions (1998). The island
is self-governing with respect to internal administration and social and
fiscal policies, while the United Kingdom handles external matters such
as defense and foreign representation (1998). The legal system is based
upon English Common Law, and the island is considered a low-tax ju-
risdiction.

The financial services sector is the largest subsector of the economy.
The banking industry has been said to be dominated by branches and
subsidiaries of the main British clearing banks, although many other
banks are present as well (1998). According to the Diamonds, the Isle of
Man boasts 45 banks, of which 12 have overseas parents. In addition to
the banks, there are 58 deposit-taking and financial advisory firms and
48 trust companies (25). Bank deposits total in excess of two billion Eng-
lish pounds, and bank secrecy is guarded by common-law rules. A
unique feature of the island’s banking industry is the offer of deposit
protection for 75 percent of the first 20,000 pounds (1998).

Beyond banking the island boasts a growing insurance sector with 15
life assurance companies (Isle of Man, 1998). That sector claims to have
an increasing number of innovative and flexible products released onto
the market for expatriates (1998). ‘‘There is a vast choice of schemes,
policies and services available . . . including insurance protection, regular
savings schemes, capital investments, pensions, stand alone investment
funds, asset management, offshore personalized portfolio bonds and
trusts’’ (1998).

The Diamonds acknowledge the importance of financial activities on
the Isle but point to an industrial sector, which they also consider to be
significant (1998, 23). The latter comprises woolen mills, together with
other light industry, including precision engineering, food processing,
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plastics, laser optics and electronics (23). Products manufactured locally
include printed circuits, thermometers, taxi meters, life jackets, briar
pipes and leather motorcycle suits (23).

The island also offers ship registration services. According to the Baltic
Banking Group, ships that are majority owned by companies or persons
resident in the European Union and certain British dependent territories
may apply for registration (1998). The island is not considered a flag of
convenience, indeed its ship register is part of the British register. Fees
are competitive and designed merely to cover costs. No annual tonnage
taxes are levied (1998).

The Isle of Man boasts the first free-trade zone to be established in the
British Isles (Diamond and Diamond, 1998, 37). Situated at Freeport, it
dates from legislation passed in 1982 and 1983 (37). Activities to be per-
mitted included warehousing, export processing, transshipment, assem-
bly, sampling, packaging and labeling (37). The zone is still under
development. The first company to operate there was DeBeers Consoli-
dated Mines, which is building an industrial diamond processing plant
(37).

One rather large accounting firm operating on the Isle of Man is Moore
Stephens International. Although not in the top size group of firms,
Moore Stephens International consists of a network of more than 100
independent accounting and consulting firms with over 250 offices in 65
countries. The firm offers a wide range of services through its offices on
the Isle of Man and ‘‘can call upon a detailed understanding of financial
matters, whatever they are—wherever they are’’ (1998a). The Isle of Man
offices specialize in personal and corporate tax planning, trust adminis-
tration, audit, accounting, captive insurance consulting, IT and manage-
ment advisory services (1998a).

In the area of trust and company administration the firm offers wide
ranging services to both local and international clients. It can assist cli-
ents in establishing suitable corporate structures and can deal with all
statutory requirements, not to mention creating and servicing fully de-
tailed accounting records. The firm also sets up and administers trusts.

The firm offers comprehensive audit and accounting services. It can
give advice concerning the most tax-efficient structure as well as the
accounting procedures, business administration, financial planning, cash
flow and VAT (Moore Stephens, 1998c). With respect to information tech-
nology, it can advise on and put together computerized financial and
management accounting systems (1998c). The firm can assist in the se-
lection of the most appropriate hardware and software packages and can
also project manage installations. Beyond such matters it offers custom-
ized database design (1998c).

The firm offers audit and consultancy services. Its audit approach
places emphasis upon realistic planning throughout the audit assignment
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and offers sensible communications with the accounting staff in a man-
ner designed to minimize disruption and inconvenience (1998c). The firm
can also assess financial controls and procedures (1998c). Their audit plan
‘‘focuses attention on the key areas of the financial statements, minimiz-
ing the time and costs involved in fieldwork and providing constructive
and prompt advice on those parts of the operation which have most
impact on the successful running of the audit’’ (1998c).

They gain their audit evidence through analytical review, compliance
testing, substantive testing and overall review (1998c). These procedures
may point to problem areas and lead the firm to recommend further
reviews (1998c). On the island the firm’s entire professional staff are
qualified members of the Institute of Chartered Accountants in England
and Wales or ‘‘recognized bodies of similar standing, or are students
undergoing approved training courses’’ (1998c).

Another major international association of chartered accountants ac-
tive in the Isle of Man is Pannell Kerr Forster International Association.
‘‘PKF Worldwide is among the top business advisory organizations,
measured by turnover and quality’’ (1995–1998). Formed in 1969 with
four member firms, the association boasted more than 400 offices in 115
countries and a turnover of about $U.S.740 million in 1998 (1995–1998).
The firms in the Association are legally independent of one another but
offer services of qualified and uniform standards, adhered to by all PKF
member firms.

Among principal professional service offerings are audit, accounting
and tax assistance. Beyond those matters assistance is offered in the areas
of corporate restructuring and corporate recovery and insolvency. Ad-
vice can be provided concerning mergers, acquisitions, public listings
and management buyouts (1995–1998). In the area of management con-
sultancy, services available include all aspects of financial consulting,
human resources and information technology (1995–1998).

Pannell Kerr Forster Management Consultants is the management con-
sulting arm of the organization. Since its emergence in 1970, it has been
providing a wide range of services to both public and private sector
clients (Pannell Kerr Forster, 1996–1998a). ‘‘The firm is entirely inde-
pendent of any political, manufacturing or contracting interests’’ and can
supply ‘‘objective consulting services . . . in all aspects of project planning
and marketing, general economic development, organizational services,
the use of technology and financial control’’ (1996–1998a).

By its own account the organization has developed skills and experi-
ence encompassing the broad spectrum of management consultancy
services. Its assignments cover large public projects as well as assistance
to small private companies. Many of their assignments are conducted in
cooperation with other specialists such as consulting engineers, archi-
tects, planners, agricultural consultants and others (1996–1998a).
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Such an interfunctional exposure illustrates how deeply the facilitative
activities of such a firm can penetrate an economy. Economic and busi-
ness sectors in which the organization can assist include healthcare, cen-
tral government, local government, large engagements in developing
countries, education, financial models for major projects, information
technology and systems, franchising and private finance initiative (1996–
1998a).

In the area of healthcare Pannell Kerr Forster provides advice to both
public and private health sector organizations (1996–1998b). They offer
strategic planning feasibility studies, development of business cases, fi-
nancial management, IT and information systems, project appraisal, cost
improvement, organization review and performance management (1996–
1998b).

They offer assistance to central government and government agencies,
including ‘‘advice in establishing procedures and structures necessary to
adapt to a more commercial role and affecting change, including advice
on resource accounting and budgeting . . . and the private finance initia-
tive’’ (1996–1998b).

They also offer support to local authorities in implementing legislation,
especially the compulsory tendering regulations recently extended to
professional services (1996–1998b). Although this type of service appears
to pertain to circumstances in the United Kingdom, the organization may
well be able to extend similar services elsewhere throughout its network.
Such assistance certainly speaks to yet another dimension for positive
inputs from the organization. ‘‘Assistance includes corporate strategies
to implement the regulations effectively, client side support in specifying
and tending the services and contractor support, in planning and bidding
for the services’’ (1996–1998b).

Another way in which the Pannell Kerr Forster organization is of as-
sistance through its global network is through engagements in devel-
oping countries. In that regard it provides advice to public and private
sector bodies, designed to address the financial and strategic problems
and the lack of managerial skills often faced in such locations (1996–
1998b).

The organization can give advice to universities on information tech-
nology and issues to do with information systems (1996–1998b). Issues
included are financial, physical resources, personnel and payroll and re-
search and consultancy (1996–1998b). The organization can also help
with development and costing methodologies to do with teaching and
learning in higher education. In addition, it can provide ‘‘value for
money studies to grant maintained and private secondary schools’’
(1996–1998b).

In the realm of financial modeling Pannell Kerr Forster reviews com-
plex project forecasting and financing models in order to ensure accuracy
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and reliability and can develop models to reflect underlying contracts or
business activity. With respect to financial, strategic and operational con-
sultancy, the organization can assist with all aspects affecting perform-
ance, profitability improvement, product profitability analysis, cost
reduction, financial feasibility studies and fund raising (1996–1998b). A
recruitment service, including psychometric testing, is available, involv-
ing all senior and middle-range posts in both private and public sectors
(1996–1998b).

Pannell Kerr Forster is also involved in information technology and
computer consultancy. This area involves the ‘‘development of manage-
ment information and IT strategies, efficiency reviews, project planning
and control, computer applications, implementation programs, office au-
tomation, voice and data communications, computer audit and security’’
(1996–1998b).

Of course, the range of services offered by Pannell Kerr Forster
through its network may be of assistance in a setting like the Isle of Man.
Some services may act as facilitators in the domestic economy of that
jurisdiction, while others may facilitate business and economic linkages
involving activities in the Isle of Man and external constituencies. Space
does not permit a detailed review of services offered by every major
international accounting firm operating in the Isle of Man. Given the
jurisdiction’s advantageous location vis-à-vis the United Kingdom, not
to mention Europe, it is hardly surprising that it hosts various major
accounting firms. Examples include Price Waterhouse Coopers, Ernst &
Young, Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu and Horwath.

CYPRUS

Cyprus, an island nation with a population approaching three-quarters
of a million, is well known for its offshore financial activities. The nation
has been divided since the Turkish invasion of 1974 but nonetheless has
done rather well economically and has been described by Rodney Wilson
as a high-income service economy (1992, 4). Wilson saw fruitful com-
parisons between the nation and various small island economies, many
of which are offshore financial centers. Some of the small island econo-
mies cited by Wilson are reviewed in the present volume. Examples in-
clude Bermuda, the Cayman Islands, the Channel Islands, the Isle of Man
and Malta.

As reported by the Library of Congress, the Turkish invasion dis-
rupted various farming, manufacturing and commercial arrangements
(1991). Since the island has been partitioned, the Greek Cypriots have
appeared to have been the more successful. As early as 1980, the Re-
public of Cyprus had developed a tourist industry that boasted in excess
of a million visitors annually (1991). Trade and manufacturing activities
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were expanding, and the country had become a regional finance and
service center, filling the regional vacuum left by events involving Beirut
(1991). Whether such gains will be sustained in the face of a reemergent
Beirut remains to be seen.

The expansion of the Cypriot economy has not been without changes
in emphasis. Manufacturing activities have become relatively more im-
portant, while the primary sector has lost ground by comparison. ‘‘Man-
ufacturing depends upon exports, most to the Middle East and the
European Community. . . . However rising labor costs and relatively low
quality products stood in the way of future industrial growth’’ (1991).
As early as the late 1970s, the service sector had eclipsed other activities
to become the most significant component of the Greek Cypriot economy
(1991).

In 1988 services accounted for just over half of GDP (1991). Although
tourism was the leading component of the sector’s expansion, ‘‘the other
branches of the services—transportation, storage, telecommunications,
finance, insurance, real estate and business services—also experienced
steady growth and improvement’’ (1991). According to the Library of
Congress, offshore enterprises represented another dynamic portion of
the service sector, attracted to Cyprus due to generous tax concessions
and the island’s position vis-à-vis Europe and the Middle East (1991).

The advantages of selecting Cyprus for offshore activities were high-
lighted in a recent report (Cyprus, 1998). ‘‘The island’s excellent infra-
structure, English legal system, high quality of life and low cost of living
combined with its well educated labor force, good industrial relations
and generous tax incentives, create an ideal business climate’’ (1998).
Cyprus boasts a very good communications, commercial and profes-
sional infrastructure. In addition, a modern companies act based upon
legislation in the United Kingdom is in place. Cyprus has established
international banking arrangements and an operational double taxation
treaty network. Offshore companies on the island enjoy low rates of tax-
ation as well as strict regulations governing secrecy and the release of
information (1998).

In his assessment of Cyprus and its potential as an offshore business
center, Wilson was correct in suggesting that much offshore business can
go the way of telecommunications as an alternative to actual physical
contact (1992, 80). Although acknowledging that the country has excel-
lent telecommunications, he suggested that most aspiring offshore cen-
ters have such facilities, thus telecommunications in and of themselves
are hardly a distinct advantage (1992, 81). ‘‘Indeed the telecommunica-
tions infrastructure has improved remarkably in most of the Middle East
in recent years’’ (81).

Nonetheless, Wilson was favorably disposed towards the potential of
Cyprus as an offshore financial center and cited the island’s obvious
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positioning advantage in dealing with the Middle East (82). Wilson at-
tributed interest in Cyprus on the part of offshore companies to two
potential origins. First of all, he referred to Western businesses with
heavy Middle Eastern interests that might benefit from Cyprus as a re-
gional headquarters, service base or coordinating center (82–83). Sec-
ond, ‘‘there are companies in the Middle East which can benefit from
carrying out certain activities with a regional or international orientation
from a less regulated or more secure base outside their home country’’
(83).

According to Wilson, Western enterprises have a regional base de-
signed to monitor and manage ordering as well as to arrange the ship-
ment of goods and deal with invoicing and payment (83). He suggested
that financial management functions may be considerable and may ben-
efit from a regional base through client knowledge and faster market
intelligence (83).

Walter and Dorothy Diamond are also positively inclined towards Cy-
prus as a setting for offshore business (1998, 7). Among benefits cited by
them as accruing to foreign companies are low operating costs, efficient
local clerical workers, excellent communications, convenience of location
and legislation based upon English Common Law. However, the Dia-
monds agree that the dispute involving Greece and Turkey has deterred
some investors (7).

In spite of any negative overspill from the political situation, the Di-
amonds report that offshore companies are expanding their numbers by
30 percent per year (7). Three-quarters of the firms in question represent
trading, contracting, investments, consulting and management services
(7). According to the Diamonds, the government sees Cyprus as a setting
for various companies offering business and financial services (7–8). Oth-
ers have suggested that ‘‘clear policies adopted in connection with off-
shore banking and financial services as well as modern legislation . . . on
international trusts give Cyprus major advantages and total flexibility as
an international business and financial center’’ (Eracleous & Eracleous,
1998a, 3). Those authors described the financial services industry as
thriving and offering strong advantages, such as fiscal and other incen-
tives and adequate legislation, to its members (3). They identified Cyprus
as a dependable regional and international center.

Tax incentives aimed at offshore companies and their staffs are among
factors supporting the business environment (3). Double tax agreements
are in place between Cyprus and 26 countries, and the nation, generally
speaking, enjoys friendly international relations (3). As mentioned ear-
lier, Cyprus possesses a quality infrastructure and quality professional
services. It also boasts good educational facilities, which include
university-level instruction. Cyprus is not seen to be a tax haven, but it
is considered to be a low-tax jurisdiction (3).
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The Diamonds have reported Cyprus to be a major link in Eastern and
Western trade (1998, 8). They point out that architects and engineers are
being invited to base their headquarters in Cyprus for projects involving
the Middle East generally and more especially the Gulf region (8). Ac-
cording to them hundreds of firms have moved to Cyprus from Beirut,
but some are retracing their steps in the face of a more stable situation
in Lebanon (8). Arab firms account for about 30 percent of offshore com-
panies in Cyprus, which of course speaks to the importance of Middle
Eastern linkages in that jurisdiction (8).

The island has been described as ideal for the establishment of ship-
ping companies (Eracleous & Eracleous, 1998a, 6). A large number of
shipping firms are registered in Cyprus, their vessels totaling in excess
of 2,600, with tonnage estimated to be above two million (6). Indeed the
country ranks as fourth in the world with respect to ship registrations
(3). According to the Diamonds, the island’s main ports, Limassol and
Larnaca, have become major container transshipment centers in the east-
ern Mediterranean (1998, Cyprus, 35). More than 4,500 ships owned by
100 shipping firms visit the island over the course of the year (3).

According to Bavishi, major accounting firms have been quite active
in Cyprus (1991, Appendix B, 33). According to him, Arthur Andersen
was the only member of the Big Six not represented. The other five firms
boasted 46 partners in Cyprus. Beyond those major players various other
rather large firms were also active on the island.

Prior to its merger with Price Waterhouse, Coopers & Lybrand pro-
fessed to be the largest organization of management consultants and
chartered accountants in the country (1998a). The firm had a staff of 400
functioning through six offices (1998a). Of course, it was offering tradi-
tional audit, accounting and tax services, and beyond those it was
equipped to assist with VAT services and also payroll and related ser-
vices. It also provided services geared to offshore clients, including all
of the assistance needed for the setting up and management of offshore
entities (1998b). In that regard the firm stood prepared to assist with
offshore company administration services, the establishment and oper-
ation of company bank accounts and accounting and financial reporting
services. Coopers & Lybrand also stood prepared to offer financial advice
on all matters pertaining to business and to help obtain residence and
work permits and locate accommodations for both individual and office
use. The firm was also able to help with executive search and recruitment
activity, not to mention nominee and trustee services (1998b).

The firm is very active in financial and management consulting
(1998c). In that capacity it assists with business strategy and planning as
well as with financial planning and control. It deals with the reorgani-
zation of businesses and process reengineering as well as with invest-
ment appraisal and the preparation of feasibility studies. It handles
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mergers and acquisitions and company flotations and can assist with
family businesses and management succession. It can also help with the
preparation of information memoranda on industry sectors or busi-
nesses.

In the area of information technology the firm can assist in developing
strategy and can deal with project management, information systems
security and effectiveness as well as systems delivery and integration
(1998d). In the related area of computer software services the firm has
established a fully owned subsidiary, Cycom, to assist clients with com-
puterization efforts (1998e).

The firm stands ready to assist with project management consulting
(1998f). It suggests that ‘‘project management reduces risk by helping to
maximize return on investment, ensuring that the project achieves de-
sired goals and that those goals correspond to the business objective’’
(1998f). The firm focuses on the introduction and implementation of goal-
directed project management and on training in project management. It
deals in interim project management and project audits.

In the area of business recovery services the firm carries out diagnostic
investigations of borrowers in financial distress on behalf of lenders
(1998g). It stands ready to advise and assist in the implementation of
corporate turnaround strategies and can provide independent monitor-
ing of the borrowers’ performance and compliance with the lenders’ con-
ditions. It can also carry out formal receivership work (1998g).

In the area of human resources consulting the firm is quite active as
well (1998h). Its core services include assessing the effectiveness of or-
ganizational and management structure and developing and imple-
menting performance appraisal systems (1998h). It conducts salary
surveys and develops reward and recognition schemes and offers advice
and help with the establishment of medical and other employee benefit
schemes. It also stands ready to assess training and development needs
within organizations (1998h).

The other party to the merger referred to above, Price Waterhouse,
was also active in Cyprus, where it had previously merged with the local
practices of T.C. Christofides and C. Tsielepis. Beyond that in 1982 ‘‘an
associated firm was established with N. Ionides . . . providing services in
tax, bookkeeping and other non audit services as its prime objective’’
(1991b, 159).

In Cyprus Price Waterhouse offered services in audit and accounting,
taxation and management consulting (159). In the accounting sphere the
firm stood ready to perform independent audits of client organizations
and their operations. ‘‘We view the independent audit as a means to
ensure that management is provided with reliable financial and man-
agement information through the operation of appropriate controls and
procedures’’ (159). In addition to satisfying the audit requirements pre-
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scribed in Cyprus, the firm saw their audits as constructive, cost-effective
management aids (159).

In tax matters the firm could serve the needs of both corporate and
individual clients. Its tax service ‘‘works closely with the audit practice,
providing integrated service to those businesses requiring both capabil-
ities’’ (159). In the area of management consultancy, services included
the design and implementation of accounting systems, feasibility studies,
computerization, assistance with setting up businesses and human re-
sources.

Eracleous & Eracleous is a local accounting firm that is active in pro-
viding a selection of business-related services. It is active in the area of
offshore finance and can help with the formation and management of
offshore companies, individuals with international trusts, tax planning,
auditing and accounting (1998a and b).

With respect to the formation of offshore companies the firm functions
in Jersey, the Virgin Islands, the Bahamas, Panama and the Isle of Man,
in addition to Cyprus (Eracleous & Eracleous, 1998e). They can provide
‘‘shelf’’ ready-made offshore companies and can act as nominee direc-
tors, trustee shareholders, company secretary, registered office and trus-
tees (1998e). They deal in translation notarization and legalization of
company documents and in opening bank accounts and the formation
of international trusts (1998e). They can advise on migration matters and
on customs- and excise-related matters (1998e).

In the realm of company management the firm can offer full manage-
ment, the handling of bank accounts, orders, payroll and bookkeeping.
It is also active in management consulting and can assist with tax plan-
ning, double tax treaties, business plans and feasibility studies (1998e).
It also deals with shipping, ship management and the registration of
vessels and yachts (1998e).

By way of summary it seems clear that Cyprus is strategically located
in the Mediterranean and has the opportunity for being a significant
player in the region, if not in the world. The island is well linked by
transportation and communications, which strengthens its position as an
offshore center. Its ongoing ethnic difficulties have not destroyed its po-
tential as a link between Europe, the Middle East and North Africa.

The island’s government appears to be well aware of the advantages
alluded to above and is encouraging international business and economic
interests. Certain international service activities are experiencing sub-
stantial success, notably tourism and financial endeavors. Major account-
ing firms have assumed important roles in facilitating international
services, not to mention other forms of business and economic activity
in Cyprus. Their actual importance appears obvious from their service
offerings that have been discussed above. Certainly they have major con-
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tributions to make to the ongoing success of Cyprus as an offshore fi-
nancial center.

GIBRALTAR

Gibraltar is a dependent territory of the United Kingdom, located in
southwestern Europe on the southern coast of Spain. Its location has been
of strategic importance throughout history since it overlooks the entrance
to the Mediterranean from the North Atlantic. It occupies a very small
amount of land and its natural resources are negligible.

As of July 1995, its population was estimated as approaching 32,000
(Gibraltar, 1998). The territory ‘‘benefits from an extensive shipping trade
and offshore banking’’ (1998). The banking sector contributes 15 percent
of GDP, while tourism, shipping service fees and duties on consumer
goods generate revenue as well. The public sector accounts for more than
70 percent of the economy (1998).

The economic base of the territory shows some diversity. Included
among business sectors are such things as tourism, banking and finance,
construction and commerce. Support facilities for large British naval and
air bases are also significant. Beyond such enterprises are transit trade,
a supply depot in the port, and light manufacturing of tobacco and
roasted coffee as well as mineral waters, candy and canned fish (1998).

The territory has undergone a substantial investment program in in-
frastructure in order to insure that international standards are met.
‘‘There is now a wide selection of office space, warehouses, light indus-
trial areas and residential accommodations available’’ (Deloitte &
Touche, 1998a).

According to Walter and Dorothy Diamond (21), the revenues of the
territory are derived mainly from financial services, supplies for visiting
ships, entrepot trade, tourism, transshipment and a government-
sponsored lottery. The Diamonds explain that port facilities are being
expanded to service larger vessels as well as to attract more merchant
shipping. A naval dockyard that closed in the mid-1980s has been re-
placed by a business in commercial ship repair (21). The Diamonds sug-
gest that the shipyard will be a prominent part of a new Europort,
consisting of a business and financial center containing a luxury hotel
planned for construction on the Mediterranean side of the territory (21).

Nearly all goods moving through Gibraltar enjoy exemption from cus-
toms duties and thus the territory functions as a freeport for goods not
destined for its domestic market (21). To enjoy such an exemption proof
must be provided that the goods in question are in transit. Such goods
can be stored in a reserved area of the harbor (Government Stores) or
they can be imported under bond for eventual reexport (21).

The transshipment capabilities of the territory are in the process of
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being expanded. ‘‘Drawback procedures also make possible a refund of
total or partial duties paid for certain duty-liable goods such as auto-
mobiles when subsequently reexported from Gibraltar and clothing ma-
terials used in the local manufacture of garments for export’’ (37). The
Diamonds point out that beyond warehousing the Government Stores
are used for assembly, blending and a limited amount of processing (37).

Gibraltar has been gearing up as an offshore financial center. Accord-
ing to the Diamonds, the territory’s status as a center was especially
enhanced by Company Rules defining the parent/subsidiary relation-
ship. Such directions dating from 1991 and 1992 are quite attractive to
certain international business interests. As the Diamonds explain, ‘‘Com-
panies formed under legislation that took effect on January 1, 1992 . . . as
holding companies of 5% or more interest in other firms are exempt from
tax on European Community based subsidiaries in which they hold 25%
or greater voting interest’’ (2). They go on to explain that such companies
are subject to the full 35 percent corporate tax on income derived else-
where.

The Diamonds explain that European Union subsidiaries are exempt
from taxes on dividends to their parent companies (2–3). ‘‘By reducing
withholding taxes on EU shareholder dividends to 1% the Gibraltar hold-
ing company offers non-EU investors a tax-advantage vehicle for Euro-
pean investments’’ (3). Such arrangements are useful in EU countries
with the exceptions of France and Spain (3).

Bavishi has reported the presence of major international accounting
firms in Gibraltar (1991, Appendix B, 29). All told, major accounting
firms were reported as having 17 partners in that jurisdiction, 10 of
whom were associated with the Big Six. Coopers & Lybrand and Ernst
& Young each had three partners, while KPMG and Price Waterhouse
boasted two each (29). Other firms represented in Gibraltar included
Nexia International, Grant Thornton International and Moores Rowland
International (29).

Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu International, although a relatively recent
addition to the business community in Gibraltar (1991), has become one
of the leading accounting and auditing firms in the territory (Deloitte &
Touche, 1998b). By the firm’s own assessment all services provided are
guided by common global principles that influence the way in which
they perform their tasks (1998c). Services are provided in the fields of
audit and accountancy, tax, consulting and reconstruction and insol-
vency.

In the auditing and accountancy area the firm is prepared to assist
clients to achieve business objectives, to strengthen management and to
improve profitability (1998c). Services offered include auditing and re-
view, computer auditing, internal audit services and full accounting
services, as well as the preparation and analysis of management ac-
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counts. Beyond such practices the firm provides due diligence reviews,
financial forecasts and projections and financial consulting. It can also
assist with internal control systems and procedures and can provide lit-
igation support. With respect to the service cadres included above, the
firm boasts a business advisory division that deals exclusively with
smaller companies (1998c).

In the realm of taxation the firm’s services ‘‘are designed to assist
clients to take full advantage of tax legislation in support of their busi-
ness objective’’ (1998c). They suggest that the tax legislation of the ter-
ritory encourages the tax efficient use of Gibraltar by non-residents and
they stand ready with specialized advice in that area (1998c). Included
in the tax services offered are such things as the use of the territory in
international structures, local tax advice and expatriate tax advice. The
firm can also assist with personal tax and financial planning as well as
with international tax matters.

With respect to consultancy the firm states that its ‘‘consulting services
cover the full scope of business management-operations improvement,
financial management, strategy and planning, and information technol-
ogy’’ (1998c). Among their service offerings are such things as financial
consulting, business planning, organization and methods as well as as-
sistance with regard to management information systems and informa-
tion technology. Beyond such areas the firm stands ready to assist with
cost management and treasury and cash flow management (1998c). Con-
fidence in what they hope to accomplish can be seen in their own pro-
nouncements. ‘‘Not only do we find effective solutions to our clients’
business needs, we turn ideas into action, helping our clients successfully
implement the solutions we propose’’ (1998c).

The firm also stands ready to assist in matters of reconstruction and
insolvency. In that regard it points to the possibility of major corporate
collapses and economic uncertainty, suggesting the need for creditors to
be well informed when making decisions with respect to debt recovery
(1998c). The firm stands ready with expertise in those areas.

Through its subsidiary, Deloitte & Touche Trust & Corporate Services
Limited, the firm stands ready to provide offshore services (1998d). In-
deed, the firm’s subsidiary specializes in a full range of company sec-
retarial, trust services and other general administration (1998d). Specific
offshore service offerings include the incorporation of Gibraltar-
registered companies and the registration of branches of foreign firms
registered in the territory. Also included are ‘‘company secretarial ser-
vices including provision of registered office, company secretary, nomi-
nee shareholders and directors’’ and the incorporation of companies
worldwide (1998d).

The firm assists with applications for exempt or qualifying status as
well as with the opening and administration of bank accounts and in-
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voicing and accounting services. Other offerings include payroll services,
trusts setup and administration and trustee services. The firm can assist
in forming asset protection trusts and Gibraltar foundations, as well as
with the registration of high-net-worth individuals (1998d).

MALTA

Malta is a small nation comprising three islands in the Mediterranean,
60 miles south of Sicily. With a population in the 348,000 range its econ-
omy is chiefly dependent upon tourism, government-controlled dry
docks and shipyard and light industry (Diamond and Diamond, 1998,
20–21). Tourism boasts 900,000 visitors annually and accounts for one-
third of GNP (20). Malta hosts 170 foreign and 230 domestic
manufacturers, producing textiles, footwear, processed foods, chemical
products, metal goods and printed materials for export markets (20).
Additional industrial expansion faces obstacles in the form of serious
shortages of water and electricity (20).

The nation was a British Crown Colony from 1800 to 1964 and is still
a member of the British Commonwealth. Its civil law is based largely on
the Napoleonic Code, while its criminal law has Italian roots (33). De-
spite such legal institutions the court system derives from English prin-
ciples and British legislation is the model for Maltese company and tax
law.

Although Malta has in the neighborhood of 2,200 registered offshore
companies, including in excess of 200 so-called international companies
evenly divided between trading and non-trading, it is phasing out off-
shore companies over a period of nine years (1). The aim is for the nation
to become a financial center for both domestic and foreign companies
with an ‘‘onshore’’ designation. Many existing companies are Russian or
Eastern European.

Malta has developed an export processing zone at Marsaxlokh on its
eastern coast. ‘‘A container terminal already in operation will be supple-
mented by a duty free warehouse and an oil products terminal for stor-
age, blending and bunkering’’ (35). Activities permitted in the zone
include such things as warehousing, transshipment, assembly, process-
ing, packing, repacking and ship chandlering (35). Tenants are free of
exchange controls and exempt from import duties, stamp taxes, inheri-
tance and gift taxes and other taxes based upon a 15-year governmental
guarantee (35). Foreigners employed in the zone pay income taxes at a
reduced rate. Tenants of the zone pay a 5 percent income tax and are
required to keep audited accounts. License fees and annual renewals are
also levied (35). Malta is one of a small number of offshore trading cen-
ters with lengthy lists of double taxation treaties that permit holding
companies to apply the benefits (36).
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There were 27 partners in major accounting firms resident in Malta in
1991 (Bavishi, 1991, Appendix B, 31). Price Waterhouse and Coopers &
Lybrand each accounted for five partners, while Deloitte Ross Tohmatsu
had six (31). Other large international accounting firms represented in
Malta included Dunwoody Robson McGladery & Pullen, Hodgson Lan-
dau Brands International, Moores Rowland International, Nexia Inter-
national and Summit International Associates, Inc.

Price Waterhouse, which recently merged with Coopers & Lybrand,
was represented in Malta since 1977 by its correspondent firm, Naudi,
Giorgio, Leone Ganado & Co. (NGLG). NGLG has been providing a full
range of professional services to national and international clients (Price
Waterhouse, 1991c, 190). The firm boasts a staff of 60 with five partners
(190).

The firm provides a wide range of services to local, national and in-
ternational organizations (191). Clients are drawn from banking, manu-
facturing, tourism, property, shipping and insurance (191). ‘‘A significant
portion of the practice is devoted to serving the special needs of foreign
multinational companies doing business in Malta, including those op-
erating in the oil and gas industry’’ (191). Among services provided are
audit and business advisory, tax, management consulting and offshore
services (191).

In the field of auditing the firm can perform statutory audits and ex-
aminations of company forms. Audits are carried out in accordance with
International Auditing Guidelines or any other standards such as those
employed in the United States or the United Kingdom. ‘‘As an important
part of these regular audit services, we issue reports to management with
recommendations to improve internal controls and administrative effi-
ciency’’ (191). According to the firm, its audits put considerable emphasis
on understanding the concerns of management in all areas of their busi-
ness and are not just limited to the financial function (191). A range of
special services such as acquisition, accounting assistance and special
investigations are also provided (191).

The area of taxation services includes routine compliance work as well
as support for clients during negotiations with tax authorities and assis-
tance with strategic tax and business planning. The tax services offered
by the firm cover the entire gamut of taxes applicable to international
business, including internal tax and ‘‘Maltese company tax with special-
ist exemption in double taxation treaties’’ (192).

The firm offers a variety of services in the area of management con-
sulting. Included are help in connection with setting up a business in
Malta and the filing of applications and follow up with the Malta De-
velopment Corporation (192). Assistance can also be provided in the re-
cruitment of appropriate locally hired staff and the design and
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implementation of accounting systems as well as systems design, eval-
uation, conversion and upgrading (192).

Because of the nation’s efforts to become an international and business
center, Price Waterhouse ‘‘equipped itself in this specialization’’ (192).
Offshore service offerings include advice concerning corporate and fi-
nancial structures. The firm also acted as nominees for locally registered
offshore companies and assisted with the registration of ships and off-
shore trusts.

A FINAL OVERVIEW

As was the case in the Caribbean, the jurisdictions discussed in this
chapter are rather small and dependent upon forces beyond their bound-
aries for their economic well being. They are also linked historically to
Great Britain, and all have inherited various legal and/or governmental
institutions from that nation. In varying degrees they are all desirous of
encouraging offshore financial activities as major components of their
economies.

The major accounting firms have been quite active in the jurisdictions
in question and are providing significant menus of business and financial
services to both domestic and international clients through their local
offices. It seems quite clear from the involvement of those firms that the
jurisdictions in question are functioning in some respects as offshore fi-
nancial centers. Such involvements are especially significant in light of
events shaping a more unified future for the European continent.

NOTE

1. In the edition of their work, Tax Havens of the World (1998), the Diamonds
supply detailed information on in excess of 60 jurisdictions. The jurisdictions
covered are listed in alphabetical order and pagination is internal to each juris-
diction. In the present volume references to the work in question are to the
jurisdiction being discussed and page references are to that jurisdiction.



Chapter 6

The Firms in Offshore Centers
in the Persian Gulf, the Indian

Ocean and the Far East

This chapter deals with an at large selection of jurisdictions from the
areas of the world not covered in previous chapters. It begins in the
Persian Gulf with coverage of Bahrain and the United Arab Emirates.
Those jurisdictions were thought to be of special significance because of
their role in the Arab world. Following that analysis, the focus switches
to the Indian Ocean and a review of the situation in Mauritius and Sey-
chelles. Although neither of those jurisdictions are equal in prominence
as offshore financial centers to various other locations that have been
featured in this volume, they are included because of their potential for
influence in the region they occupy. The third section of the chapter deals
with two centers from the Asia/Pacific area—Singapore and Vanuatu.

THE PERSIAN GULF

In the last quarter of the twentieth century Bahrain has emerged as a
rather significant financial center in the Middle East. According to the
Diamonds, the nation’s rulers have lightened offshore regulations and,
beginning in 1975, have instituted a program intended to encourage Bah-
rain’s emergence as a Middle Eastern financial tax haven (1998, 1). Ac-
cording to those authors, the licensing of 50 large banks to become
offshore banking units and 21 to serve as investment banks has permitted
the nation to replace Beirut as the Arab money capital. Whether Bahrain
will be able to sustain such a prominence in the face of a reemerging
Beirut remains to be seen.

Bahrain is an archipalagic nation of 33 islands, situated 15 miles from
the coast of Saudi Arabia, near the southern shore of the Persian Gulf.
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Major cities include Manama and Muharraq. Jeffrey Nugent and Theo-
dore Thomas have described the skyline of Manama as recently experi-
encing ‘‘the addition of high-rise, luxury hotels, commercial buildings
and parking structures in the heavily congested commercial center’’
(1985, 5).

Nugent and Thomas describe the nation as ‘‘attempting to discern a
way to blend the rich traditions of the Arab and Islamic cultures indig-
enous to the gulf with the values of urban industrialized Western soci-
eties’’ (5). The nation boasts a 16-mile causeway that facilitates road
traffic between it and Saudi Arabia (Diamond and Diamond, 1998, 7).
Nugent and Thomas describe a nation, modern in appearance with
heavy automobile traffic, modern roads, a busy international airport,
dry-dock and ship repair yard and other industrial endeavors including
an aluminum smelter, a major oil refinery and a variety of light and
heavy industries (1995, 3–5).

According to the Diamonds, manufacturing has become the most sig-
nificant contributor to gross national product (21 percent) as oil reserves
have declined (1998, 6). They identified oil as contributing 17.7 percent
and banking and insurance 16 percent (6). Coopers & Lybrand Interna-
tional have described Bahrain as the commercial hub of the Gulf, having
modified its framework to support both investments and business ven-
tures (1996, 3).

‘‘The nation’s population is approaching 600 thousand and is increas-
ing at a rate of roughly 2.5 per cent per year’’ (McKee, Garner and
AbuAmara McKee, 1999, 69). Roughly one-third of the population is
composed of non-citizens. According to Coopers & Lybrand Interna-
tional, Bahraini women are eager to work, and educational standards are
more advanced than those found in neighboring jurisdictions (1996, 7).
Islam is practiced by 85 percent of the population, although other relig-
ions are permitted.

‘‘A long tradition of association with other cultures, a stable govern-
ment and a strong sense of national identity have made Bahrain a pleas-
ant place to live’’ (1996, 7). Despite this assessment, the Diamonds do
see some political uncertainties in the nation. They refer to heightened
activity among subversive elements and difficulties relating to Iran (1998,
4). Shiite Muslims have staged street demonstrations favoring a ban on
alcohol and night clubs, and other disruptive activities have been attrib-
uted to Shiite Muslim guerrillas (4).

The nation enjoys strong international transportation linkages. Its in-
ternational airport is among the most active in the Middle East, boasting
35 airlines servicing 70 destinations (7). Passenger traffic is in excess of
four million persons per year (7). The Diamonds describe Mina Subrum
as having a deep water harbor with 16 berths capable of servicing large
tankers and ocean freighters, a container terminal with two roll-on, roll-
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off berths and two shallow water berths (8). According to Coopers &
Lybrand International, the nation ‘‘is ideally located at the center of trade
routes for VLCCs which spend more time loading and unloading in the
Gulf than in any other waters’’ (1996, 13).

‘‘The nation has been the entrepot for the region and is also a distri-
bution center’’ (McKee, Garner and AbuAmara McKee, 1999, 69). Al-
though oil still dominates the trade account, the government has actively
encouraged non-oil exports (Coopers & Lybrand International, 1996, 13).
Bahrain has been termed ‘‘one of the most diverse economies of the Gulf
region,’’ boasting the Gulf’s largest concentrations of manufacturing
firms and the largest community of international bank branches (Arab
World Online, 1997a, 1).

Coopers & Lybrand International have identified aluminium as the
nation’s oldest industry save for oil and gas (1996, 19). ‘‘Following an
expansion in the period of 1990–1992, Aluminium Bahrain is now ca-
pable of producing 460,000 tons per year’’ (McKee, Garner and Abu-
Amara McKee, 1999, 70). The Diamonds have identified major projects
affiliated with the smelter to include a cable factory, an aluminum sheet
plant, and an atomizer that pulverizes hot aluminum for use in process-
ing paints, inks and explosives (1998, 6). The Diamonds describe further
diversification as including a $300 million iron pelletizing plant, a $350
million petrochemical venture with Kuwait and Saudi Arabia, a tire plant
and factory facilities for light industry (6).

Bahrain has recently been described as ‘‘the Middle East’s pre-eminent
financial hub’’ as well as ‘‘a key player in world financial and banking
services’’ (Arab Net, 1997, 1). Indeed, Arab Net describes Bahrain as ‘‘an
international and regional interbank money market centered on its off-
shore banking sector’’ (1). According to the Diamonds, Bahrain does face
major competition from Cyprus and the United Arab Emirates (1998, 8).
In spite of such competition the offshore banks in Bahrain handle assets
of $70 billion, and the daily foreign exchange turnover of the nation’s
financial institutions is close to $4 billion (1). The total earnings from
offshore banks exceed $50 million (8).

Bahrain ‘‘hosts international law firms, insurance companies, certified
public accountants and various consultants in a rather sophisticated ser-
vice sector’’ (McKee, Garner and AbuAmara McKee, 1999, 70). Arab Net
suggests that the presence of such activities has ‘‘stimulated the evolu-
tion of other related financial establishments including the Bahrain Stock
Market, the money exchange sector, the real estate and construction busi-
ness and other commercial enterprises’’ (1997, 1).

Since Bahrain has moved in the direction of hosting offshore financial
services, it is hardly surprising to find that it enjoys the services of var-
ious major international accounting firms. Bavishi identified Bahrain as
having 18 partners, 14 of whom were affiliated with the Big Six (1991).
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One of the big six that was very active in the country was Coopers &
Lybrand, which of course has since merged with Price Waterhouse.

‘‘Operating as Coopers & Lybrand/Jawad & Habib & Co. the firm
offers a wide menu of services’’ (McKee, Garner and AbuAmara McKee,
1999, 76). Its service menu includes management consulting, information
technology services and human resources consulting. Also included are
financial services, business assurance, business recovery and insolvency,
litigation support services and company formation.

The firm declares its workforce to be well informed on both local and
Gulf-wide issues and thus prepared to contribute value to its clients or-
ganizations. Bahrain has also been interested in developing its tourism
industry and the firm offers services in that area as well. It stands ready
to assist with business strategy appraisal and formulation. ‘‘It conducts
market surveys, feasibility studies, operation reviews and economic, so-
cial and environmental impact studies’’ (McKee, Garner and AbuAmara
McKee, 1999, 77). It can also assist with marketing strategy and planning,
project finance, concept design and evaluation, as well as project man-
agement. Beyond such matters the firm stands ready to help with man-
agement selection and contract negotiation.

With respect to information technology the firm is willing to assess
the effectiveness of real or proposed information systems as well as to
establish plans for the future direction of information systems. It is also
able to assist in system delivery and with the quality management of
software and with system security through the identification and coun-
tering of threats to confidentiality. It offers contingency planning with
respect to disaster recovery.

The firm also offers assistance with human resource management and
management improvement. It deals with executive search, recruitment
and management and is willing to assist firms in the identification of the
appropriate management organization structure and personnel needs.

Financial services are an important component of Bahrain’s economy
and the firm is quite active in that area. It can assist with corporate
strategy as well as with organizational change and can also help with
human resource training. It assists with financial management, manage-
ment information and the controlling of risks. It also offers assistance
with treasury and cash management, corporate finance, financial audits,
taxation and regulation.

In the area of business assurance services the firm’s intent is to
strengthen business control, thereby increasing the value of organiza-
tions. In that regard service offerings include accounting, statutory audits
and other audit-related services that range from internal to environmen-
tal. Beyond such matters the firm deals with computer assurance ser-
vices, risk management, forensic accounting and corporate training. In
the area of business recovery and insolvency the firm sees its role as
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support for financial stakeholders with respect to risk management. Pre-
sumably the merger of Coopers & Lybrand and Price Waterhouse can
only strengthen the merged firm’s ability to maintain and enhance the
service menu that was in place.

KPMG Fakhro is the local KPMG affiliate in Bahrain. Various tradi-
tional accounting services, such as audits, reviews and compilations, ac-
counting and bookkeeping and business share valuation are offered
through its general practice department. The firm also deals with offer
documents, investment memoranda and procedure manuals. It provides
accounting advice and control reviews as well as risk assessment re-
views. It offers forensic accounting support and liquidation advice and
can perform feasibility studies. It can also supply Saudi tax advice and
can provide investment placement and debt restructuring and/or sched-
uling advice. It conducts insolvency investigations and helps with arbi-
tration, legal custodianship and liquidation.

The firm stands ready through its shares department, to administer
public issues as well as to offer registrar and transfer agent services.
Through its legal department the firm deals with company formations
and flotations. It assists with the registration of trademarks and with the
translation of legal documents and liquidations. It helps with drafting
and reviewing contracts of legal documentation and also with the prep-
aration of business law compilations.

In the management consulting arena the firm’s services are divided
into three subcategories—financial management, human resources and
information technology. Financial management includes strategic busi-
ness planning and strategic cost management. The firm also conducts
feasibility studies, market appraisals and reviews of efficiency and ef-
fectiveness. It assists with executive searches and selections as well as
with remuneration studies and psychometric testing. With respect to in-
formation technology its services include strategy and system selection
and implementation. It also deals with system diagnostics and reviews
and systems disaster planning.

The United Arab Emirates share a relatively unique position with Bah-
rain among offshore financial centers, since they offer significant linkages
between the Arab world and the international economy. They represent
‘‘an independent federation of seven emirates comprising (broadly from
southwest to northeast) Abu Dhabi, Dubai, Sharjah, Ajman, Umm Al-
Quwain, Rus Al-Khaimah and Fujeirah’’ (Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu In-
ternational, 1996a, 1). They comprise an area of 32,000 square miles in
the eastern Arabian peninsula between Saudi Arabia and Oman.

Prior to independence in 1971 the Emirates were known as the Trucial
States and were bound by treaties with the United Kingdom (1). Ac-
cording to the Diamonds, the nation is far stronger economically and
politically than had been anticipated at its independence (1998, 4). It
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entered its third decade with oil and gas revenues of $17 billion, a gross
domestic product of $40 billion, and one of the world’s highest per capita
incomes (4). The nation boasts the world’s third largest oil reserves and
produces two million barrels per day, making it the seventh biggest pro-
ducer (4).

The individual Emirates are well connected to each other and to neigh-
boring countries by newly laid road networks (Deloitte Touche Toh-
matsu International, 1996a, 2). ‘‘Modern telephone, telex and telecopier
systems connect the United Arab Emirates with most of the world,’’ and
‘‘major international couriers are well represented and provide service
at competitive rates’’ (2).

It seems clear that the Emirates enjoy transportation and communi-
cations linkages to support competitive offshore financial services. How-
ever, the Emirates are pursuing broader developmental goals. In an effort
to reduce the petroleum dependency of the oil-producing emirates, both
federal and Emirate governments are encouraging investment in fields
considered beneficial to the nation (3).

According to the Diamonds, large natural gas reserves have been dis-
covered in Abu Dhabi and are being processed at a $500 million lique-
faction plant on Das Island (1998, 5). Although an oil refinery has been
completed and another is in the planning stage, the nation has diversified
from fuels by setting up manufacturing operations that include a steel
mill, steel fabrication complex and cable plant (5). The ongoing successful
expansion of non-petroleum sectors of the economy has been attributed
directly to government policy (Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu International,
1996a). The industrial sector includes textiles and clothing, footwear,
electrical appliances, power station transformers, auto parts and furni-
ture as well as stationery and paper products, air conditioning and re-
frigeration equipment, plastic containers, surgical gloves and ophthalmic
lenses (1996a, 7 and McKee, Garner and AbuAmara McKee, 1999).

The governments of the various Emirates are actively attempting to
attract investments of expertise and capital (Ernst & Young, 1990, 3).
Beyond a good transportation and communications infrastructure the
emirates enjoy ‘‘a virtual absence of taxation’’ as well as ‘‘a well-
structured financial sector with no exchange control regulations’’ (3).
Free-trade zones have been put in place and financial reporting
requirements at both federal and local levels are minimal (3). Other ad-
vantages from investing in the nation include the availability of cheap
energy, access to inexpensive regional labor markets, the absence of du-
ties on imported raw materials and the export of finished products as
well as closeness to regional markets (Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Inter-
national, 1996a).

According to Ernst & Young, important sectors of the economy beyond
its energy components include ‘‘utilities, communications, construction,
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banking and financial services, manufacturing projects and tourism’’
(1990, 4).

The country offers incentives to foreign investors able to provide
needed technical expertise and willing to work in collaboration with cit-
izens (Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu International, 1996a, 7). The investors
are given various concessions beyond which no direct incentives ‘‘such
as capital grants, subsidized loans, preferential contract schemes or im-
port quotas or loans that protect domestic industry are available’’ (7).

The Diamonds explain that all of the Emirates welcome foreign in-
vestment for development projects while emphasizing local participation
in ventures (1998, 3). As an example, they point to Sharjah as particularly
eager to attract manufacturing, warehousing and consumer goods pro-
jects. To encourage such projects Sharjah has established industrial es-
tates in the city and an export processing free-trade zone near its airport
(3). Among incentives offered are free consulting services, aid in capi-
talization, donations of land, low land-leasing rates and reduced rates
for power and water (3). The Emirate is trying to become an offshore
banking center as well as serving as a company headquarters for the
Middle East and Gulf regions (3).

Although federally sponsored general incentives to foreign investors
are hardly extensive, free-trade zones have been developed and the tax
climate is attractive. According to Ernst & Young, ‘‘Foreign companies
establishing businesses in the free trade zones are offered special con-
cessions, including an exemption from the requirement of having local
ownership or a local sponsor’’ (1990, 9).

The Emirate of Dubai has been a trading center and entrepot within
the Middle East for some time (see McKee, Garner and AbuAmara
McKee, 1999). The Emirate hosts a free-trade zone, Jabel Ali, 21 miles
from Dubai City (Diamond and Diamond, 1998, 17). The Jabel Ali zone
complex is one of the world’s largest man-made ports, providing excel-
lent facilities for trade, manufacturing and services (Ernst & Young, 1990,
5). According to Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu International, Dubai hosts
950 international operations (1996a, 8). The zone employs some 5,000,
most of whom are foreigners (Diamond and Diamond, 1998, 17).

The Diamonds point out that Dubai has ample support services, in-
cluding local labor, health and medical facilities and inexpensive energy,
not to mention the inputs of the zone operators to expedite documen-
tation and minimize red tape (1998, 17). The harbor comprises ‘‘sixty-
seven berths, over fifteen kilometers of quay, and a container terminal
with the most up-to-date handling equipment that is capable of handling
any class of ship’’ (Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu International, 1996a, 8).

According to Bavishi, the United Arab Emirates has 43 partners in
major accounting firms, including 28 from the Big Six (1991). Prominent
among the major firms servicing the country is Ernst & Young. That
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firm’s involvement in the Middle East dates from 1923 and comprises 15
offices in 11 countries, with a total professional staff in excess of 800
(Ernst & Young, 1997a).

Ernst & Young views its main business in the Middle East as the au-
diting of financial statements (1997b). Nonetheless, they claim to have
‘‘one of the largest management consulting practices in the world’’
(1997c). Among consulting services offered are business planning and
control, as well as financial planning and control and performance im-
provement (1997c). The firm also offers assistance with business process
reengineering, organizational change management and organization and
management development as well as human resource management. It
works with information and computer systems, mergers and acquisitions
and privatization and off-set services.

It offers a wide range of accounting and financial services (1997d). It
can advise on the choice and implementation of accounting systems and
can review systems presently operational to insure their relevance and
control (1997d). It helps with fraud prevention and offers risk assess-
ments and detection services. It also helps with tax matters, whether this
involves giving advice or the actual preparation of returns (1997e and f).
It can also assist in preparing management and financial accounts
(1997d).

Ernst & Young also involves itself in business community training and
indeed runs fully equipped training centers in various offices in the Mid-
dle East (1997g). It has put together specific training programs for a va-
riety of organizations (1997a).

Another major accounting firm active in the United Arab Emirates is
RSM International. By its own assessment it is the tenth largest full ser-
vice accounting and consulting organization in the world (1998a). It is
represented by 76 member firms and 12 correspondent firms in 77 coun-
tries (1998a). In addition to the United Arab Emirates, the firm is rep-
resented in Mauritius.

The firm sees itself as able to offer significant personalized assistance
to its corporate clients. ‘‘Our approach to developing solutions to your
needs is anchored in an adequate understanding of the business and
industry sector(s) in which you operate’’ (1998a). This, they feel, permits
them to design solutions to fit the unique characteristics of their business
clients (1998a). They are clearly aware of the needs of international op-
erations. ‘‘Our approach is based on the ‘long-term view’—a view cor-
porate management must take if their international goals are to be
achieved’’ (1998a). They claim that their team will be aware of the local
and international issues affecting their clients’ industry and organization
(1998a).

RSM International provides a full range of audit and accounting ser-
vices. In addition, they offer specialized services such as due diligence
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work, royalty payments, audits and inventory observation assistance in
the traditional accounting services area (1998a). Their clients run the
gamut from startup companies to very large, multinational organiza-
tions, many of which are publicly traded (1998a).

Audit and accounting services range from bookkeeping and the prep-
aration of financial statements to audits of historical financial statements
(1998a). Other accounting service offerings include audit and other at-
testation services, prospective financial statements (forecasts and projec-
tions), exempt offerings assistance, performance of agreed upon
procedures and outsourcing services (1998a).

In the area of taxation the firm is experienced in providing extensive
services to multinational firms and can provide export-related tax ser-
vices (1998a). The service menu includes areas such as asset planning,
accounting methods and periods—tax engagements and business valu-
ation and transfer considerations. It also includes common paymas-
ter/payroll agent services, divorce and separation tax planning and
estate and gift planning engagements. The firm can also deal with mul-
tistate tax issues, personal financial planning and trusts and estate in-
come tax returns (1998a).

RSM International is heavily involved in consulting activity. Its areas
of focus include international business development, international infor-
mation technology, international cash and financial management and
global human resources (1998c). In the business planning area the firm’s
services include annual/business planning, family/business succession
planning and strategic planning (1998c).

In the area of management information systems the firm offers data
processing controls reviews, disaster recovery planning, financial ac-
counting systems evaluation and improvement design and long-range
information systems planning (1998c). It also assists with management
information requirements evaluation, systems (application) development
and modification with respect to both microcomputers and midrange
computers. It also offers systems installation, implementation and sup-
port and systems selection for the above ranges of computers. It can also
help with telecommunications systems selection (1998c).

The firm boasts diverse offerings in the field of financial management
consulting, including assistance with bankruptcy and reorganization,
business valuations, cash management and contribution/profitability
analysis studies (1998c). Beyond such matters it offers due diligence re-
views, financial feasibility studies and financial projection and modeling.
It offers financing assistance, profit enhancement programs, profit plan-
ning and rate models.

The firm also offers temporary comptrollership assistance, corporate
roundtable consulting, employee benefits consulting and employee cli-
mate and attitude surveys (1998c). It can assist with employee incentive
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compensation planning, human resources diagnostic reviews and human
resources information systems. The firm offers management assessment
and counseling and management compensation planning as well as man-
agement/supervisory training and development programs and organi-
zation planning and evaluation (1998c). It also offers outplacement
services and performance evaluation and appraisal programs, and it can
assist with personnel policy manuals and employee handbooks as well
as with personnel selection and executive search. The firm also stands
ready to assist with wage and salary administration programs (1998c).

In the sphere of marketing consulting the firm offers site location anal-
ysis and selection. Its operations consulting services menu includes high-
spot operational reviews, operational reviews and also help with
production and inventory control systems, design and development se-
lection, production and inventory control system implementation and
reviews and productivity improvement consulting (1998c).

THE INDIAN OCEAN

Mauritius is a small island nation lying in the Indian Ocean some 500
miles east of Madagascar. It embraces 720 square miles of territory and
boasts a population of 1.1 million people. The country gained its inde-
pendence from Great Britain in 1968 and has embraced a republican form
of government, while maintaining membership in the British Common-
wealth. English is the official language, although most of the population
is also fluent in French. The legal system draws upon both English and
French law.

A Library of Congress study sees Mauritius as having become rela-
tively prosperous and diverse in terms of its economy (1994a). According
to that study, Mauritius has emerged from an early post-independence
situation of high unemployment and reliance upon sugar exports. ‘‘The
1970’s were marked by a strong government commitment to diversify
the economy and provide more high-paying jobs’’ (1994a). The period
from 1971 to 1977 saw the creation of about 64,000 jobs (1994a).

The nation’s economy gained some strength from the creation of ex-
port processing zones (EPZs), although criticisms have been leveled at
labor practices associated with them (1994a). ‘‘By the 1980’s . . . the econ-
omy experienced steady growth, declining inflation, high employment,
and increased domestic savings’’ (1994a). The EPZs surpassed sugar as
the principal export earning sector and, in fact, employed more workers
than the sugar industry and the government combined (1994a). The gov-
ernment planned further economic diversification for the 1990s including
the development of the nation as a center of offshore banking and finan-
cial services (1994a).

According to S. Moonesamy, ‘‘Mauritius provides an ideal environ-
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ment for banks, insurance and reinsurance companies, captive insurance
managers, trading companies, ship owners or managers, fund managers
and professionals to conduct their international business’’ (1996). Various
types of offshore activity can be conducted in the country, including
banking, insurance and funds management (1996). Other offshore activ-
ities include international financial services, operational headquarters
and international consultancy services.

Beyond those activities offshore business opportunities include ship-
ping and ship management, aircraft financing and leasing, international
licensing and franchising and international trading. Other activities in-
clude international data processing and information technology services,
offshore pension funds, international assets management and interna-
tional employment services (1996).

In 1992 Mauritius passed the Freeport Act, which provided for the
establishment of freeport zones. The Act established a Freeport Authority
with the objectives of controlling and managing the freeport zone, pro-
moting and encouraging external trade and providing infrastructure and
storage facilities in the freeport. The authority was also intended to ad-
vise the minister of finance on the development of free zones (Anon,
1998). The authority has the power to issue operating licenses in freeport
zones as well as to allocate space in the zones. It can levy rents, charges
and/or dues on licensees and can contract with individuals for services
or facilities in keeping with its prerogatives (1998).

The freeport zones are located in Port Louis and at the international
airport. Such zones are considered as exterior to Mauritius and are en-
closed and guarded with access and egress confined to authorized entry
and exit points, thus preventing the evasion of customs duties, import
levies and sales taxes (1998). Among activities authorized for the zones
are warehousing and storage, breaking bulk and sorting, grading, clean-
ing and mixing. Also included are labeling, packing and repacking, mi-
nor processing, simple assembly and any other activity prescribed by the
minister of finance on the advice of the Freeport Authority (1998).

Liberal incentive packages have been established for firms seeking
cost-effective storage, assembly and redistribution locations, including
such things as exemptions from the company tax and also customs and
import duties and sales taxes on all finished goods, machinery, equip-
ment and materials imported into the freeport zone (1998).

Preferential rates are provided for warehousing and storage and re-
duced port charges are prescribed for all goods destined for reexport.
No foreign exchange controls are imposed, enterprises can be totally for-
eign owned and there exists the possibility of selling a percentage of
total turnover on the local market. Access to offshore banking facilities
is also available (1998).

There are other advantages to be had by companies operating from
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the freeport. These stem from the nation’s membership in the Indian
Ocean Commission, the Preferential Trade Agreement, the Cross Border
Initiative and the Lome Convention. The port and airport infrastructures
are high in quality, as are telecommunications linkages (1998).

As early as 1991, Bavishi identified Mauritius as hosting 26 partners
in the leading international accounting firms, 22 of whom were affiliated
with the Big Six. Those included six each from Coopers & Lybrand De-
loitte Ross Tohmatsu International and KPMG. The remaining four were
associated with Price Waterhouse. Other major firms represented were
BDO Binder with two partners and Pannell Kerr Forster with the same
number (Appendix B, 6).

Prominent among accounting firms in Mauritius is the recently formed
Price Waterhouse Coopers, the successor to two previously independent
international accounting firms. Robert Bigaignon, the new firm’s country
leader, describes the objectives of the new firm: ‘‘The merger offers to
all our clients in Mauritius and in the region access to substantially
greater resources worldwide’’ (Price Waterhouse Coopers, July 1, 1998).
He sees the merger as ‘‘providing enormous scope and scale in critically
important emerging markets, as well as faster deployment of new prod-
ucts and services through more efficient management of a larger invest-
ment pool’’ and suggests that the firm’s ‘‘ability to increase investment
in technology and knowledge management ensures clients access to lead-
ing edge solutions’’ (July 1, 1998).

The new firm began operations with a client base of some 1,000 com-
panies. Its intention is to provide a full range of business advisory ser-
vices to leading national and local companies as well as to public
institutions (July 1, 1998). Services to be provided include audit, account-
ing and tax advice as well as management, information technology and
human resource consulting. The firm is also providing financial advisory
services, which include assistance with mergers and acquisitions, busi-
ness recovery, project finance and litigation support. Other services of-
fered by the firm include business process outsourcing services, public
relations, market research and economic research services (July 1, 1998).
The firm in Mauritius also services Madagascar, the Seychelles and other
Indian Ocean islands as well as portions of Eastern Africa (July 1, 1998).

The Seychelles Islands are another Indian Ocean jurisdiction that has
become active in offshore financial activities. Lying north of Madagascar,
the nation gained its independence from Great Britain in 1976. It is a
member of the British Commonwealth and derives more than 60 percent
of its foreign exchange earnings from tourism (Seychelles, 1998).

The nation is adequately equipped with transportation and commu-
nications infrastructures. Its airport can handle wide-bodied aircraft and
its port, Port Victoria, can handle 20- and 40-foot containers as well as
break-bulk. The nation also deals in ship chandelling and bunkering.
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With a population in the 72,000 range the economy is neither strong nor
diverse. Manufacturing exists on a limited scale. ‘‘As of 1991 only 2,563
persons were employed in a total of eighty-eight enterprises, twelve of
them parastatals’’ (Library of Congress, 1994b). Most manufacturing
firms are rather small, with a number being import substitution indus-
tries (1994b). However, ‘‘to encourage foreign interest in the manufac-
turing sector the government has developed a new investment code
guaranteeing full repatriation of profits and capital, protection against
nationalization, free import of capital goods, and other incentives’’
(1994b). Despite these initiatives the government reserves the right to
require that it share an interest in large-scale industrial ventures (1994b).

As has been suggested, tourism is very important to the nation’s econ-
omy. ‘‘About 15 percent of the formal workforce is directly employed in
tourism and employment in construction, banking, transportation, and
other activities is closely tied to the tourist industry’’ (1994b). Despite
the importance of tourism, the government has no intention of encour-
aging the industry beyond what seems acceptable, given the size of the
nation.

‘‘While the Government is examining its options to disengage further
in direct economic activity, it is also very keen to create an enabling
environment for businesses, both domestic and those dealing both in the
offshore world and international arena’’ (Seychelles, 1998). In 1994 the
Investment Promotion Act was passed as an encouragement to inward
investment. It provided fiscal incentives to businesses geared to the do-
mestic sector and also to those aimed at export markets. The act estab-
lished generous tax breaks for guaranteed periods for projects ranging
from tourism, agriculture and manufacturing through to services.

The Seychelles report on the New Business Center listed various at-
tractive elements in the new investment policies, among which were al-
lowing for 100 percent foreign ownership and, as mentioned earlier, 100
percent repatriation of capital and profits. In addition, the new policies
called for no foreign exchange controls, withholding tax on dividends,
personal income tax, wealth tax, gift tax, property tax, capital gains tax
or death duties (1998). Accelerated depreciation was permitted, as was
the unlimited carry forward of losses arising out of depreciation. Work
permits were made available for expatriates and reasonable rates were
provided for corporate taxation, social security and incidental benefits
(1998).

Offshore business was stimulated by the enactment of a suite of leg-
islation in December of 1994 that covered the registration of offshore
companies, offshore trusts and licensing for international trade zone
companies. Since that time additional legislation has been introduced
covering the licensing of offshore banks, offshore insurance companies
and the setting up of a securities industry (1998).
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Promotional materials from Seychelles observes that ‘‘the laws pre-
vailing in the Caribbean, notably the Bahamas and the British Virgin
Islands, are very similar to those adopted by Seychelles’’ (1998). As an
example it suggests ‘‘the IBC Act of the Bahamas would have similarities
with that of the Seychelles, whilst the International Trusts Act of Sey-
chelles is an amalgamation of various laws prevailing in the Caribbean’’
(1998).

The nation has created a freeport and export processing zone as a
means of attracting economic activity. Such ventures should be poten-
tially productive, since the nation has one of the deepest seaports in the
region and is strategically situated with respect to major shipping routes.
Its port is efficient and cost-effective and it boasts efficient communica-
tions linkages. The institutional environment appears to be user friendly
and efficient. The legislation dealing with the international trade zone
provides for zero taxes and license fees that are fixed for life. It is a ‘‘One-
Stop Shop Approach for redistribution, manufacturing, light assembly or
export services’’ (1998). It also grants eligibility to sell in the domestic
sector and permits firms to hire 100 percent foreign labor (1998).

The nation is promoting itself as a serious financial and business hub.
‘‘Its IBC laws, trust laws, international trade zone laws are among the
most modern in the world’’ (1998). Satellite communications, an estab-
lished banking sector, together with professional management service
companies add support to the offshore aspirations of the nation (1998).
In Seychelles the major accounting firms had four partners in 1991, three
from BDO Binder and one from KPMG (Bavishi, 1991, Appendix B, 19).

THE FAR EAST

Singapore has been described recently as a small prosperous state sit-
uated astride one of the world’s busiest sea lanes (State of Hawaii, 1999,
1). It suffers from resource limitations and a small domestic market and
‘‘more than any other country relies on foreign investment and external
demand to power its economic expansion’’ (1). The same report sug-
gested Singapore’s strengths to be in real estate development, logistics,
and planning and management (1).

According to the Hawaiian government report, the port of Singapore
is the world’s largest in terms of shipping tonnage. Indeed, the country
acts as a trading and distribution hub for Southeast Asia and is a major
transshipment link between the region and the world at large (1).

The nation’s government is seeking ‘‘the development of Singapore as
an international financial center and regionalization of local operations
to counter inherent internal limits to growth.’’ The British Club has seen
the nation as having taken a pragmatic, carefully planned approach to
economic development, ‘‘building upon its traditional strengths in en-
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trepot trade and shipping, while gradually diversifying into banking and
financial services and other high-value-added sectors’’ (1999).

Speaking of the nation’s success as a port, the British Club points to
700 ships in port at any time, representing more than 600 shipping lines,
linking more than 800 international ports (1999). ‘‘A key factor that has
made Singapore a strategic hub in the Asia Pacific region is its efficient
highly reliable, state-of-the-art communications infrastructure’’ (British
Club, 1999). The Hawaiian government report identifies Changi Airport
as Southeast Asia’s major hub airport, boasting links to 108 cities by more
than 2,100 flights by 58 airlines each week (5). Singapore’s goal is to
become ‘‘the leading air hub in the entire Asia-Pacific region by the end
of the century’’ (5). Whether or not such an ambitious goal has been
realized remains to be seen, but the airport ‘‘is capable of handling 24
million passengers a year’’ (5).

The Hawaiian report saw financial and business services and manu-
facturing as the most significant economic sectors, accounting for 31 and
27 percent of GDP, respectively (5). ‘‘After almost a decade of continuous
growth, the Singapore economy slid into technical recession in 1998, af-
fected by events in Asia’’ (The British Club, 1999, 1).

In his analysis of Singapore as an international financial center, Donald
R. Lessard suggested that this jurisdiction has transformed itself from a
home-based banking center in the 1960s to a regional financial center
(1993, 201). He saw the country as desiring to become an international
financial center as well as a regional or perhaps international capital
center (200). In defining the last mentioned designation he suggested that
such a center ‘‘not only engages in the financing of businesses, but also
in the management and control of operations, including not only the
creation of entrepreneurial capital, but also strategic roles in corporate
growth and restructuring through joint ventures, alliances, internal ex-
pansion, and mergers and acquisitions’’ (200).

Chungsoo Kim and Kihong Kim have suggested that services have
been estimated at 70 percent of GDP and 70 percent of the total work-
force in Singapore (1990, 184). Those authors explained that Singapore
compensates for a chronic deficit in merchandise trade through a surplus
in service trade (184). Certainly, Singapore has relied upon its financial
sector as a growth stimulus (McKee and Garner, 1996, 84). The Kims
ranked Singapore as third in Asia as an international financial center
behind Tokyo and Hong Kong (184).

Lessard saw the nation’s emergence as a regional financial center as
taking place gradually in the post-independence period from 1967 into
the mid 1980s (1993, 201). He saw the insecurity of that period as the
catalyst that pushed the government into promoting the financial sector
and orienting domestic financial institutions in an outward looking di-
rection ( 201). He noted that the government in the late 1960s encouraged
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reputable international financial institutions to establish their regional
operations there (201).

As Lessard has suggested, ‘‘Financing of crossborder trade and in-
vestment within the Asian-Pacific region and between that region and
the rest of the world, attracted foreign non-financial corporations into
the region’’ (203). Large foreign banks followed their customers and set
up branch networks there (203). Lessard was quite correct in suggesting
that ‘‘a foreign bank that is well established in a national/regional en-
vironment in Singapore/Asia, could provide useful information, con-
tracts, advice and financial services to its domestic clients who may be
considering the possibility of entering the Asian markets’’ (203). Of
course, various business service groups by locating in Singapore might
well attract both domestic and foreign business clients wishing to con-
duct business in the region. As early as the mid 1980s, seven areas of
growth for the financial sector were identified by the Economic Review
Committee. Included were risk management, fund management, capital
markets, untested securities market, financial and commodities futures,
financing of third country trading and reinsurance (203).

Bavishi reported all of the then Big Six accounting firms active in Sin-
gapore in 1991. He noted the existence of 160 partners, all but 30 of
whom were associated with the Big Six. Smaller firms represented in-
cluded BDO, Dunwoody Robson, McGlaney and Pullen, Horwath Inter-
national, Moores Rowland International, Summit International
Associates Inc. and TGI (Bavishi, 1991, Appendix B, 19).

In a relatively recent publication a Price Waterhouse operating manual
for Singapore was used to illustrate how extensive the operations of an
accounting firm can be (McKee and Garner, 1996, 86). Of course, that
firm has since merged and now functions internationally as Price Wa-
terhouse Coopers. Nonetheless, the Price Waterhouse publication re-
ferred to speaks volumes concerning services offered.

According to the manual, Price Waterhouse in Singapore was serving
‘‘a large number of major local and international organizations as well
as many smaller clients, public sector entities, non profit organizations,
and individuals’’ (1990, 162). The firm at that time was providing com-
prehensive training to strengthen the expertise of its staff and was sup-
porting its operations with both technical and library resources (163).

Beyond traditional service offerings in auditing, accountancy and tax-
ation the firm was providing assistance in management consultancy, cor-
porate reconstruction and insolvency. Assistance was also provided with
respect to mergers and acquisitions and business advisory and corporate
secretarial services. Other services offered included share and business
valuations and stock exchange listings (163). The firm was serving an
extensive clientele, including ‘‘financial institutions, insurance companies
and both multinational and local businesses in the industrial, commercial
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and service sectors’’ (163). Any firm capable of delivering such a range
of services would be in a position to supply major inputs to the nation’s
economy and beyond.

Price Waterhouse Management Consultants Pte Ltd., a firm that was
wholly owned by the partners of the accounting firm, was offering var-
ious services. ‘‘Full-time consultants with directly relevant experience in
industry are able to provide a broad range of consulting skills to senior
management’’ (164). The firm was a part of the international network of
Price Waterhouse and was able ‘‘to supplement the skills of its own
consultants’’ with services involving general management and informa-
tion technology, together with finance, manufacturing, marketing, hu-
man resources and personnel recruiting (164).

In situations involving potential insolvency the firm attempted to pre-
serve businesses and create opportunities (164). If liquidation or receiv-
ership became necessary, the firm attempted to help in maximizing the
realizations of creditors. This was recognized as evidence of a strong
facilitative role with respect to supporting a healthy business climate
(McKee and Garner, 1996, 87).

As stated by Price Waterhouse, ‘‘Our insolvency personnel possess a
wide range of business skills and they believe in making a positive con-
tribution to the economy by reconstructing and nursing back to viability
businesses that are in financial difficulty’’ (1990, 164). The firm was pro-
viding assistance with business reviews and corporate reorganizations
as well as with judicial management, delinquent debts and receivership
of debenture holders.

The firm also stood willing to participate directly in the acquisition
activities of its clients. In that area of operation services offered ranged
from identifying businesses suitable for acquisition to help in integrating
such acquisitions. The firm was offering advice in accounting and taxes
as well as ‘‘any other matters which may arise during negotiation or
completion of an acquisition’’ (165). The acquisition services offered by
the firm were international in scope and designed to supply advice ir-
respective of the positioning or nature of the business being considered
(165).

The firm stood willing to coordinate a full range of business advisory
services for firms of varying size. In Singapore it was actually assisting
in the setting up of businesses. In that regard it helped firms in the
acquisition of operating facilities and also in staff recruitment. The firm
was also assisting clients in familiarization with local statutory and reg-
ulatory requirements as well as in the privatization and flotation of com-
panies.

Through its corporate secretarial service offerings the firm played a
significant role in linking Singapore to the global economy. Those ser-
vices included providing for the incorporation or registration of business
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endeavors and obtaining approvals for opening representative offices
(165). The firm was also capable of obtaining reports on credit status,
not to mention information concerning directors, shareholders and com-
pany financial positions (166). The firm could also assist with issues re-
lating to expatriate employees (166).

Moores Rowland International is another major accounting firm active
in Singapore. By its own assessment that organization is ‘‘one of the top
10 networks of independent accounting practices in the world’’ (1998a).
It ‘‘brings together the capabilities of 140 independent accounting firms
in 82 countries’’ (1998a). MRI boasts members in every region of the
world dedicated to making it easier and more profitable for their clients
to engage in international trade.

Among services offered are assistance with business organization in
foreign countries and tax structures. Beyond such matters it can assist
with due diligence and assurance engagements as well as with the ac-
quisition of foreign subsidiaries. It can also assist with legal and banking
contracts in foreign locations as well as with international business in-
formation and advice on information technology. In addition, it provides
foreign market assessments and export strategies (1998a). Clearly, such
services provided in Singapore help to enhance the role of that jurisdic-
tion as an offshore financial and business center.

Certainly, advances in transportation and communications over the
past 25 years have made most parts of the world more accessible and
have signaled the emergence of a truly global economy. In theory at least
one would expect that smaller jurisdictions should have much more pos-
itive prospects in this new international environment. However, the ex-
tent of such positive prospects for specific economies depends strongly
upon how those jurisdictions are linked to the global economy. Indeed,
where linkages are weak or nonexistent, material advancement may be
largely unattainable. In another context, speaking of the Pacific theater,
it has been suggested that ‘‘in spite of improvements in transportation
and communications, many of the islands of the Pacific may be limited
with respect to material betterment for want of appropriate external link-
ages’’ (McKee and Garner, 1996, 104).

Writing in 1985, Te’o Fairbairn divided the islands of the Pacific into
growth economies, limited-growth economies and no-growth economies
(46–54). Vanuatu was included in the most favorable cohort. Fairbairn
saw the jurisdictions in that cohort as having already made progress
through planning and ‘‘a considerable input of private foreign invest-
ment’’ (46).

Ingo Walter once suggested that ‘‘countries with very small open econ-
omies have often embraced the financial secrecy business as a way of
promoting economic development’’ (1990, 188). He has identified various
island economies in the Pacific as tax havens, including the Cook Islands,
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Guam, Maldives, Nauru, Vanuatu and Tonga (187). Of course, any ju-
risdiction wishing to adopt offshore finance as a developmental vehicle
will have to convince international financial interests of the advantages
it has to offer (McKee and Garner, 1996, 107). ‘‘The onus will always be
on the potential host country to convince the international financial com-
munity of its potential stability, as well as the soundness of its legal
system, and other institutions related to conducting business’’ (McKee,
1988, 90).

Of course, small jurisdictions able to supply facilitative services to the
international business community may be in a better position than those
who cannot. Prominent among the various business service providers in
the global economy have been the major international accounting firms.
Jurisdictions hosting such firms may well enjoy certain developmental
advantages.

In Vanuatu, Bavishi identified nine partners in major international ac-
counting firms. Included were two from Coopers & Lybrand and one
each from KPMG and Price Waterhouse (1991, Appendix B, 10 ). Other
firms represented were Moores Rowland International with two partners
and Pannell Kerr Forster with three (10).

The firm of Moores Rowland has identified Vanuatu as the South Pa-
cific’s premier tax haven (1998b, 1). The firm sees the nation’s status as
a tax haven as having had a major influence upon commercial activities
and describes Vanuatu as an extremely active financial center (1). Exten-
sive business and financial facilities are available in Vanuatu, a circum-
stance to which the firm attributes the nation’s tax haven status (1).

‘‘The absence of . . . taxes, duties and controls, coupled with state of
the art communications and highly-developed professional services,
make Vanuatu an ideal center for foreign investors to base their surplus
funds for investment or to base off-shore companies forming part of a
wider international or financial network’’ (1). Indeed, the firm sees the
Vanuatu government as committed to making the country the Pacific’s
foremost tax haven.

The country is comprised of a chain of approximately 80 islands sit-
uated about 1,750 kilometers northeast of Sydney, Australia. Ten islands
account for 90 percent of the total land area (2). The nation’s financial
center is located in Port Vela, the nation’s capital, on Elate Island (2).
The city hosts 20,000 of the nation’s population of 140,000.

The Republic of Vanuatu is a parliamentary democracy, having gained
its independence from Great Britain and France in 1980. It is a full mem-
ber of the British Commonwealth, the French League of Nations and the
United Nations as well as various international organizations. The legal
system is based upon English law.

Moores Rowland describes the country as having a dualistic economy,
comprising a smallholder subsistence agricultural sector and a small
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monetized sector, the latter being based upon established plantations,
ranches and associated trading, manufacturing, banking and shipping
services, together with the tourist industry. Copra is the most important
cash-producing rural activity. ‘‘Nearly all domestic exports are primary
goods, the principal ones being coconut products, beef, cocoa, coffee and
timber’’ (1997d, 2).

With the advent of commercial laws in the early 1970s, an offshore
finance and financial center emerged, together with ‘‘a rapid expansion
in the number of support organizations and professionals in Port Vila’’
(2). The financial center produces significant government revenue
through business license fees, insurance, banking and trust company li-
censes, annual company registration fees, stamp duties and other small
fees (2). The center also generates foreign exchange through capital trans-
fers, professional fees and interest (20).

Moores Rowland’s Vanuatu team of professionals are the group’s
South Pacific specialists (1998b, 1). The firm is a founding member of the
Vanuatu Financial Center Association (1). It ‘‘provides accounting, au-
diting, management and consulting services to government, offshore cli-
ents, local business, and individuals from around the world’’ (1). They
provide wholesale company incorporation services to finance, legal and
tax guidance professionals (1).

The firm sees itself as a central figure in the offshore financial centers
of the Pacific (1). It offers a complete range of professional accounting
services and incorporates international and local companies as well as
insurance companies and banks (1). It serves as a registered agent and
maintains a registered office address in the country of incorporation (1).
It deals in all aspects of company and trust management, including book-
keeping, the establishment and management of bank accounts, arranging
for corporate credit cards, corporate management and advice on corpo-
rate taxation. It has subsidiary and associate entities dealing with trustee
services, real estate sales and management, communications services,
banking and legal services (1).

The service menu offered by Moores Rowland includes company in-
corporation services, trust settlement services and registered agent and
registered office (1998b, 1). It can provide nominee directors, officers and
shareholders (1). In the realm of communications it provides a complete
range of mail forwarding, including forwarding of incoming faxes, mail
forwarding by post or courier and telephone answering and message
forwarding (1). Corporate services include maintaining all statutory re-
cords, which includes the preparation of minutes and the preparation
and filing of license fees (1). On request they will ‘‘prepare any required
resolutions or other day to day corporate secretarial services and assist
with opening letters of credit, preparation of contractual documents, con-
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trol and manage bank accounts, collect income for clients, arrange for
legalization of documents’’ (1).

Accounting services available from the firm include bookkeeping, pay-
roll accounting, annual accounts, management accounts and auditing (1).
Offshore banking services are offered via the Pacific Bank Limited. In-
cluded are such services as back-to-back financing, back-to-back deposits
and trusteeships. Other offerings include offshore bank accounts in any
currency, credit card services, mutual funds and portfolio management
(1).

With respect to trustee/nominee services the firm deals with discre-
tionary trusts, unit trusts, nominee accounts, declarations of trust and
powers of attorney (1–2). Through Vanuatu Real Estate Consultants and
Transpacific Property Consultants Ltd. the firm can handle commercial
sales, residential sales, resorts and islands, businesses, valuations and
management and project development (2).

The Price Waterhouse presence in Vanuatu was alluded to elsewhere
(McKee and Garner, 1996, 113). ‘‘The Vanuatu practice is a part of the
Price Waterhouse Australian Firm and operates from an office in the
capital of Port Vila. Clients over a wide area of Vanuatu are served from
this office’’ (Price Waterhouse, 1992b, 63). The firm in Vanuatu dates
from 1972 when it was established ‘‘to provide professional auditing,
accounting, management consulting, and financial services to both local
and international clients’’ (63). Through links with its offices throughout
the world the firm indicated its ability ‘‘to provide distinctive compre-
hensive service on an integrated basis to global clients based in Vanuatu’’
(64). It would appear that major accounting firms have significant po-
tential for influencing business development and linkages in Vanuatu.
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Chapter 7

Accounting and Business
Environments in the Caribbean

and the North Atlantic

The institutional, business and legal environments in which the account-
ing firms carry out their missions are the subjects of the next three chap-
ters. This chapter concerns five jurisdictions that host offshore centers
located in the Caribbean and North Atlantic: Antigua and Barbuda, the
Bahamas, Barbados, Bermuda and the Cayman Islands. Each has devel-
oped laws, regulations and institutions that have as their goal the fos-
tering of offshore center operations as an important part of their
economies. The arrangements differ from country to country, although
there are many similarities. The accounting and business environments
of each are reviewed with a particular eye to the effects upon accountants
and the accounting firms.

ANTIGUA AND BARBUDA

Antigua and Barbuda is a member of the British Commonwealth of
Nations, the United Nations, the Organization of American States, the
Organization of Eastern Caribbean States, the Caribbean Common Mar-
ket, the International Monetary Fund and the World Bank. The island
state’s governance system is similar to and based on the British legal and
parliamentary system. The capital city is St. John’s on Antigua (Price
Waterhouse, 1991a, 3).

The currency unit, the Eastern Caribbean dollar (E.C.$), is divisible
into 100 cents, with a fixed exchange rate of E.C.$2.7 to the U.S. dollar
(1991a, 11). The economy is largely open and based on free enterprise
principles. Although sugar cultivation was the country’s primary prod-
uct before the 1960s, tourism is now economic leader accounting for ap-
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proximately 60 percent of GDP. Population has doubled over the past
three decades during a period when agriculture declined from 40 to 12
percent of GDP. Antigua has good international transportation and com-
munication links. The country is in the same time zone as the United
States and Canadian Atlantic coast.

Public utilities, airport and seaport are government owned and oper-
ated. The government’s Central Marketing Authority controls import
and distribution systems for basic foodstuffs. The government, the is-
lands’ largest landowner, follows a policy of selling land for tourist and
residential development projects. Despite the large government sector,
government policies seem to indicate that government’s economic inter-
vention will give way to more private sector opportunities in the future.
The country’s businesses are increasingly in the private sector. Local in-
dustry has enjoyed protection against imports that would compete with
local products. The government’s policy currently appears to be moving
toward freer trade. Antigua and Barbuda do not have a stock exchange.

A small and growing offshore center in Antigua and Barbuda dates
from the passage of the International Business Companies Act in 1982.
With this law, the legal system and forms of business were structured
to accommodate both domestic and offshore sectors. The country became
a tax haven. An international business company (IBC) is exempted from
all local taxes so long as it does not carry on business in or with the
domestic sector of the economy. Aspects of the international offshore
center and its operations are discussed below after the sections on the
domestic sector.

For business within the country, licenses for wholesaling, retailing,
banking, insurance must be obtained from the Ministry of Finance. Pro-
fessionals, including lawyers, architects and accountants, must register
and pay an annual license fee to the ministry. Importing and exporting
goods is not controlled, but appropriate licenses are required (16).

Foreign investors may own businesses in the country without own-
ership participation by nationals. Prior approvals must be obtained and
approval depends upon the business type and form. Land may not be
owned or leased on a long-term basis by non-citizens. The Non-Citizens
Land Holding Regulations Act provides for license issuance to own or
lease land on a case-by-case basis (16).

Appropriate private foreign investments are welcomed by the govern-
ment with tax holidays, duty-free imports and other investment incen-
tives common. Investments and profit may generally be repatriated.
Qualified new businesses may receive exemptions from exchange con-
trols (20).

The Companies Act provides for business in Antigua and Barbuda to
be carried on by sole proprietors, partnerships, joint ventures, local in-
corporated companies and foreign company branches (41).
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The Registrar of Companies section of the Attorney General’s Office
regulates company affairs as required by the Companies Act. Businesses
must register in accordance with the Business Registration Act, provid-
ing the business name and the names of the individuals who own the
business.

Sole proprietorships are usually reserved for citizens. A non-citizen
must have approval of the ministry to operate as a sole proprietor. A
foreign investor who wishes to operate as a proprietorship must also
obtain a work permit. These are issued in cases where the proposed
business is in a specialized area and where there are expected benefits
to the country (46).

If a foreigner is accepted as a partner or as a joint venture participant,
approval must be obtained from the Ministry of Economic Development.
Permission from the ministry is also required to operate a branch of a
foreign company.

Branches of companies incorporated outside of Antigua and Barbuda
must provide information to the registrar of companies upon formation
and thereafter. Parent company charter or articles of incorporation set-
ting forth bylaws and information on directors of the parent company
must be provided. The branch must designate at least one resident per-
son to receive legal notices and processes on behalf of the company.
Financial statements of the parent company must be filed each year.

Private or public companies may be formed in Antigua and Barbuda.
A private company must not solicit for subscriptions for share or deben-
tures and must have at least two but no more than 50 shareholders,
whereas a public company may have shareholders without limit so long
as there are a minimum of five shareholders. Shares may be issued as
bearer securities or registered. A stated value is required since no par
stock is not permitted. Treasury stock transactions are not allowed (42).
Incorporators may provide company bylaws or, by default, bylaws are
promulgated in Table A of the Companies Act.

If company shares are to be of the bearer variety, they must be fully
paid before issuance. Different classes of share voting rights are permit-
ted. Preferred stock may be issued. Payment of dividends or buy back
of shares from contributed capital is not permitted without court ap-
proval. Shareholder liability is limited to shares paid up or subscribed.
Annual shareholder meetings must be held.

A file kept in the courthouse can be viewed by the public for each
company that has been awarded a certificate of incorporation. The file
contains details of share capital, list of directors and secured debt. This
file also contains company annual returns (43).

Shareholders must hold a meeting each year at which they consider
the directors’ report and a report on company accounts, approve divi-
dend declaration and hold necessary elections to the board of directors.
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Directors may include non-citizens. Appointment of auditors is provided
for in Table A of the Companies Act, but company accounts are not
required by the Companies Act to be audited. Legislation requires au-
dited statements for banks and similar institutions but for no other busi-
nesses (44–46). A requirement for annual audit of financial statements is
included in the bylaws of many companies, however, and it is usual for
companies to have annual audits.

The Inland Revenue Service also does not require audited statements
or audited tax reports but may be concerned when they are not provided.
Books of account adequate for proper income reporting are required by
the Income Tax Act. As a general practice, before lending to a business,
banks do require audited financial statements (56).

As noted above, a government license to practice public accounting is
required. Development of an accounting professional association is un-
derway but is in the formative stages. Most practicing public accountants
are members of overseas professional associations and follow the requi-
rements and rules of those groups.

Antigua and Barbuda has not developed generally accepted national
accounting principles, generally accepted auditing standards, or disclo-
sure requirements. International Auditing Guidelines of the International
Federation of Accountants and International Accounting Standards of
the International Accounting Standards Committee are generally used as
reference by practicing accountants (57).

The International Business Companies Act of 1982 provides qualifying
businesses with an automatic 50-year guarantee of tax-free status for op-
erations offshore. The legislation also applies to offshore banks, trust
companies and insurance companies, in addition to international busi-
ness companies (3). The act provides for complete tax exemption, com-
plete exchange control, exemptions and freedom to operate bank
accounts anywhere. Such companies have no minimum capital require-
ment. There is no requirement for statutory audits. Shares may be issued
as bearer, and in such cases the owner need not be registered.

While all of these provisions are applicable to the IBC, those in bank-
ing, trust companies and insurance companies have additional require-
ments. An IBC may obtain a license to do business as an offshore bank.
In this case minimum capital required is U.S.$1 million. Confidentiality
for all business transactions is a legal requirement. For an IBC trust com-
pany minimum capital is U.S.$500,000. Quarterly returns are required.
Trust accumulations are not limited. IBCs in the insurance business have
a reserve requirement of at least U.S.$250,000. Banks, trusts and insur-
ance IBCs must file annual audited financial statements.

Two resident citizens who file articles of incorporation may form an
Antigua IBC. One of the two must be an attorney. An IBC may only
carry on international trade or business outside of Antigua. The incor-
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poration fee is U.S.$250 with $250 per year renewal fee. The IBC is re-
quired to have only one shareholder who may be the only director. If
solvent, an IBC may purchase and cancel its own shares. Directors and
shareholders must have an annual meeting in Antigua and Barbuda.
Other meetings may be held outside of the country. Proxy voting is al-
lowed. Shareholder and board of directors meeting minutes are required
to be kept on file at the IBC registered office in Antigua.

THE BAHAMAS

The economy of the Bahamas has both domestic and offshore sectors.
The legal system and the forms of business permitted work to accom-
modate both of these sectors. Offshore business and financial activities
are substantial according to Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu International (De-
loitte Touche Tohmatsu International, 1996c, 5). Bank confidentiality laws
prohibit disclosure of information to foreign governments except after
approval by the Bahamian Supreme Court (9).

The banking system, government securities and exchange controls and
the money supply are all regulated by the Central Bank of the Bahamas.
Currency transactions are categorized as ‘‘resident’’ if made in the do-
mestic economy and ‘‘non-resident’’ otherwise. There is no stock
exchange in the Bahamas. However, trust companies broker the shares
of public companies (29).

Direct investments by residents made in any non-Bahamian currency
require approval. Direct investments in Bahamian assets by non-
residents require approval and registration. Non-residents must have ap-
proval to borrow Bahamian dollars but may borrow without restriction
in any other currency. Residents must have approval for all borrowings
in other than the Bahamian dollar (Price Waterhouse, 1992a, 10). Further,
non-residents must have approval of exchange control to convert foreign
cash to Bahamian dollars, or to purchase assets within the country. To
send cash remittances out of the country, residents must have exchange
control approval. Any foreign currency that is received for exports must
be exchanged for Bahamian dollars, except where permission is obtained
from the Central Bank to keep the foreign currency. No controls are
imposed on imports.

The Companies Acts allow for formation of domestic business organ-
izations that operate in similar fashion to companies in other parts of the
world. The International Business Companies Act 1989 was passed to
segregate and limit the domestic effects of operations of the Bahamian
offshore centers. Businesses formed under this act may not conduct busi-
ness with residents of the Bahamas.

Business entities formed to conduct domestic business under the Com-
panies Acts may take the form of sole proprietorship, joint venture, gen-
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eral or limited partnership, companies limited by share, companies
limited by guarantee, private trust, branch or office of a foreign com-
pany. Sole proprietorships are generally found in the small organizations
in the retail trade. Business licenses must be obtained. There are no gov-
ernment registrations or reporting required when forming a joint ven-
ture. Such arrangements are generally made by contract between the
parties to the joint venture. Of course, the Bahamian currency exchange
controls apply and appropriate fees must be paid (Deloitte Touche
Tohmatsu International, 1996c, 33).

Partnerships in the Bahamas may be either a general or limited part-
nership. A general partnership in which all partners have unlimited li-
ability may be formed without a written partnership agreement for most
types of general partnerships. To form a limited partnership at least one
partner must assume unlimited liability. A written partnership agree-
ment is required and must be registered. Only unlimited liability part-
ners may manage the business of the partnership. For trading in the
Bahamas business licenses are needed (46).

Limited liability companies may be companies limited by shares or
companies limited by guarantee. An incorporation application must be
filed by at least two people. The name of the company must include
‘‘Limited’’ or ‘‘Ltd.’’ An annual report indicating company owners and
their proportional share of ownership is required. Financial statements
are not required to be a part of this report (43). The board of directors
must have at least three members for a public company, two for private
companies. An annual audit of financial statements is required for public
companies. A private company must also obtain an annual audit, except
where shareholders agree not to have an audit (44).

For a company limited by shares the owners’ liability is limited to the
amount paid in or subscribed for shares. For a company limited by guar-
anty the extent of owners’ liability is a designated maximum amount to
be paid in if necessary upon winding up of the company (48).

In the Bahamas mutual funds may take the form of a company, unit
trusts or partnerships. A prospectus for the sale of mutual fund shares
must be distributed to the public. This prospectus must be filed and
approved by the Central Bank. Mutual funds from other countries may
operate in the Bahamas by using the trust form (49).

Residents and non-residents may form private revocable or irrevocable
trusts. The Bahamian Trustee Act of 1995 governs these arrangements,
which are viewed as agreements between private parties. Such trusts do
not require registration (47).

Foreign corporations may operate branches or registered offices but
must not be in direct competition with a Bahamian business. A trading
branch must register in accordance with the Bahamas Companies Act.
Business licenses are required, and exchange controls must be observed.
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When a branch either holds real estate or engages in litigation, it must
register under the Bahamas Companies Act and provide information
about the parent company’s incorporation, its officers and its directors.
Financial statements for neither the branch nor the parent need to be
submitted or publicly disclosed. There are no stated requirements for
branch accounting, books or records (45).

A special form of the limited liability company is the international
business company (IBC). The IBC may be appropriate for holding com-
panies that do business outside the Bahamas, for offshore trading com-
panies doing business outside the Bahamas, for offshore investment
companies, for shipping companies or for mutual funds. IBCs are formed
and regulated in accordance with the International Business Companies
Act of 1989. An IBC may not conduct business with residents of the
Bahamas and may not own Bahamian real estate. Nor may an IBC do
business as a bank or insurance company or maintain registered offices
for other companies. IBCs pay the government initial and annual filing
fees but, as noted elsewhere in this volume, IBCs are not subject to Ba-
hamian taxes.

IBC ownership and related information must be kept confidential.
Ownership, operation or control may lie within or outside of the Baha-
mas. The IBC may be private or public. The public IBC issues shares to
the public and therefore must have approval of the Central Bank. A
foreign company that meets the requirements may register as a Baham-
ian IBC. The IBC may have limited life and may also take on the char-
acteristics of a partnership (33).

The IBC needs to file only minimal information with the Registry of
Companies. Account books and records may be maintained outside of
the Bahamas. Neither the issuance nor the audit of IBC financial state-
ments is required. The IBC must, however, maintain a registered office
that can act as a legal home and have a resident registered agent who
can receive legal notices and the like (37).

The government encourages direct foreign investments in the Bahamas
when the investments further national economic growth and prosperity.
The Investments Board oversees foreign investments, which must have
any required local business licenses and permits. Projects are not per-
mitted to compete directly with Bahamian citizens (3). Ownership par-
ticipation by Bahamians is required and the percentage of such
ownership may vary on a selective basis.

Minimal recordkeeping requirements are prescribed for most business
entities. Payroll records, including cash paid to employees, must be kept
in detail under the requirements of the National Insurance Act of 1972.
Detailed accounting records with audited annual financial statements are
required for banks, trust companies, credit unions, insurance companies
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and unions. Annual reports must be submitted to the appropriate min-
istries.

The form and content of the financial statements is not set out in the
law. But by common practice the balance sheet, statement of profit and
loss, and the statement of changes in financial position are included in
the definition of financial statements. Appropriate explanatory notes nec-
essary for adequate disclosure are also common practice (55).

The government has not set valuation bases or methods to be used.
The Bahamas Institute of Chartered Accountants has recommended that
International Accounting Standards be the basis generally accepted for
financial statements. This recommendation is followed in general prac-
tice, but some subsidiaries and branches of foreign corporations follow
their home country accounting practices and standards (55).

Financial statements are expected to represent a ‘‘true and fair view’’
of the company’s financial position and the results of its operations. Brit-
ish reporting concepts prevail. Although assets may be valued upward,
historical cost is the basis generally used for asset valuation. Should as-
sets be revalued upward the corresponding credit is made to an ap-
praisal increase account. The straight-line basis is the usual method for
depreciation of assets (56).

Inventory values are set at cost with the common methods being first-
in first-out, actual, average and retail. A loss is booked when the net
realizable value of an asset falls below cost on a permanent basis. Leases
are normally accounted for in consonance with International Accounting
Standards. That is, finance leases, those where ownership risks and re-
wards are owned by the lessee, are accounted for as though purchased
with subsequent depreciation taken into profit and loss accounts. Pay-
ments for operating leases are recognized in the accounting period when
the cash is paid or received.

Since research and development costs are rare for Bahamian compa-
nies, no generally accepted method for the accounting treatment has been
set. For construction or other long-term projects, interest costs on bor-
rowings specifically for the project in question may be capitalized as part
of the cost of the resulting asset.

The purchase method of accounting for company mergers is the usual
treatment. Pooling of interests may, however, be used when the apparent
purchaser and the acquired firm are basically equivalent in size and
standing. When the purchase method is used, goodwill is determined at
acquisition of the subsidiary. Such goodwill may be recognized and kept
at the original amount indefinitely, amortized over its estimated useful
life or written off to expense in the accounting period in which the
merger took place (56).

Consolidated financial statements are prepared where a parent cor-
poration effectively controls 50 percent or more of a subsidiary company.
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Those subsidiaries that are not controlled or are not 50 percent or more
owned are reported as an investment in affiliates on the parent corpo-
ration’s financial statements (58).

Bank, trust, and insurance companies need to obtain specific licensing
from the Ministry of Finance and Planning and the Registrar of Insurance
Companies, respectively. Bank and trust companies must file audited
financial statements with the Central Bank and publish a balance sheet
and audit report in the Official Gazette. Insurance companies must file
audited financial statements with the Registrar of Insurance Companies
and publish financial summaries in the Official Gazette (52–53).

Although statutory auditors are not required by the law, companies
organized under the Companies Acts are required to have independently
audited financial statements. IBCs, it should be noted, have no require-
ment for their financial statements to be audited. By the letter of the
companies law government ministries can allow any person to act as
independent auditor. In practice, however, company directors are re-
sponsible for the decision and professional accountants are engaged who
are either individual practitioners who are member of the Bahamas In-
stitute of Chartered Accountants or members of reputable accounting
firms.

BARBADOS

Barbados has an efficient infrastructure with an effective legal system.
The country consists of an area of 166 square miles with Bridgetown, the
capital, the only substantial population center. The approximate popu-
lation is 260,000. The country’s very high English literacy rate is esti-
mated at 98 percent of the population.

A British colony until independence in 1966, Barbados is today an
independent nation within the British Commonwealth. The country is a
member of the United Nations and the Organization of American States.
Its parliament of two houses is modeled after the British parliament. The
legal system is also patterned after English statutes and common law.
Final appeal from the Barbados courts is to the Privy Council in England
(Price Waterhouse Coopers, 1999, Chapter One).1

The economy is a small and open one with four basic sectors: tourism,
agriculture, manufacturing and offshore financial services. Tourism is the
top producer. A broad-based and expanding offshore business center
includes international business companies, captive insurance companies,
offshore banks, foreign sales corporations, shipping companies and
trusts. The successes of the offshore center businesses are aided by Ca-
nadian and United States tax treaties that have been entered into by
Barbados.

Barbados is a member of the Caribbean Common Market (CARICOM)
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as well as a beneficiary of the Lome Convention with the European Un-
ion, the Generalized System of Preferences (GSP) and Caribbean Basin
Initiative (CBI) schemes of the United States, and Caribcan, a Canadian
incentive program (Chapter 2).

There is an import licensing system, and import duties are levied in
the forms of customs duty, stamp tax, consumption tax and various sur-
charges. These constitute major added costs for imported goods.

Some businesses must have government approval through various li-
censing systems. Chief among them are utilities, broadcasting, banking,
international business and insurance. State ownership has declined in
the recent past, and the government is committed to continuing this pol-
icy (Chapter 2).

The currency is the Barbados dollar (Bds.$) which is pegged to the
United States dollar at a parity of U.S.$1.00 � Bds.$2.00 (Price Water-
house, 1994, 6). Commercial banks maintain a forward currency market.
Exchange controls are in force and administered by the minister of fi-
nance and the Central Bank of Barbados (35). Offshore businesses have
been exempted from the exchange controls for offshore transactions.

Direct investments in Barbados’s domestic economy by foreigners
must have approval in advance from the Central Bank. On entry into
Barbados foreign investment monies should be registered in order to
insure later repatriation. Repatriation of these funds is generally allowed
by the Central Bank after all local taxes have been paid (Ernst & Young,
1999c, Section F). Capital gains on foreign investments may be remitted
to foreign investors on a rate of return calculated on original foreign
money invested. Furthermore, such returns must have the approval of
the Central Bank. Purchase of Barbados securities and purchase of real
estate for private use with foreign money by non-residents must have
prior approval (Price Waterhouse, 1994, 14).

Non-residents must have Central Bank approval to borrow local funds.
Non-residents are authorized to have bank accounts, which are titled
‘‘external’’ accounts. Such accounts may receive transfers from other ‘‘ex-
ternal’’ accounts. Remittances overseas require Central Bank approval.
Likewise, residents in Barbados need approval to borrow foreign monies.
Payments for certain imports must have approval for the overseas pay-
ments to be made. Payments in foreign currencies for exports are re-
quired to be converted into Barbados dollars (14, 15).

The International Business Company Act enabled the international fi-
nancial center activities that are well established and growing. There are
a number of different types of arrangements that can be made for off-
shore operations. Some of these are the international business company,
offshore banks and trusts, offshore captive insurance companies, foreign
sales corporations and flags of convenience shipping companies. As
noted above, treaties with Canada, the United States and other countries
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have made a number of these offshore arrangements viable. Barbados is
not a pure tax haven in that taxes are levied. A number of advantages,
however, make the offshore company operations attractive: low tax rates,
no currency controls except for the domestic sector, low costs, free-trade
zones and confidentiality laws. Barbados does require various licensures
and fee payments.

Varying regulation, administration and taxation have been established
by legislative acts that have been deemed appropriate for the type of
business activity carried out by an offshore center entity. Although in-
formation is not made public, detailed reporting and filings are required
with the appropriate government body.

Audit requirements vary. All offshore banks and insurance companies
must have an annual audit and file audited statements. IBCs are required
to have an audit when their gross revenue is greater than Bds.$1 million.
On the other hand, foreign sales companies are not required to have an
audit.

A wide variety of overseas business activities may be carried on by
the IBC. Such companies may not, however, conduct any business in the
local economy. The IBC may be a Barbados incorporation or may be an
overseas company branch which registers to do overseas business as an
IBC. CARICOM residents may hold no more than 10 percent of the cap-
ital in an IBC. Enclave manufacturing for export only is permitted by an
IBC. Records and books of the IBC may be kept in a foreign currency.
Annual fees must be paid. The tax rates on IBC profits are from one to
two and one-half percent.

To conduct offshore banking operations a license must be issued by
the minister of finance. The IBC must be incorporated in Barbados, and
it must have at least one director resident within the country. Capitali-
zation must be at least Bds.$1 million for non-residents and Bds.$250,000
for resident shareholders. Such banking IBCs are limited to doing off-
shore banking from within Barbados. The minister of finance must re-
ceived quarterly financial reports and audited annual financial
statements. The company must accumulate a reserve fund from earnings
equal to its company capitalization by reserving at least 25 percent of
annual profits (27, 28).

Under the Companies Act authorized forms for organizing and car-
rying on business within the domestic economy of Barbados are the sole
proprietorship, partnerships, branches of foreign corporations and do-
mestic corporations. A foreigner or a citizen may carry on business as a
sole proprietor. The foreign individual must of course comply with the
immigration statutes. Limited partnerships may be used for up to 20
partners if there is at least one partner who accepts unlimited liability
for partnership obligations. Limited partners have their liability limited
to their investment. General partnerships are similar to those in other
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English Common Law countries. A joint venture can be carried out in
either the partnership or corporate form of business organization.
Branches of foreign companies, called ‘‘external companies,’’ may oper-
ate in Barbados. Such branches do not require equity participation by
locals or residents. The branches must register with the registrar of com-
panies and pay required fees. They must also file annual reports with
the registrar. The invested amounts and resulting earnings are generally
able to be repatriated without restriction, but as noted above, approval
is needed (Price Waterhouse, 1994, 55).

Incorporation of limited liability companies requires that articles of
incorporation be provided and approved by the registrar of companies.
Minimum capital is not specified, except for companies seeking to be
approved as banks or insurance companies. A stated value is required
for shares. Bearer shares are not authorized. There is no requirement for
citizens or residents to participate in the equity. The minimum number
of shareholders is one. Share transfers are unlimited. A corporate reso-
lution may increase the original stated capital. Stated capital may be
decreased by resolution if the corporation meets a solvency test. So long
as solvency tests are met, treasury stock transactions are permitted (50,
51).

After the certificate of incorporation is received from the registrar, the
board of directors appoints the first auditor and the corporate officers.
Subsequently, auditors are appointed by resolution of shareholders at
their annual meeting. The secretary of the corporation must be a char-
tered secretary, an attorney-at-law or a Barbados-chartered accountant
(52). Corporate records, minutes, and registers must be maintained at the
registered office of the company.

All domestic public companies and private companies with assets or
gross revenue above Bds.$1 million are required to have audited finan-
cial reports. These companies must make the audited financial reports
available to shareholders and must file copies with the registrar of com-
panies. This financial information is also made public if appropriate.
Financial statements may not be issued unless they are accompanied by
an auditor’s report. The Income Tax Act requires that tax reports include
the audited financial statements (66). A company may seek approval
from the registrar to be relieved from disclosing some required infor-
mation to the public on the basis that disclosure would be detrimental
to the company and its shareholders.

To be eligible to be appointed auditor for a corporation, an accountant
must hold a certificate to practice public accounting and must be a mem-
ber of the Institute of Chartered Accountants of Barbados.

Domestic companies must keep their books of account and related
records at the company registered office in Barbados. If the books are
kept outside Barbados, adequate reports must be sent to Barbados quar-
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terly (65). Records within Barbados must be adequate to determine the
proper and correct amount of taxes payable by the company.

Accounting practices and standards have not been legislated. The In-
stitute of Chartered Accountants of Barbados was charged in the Com-
panies Act with the responsibility of drawing up appropriate
professional and accounting standards. The Institute of Chartered Ac-
countants of Barbados was created in an act of parliament in 1974. The
institute was founded to regulate professional ethics, discipline, and pro-
fessional standards (66).

Members of the institute are also members of accounting associations
in other countries, in particular Canada and the United Kingdom. The
standards for audit in Barbados are the International Auditing Guide-
lines. International Accounting Standards that the institute found appro-
priate for use have been selectively approved for use in Barbados. Should
the adopted IAS not cover a given situation, practicing accountants com-
monly employ standards from their home country (67).

Financial statements consist of the balance sheet, income statement,
retained earnings statement and statement of changes in financial posi-
tion with appropriate disclosures in notes to the financial statements. The
first-in, first-out method of inventory valuation is commonly used. Last-
in, first-out is not an acceptable method. The value of real estate assets
is permitted to be written above cost based on independent appraisal.
Plant and machinery assets are depreciated on a straight-line or
declining-balance basis over asset useful live (Price Waterhouse Coopers,
1999, Chapter 12).

Goodwill arising from the purchase method of accounting for an af-
filiation of companies may be written off over goodwill useful life or as
approved by directors. Consolidated financial statements are prepared
for parent and controlled subsidiaries. Those major investments in com-
panies not consolidated are given the equity method treatment. Deferred
income taxes are accounted for by the liability method. Should the taxes
payable method be used, disclosure must be made of the effects of not
using the liability method. Statutory reserves are required only for banks
and insurance companies. Adequate disclosure is required so that the
financial statements fairly present the results of operations and the fi-
nancial position of the company (Chapter 12).

Requirements for those companies listed on the Securities Exchange of
Barbados are more stringent. Companies listed on the exchange must
operate a transfer and registry office in Barbados. Annual and quarterly
financial reports must be provided to each shareholder or publicly dis-
closed. The reports must be comparative with the prior period report
provided. An auditor’s report must cover each annual financial state-
ment. Foreign investors may purchase shares listed but must have the
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approval of the Central Bank (44). Cross-trading arrangements have been
set up with the Trinidad and the Jamaican stock exchanges (Chapter 6).

BERMUDA

The capital city, Hamilton, houses most of Bermuda’s business entities.
The Bermuda population, estimated at 60,000, has a high standard of
living, with a per capita annual income in excess of U.S.$27,000. The
economy is almost entirely in the private sector. There are no income or
profits taxes, capital gains taxes or withholding taxes. Import taxes ac-
count for about 30 percent of government revenues with the remainder
coming from use taxes. The Bermuda dollar (Bd.$) is divided into 100
cents and for most purposes is on par with the U.S. dollar. Bermuda is
not a member of any trade bloc (Price Waterhouse Coopers, 1999, Chap-
ter 1).

Tourism is the major industry, closely followed by international busi-
ness services. These include insurance, reinsurance, corporate, individual
and public investment holdings, mutual funds, unit and personal trusts,
shipping, trading and management companies (Chapter 1).

The economy is stable and prosperous, with little or no unemploy-
ment. Approximately 22 percent of the work force are from outside of
Bermuda because sufficient local workers are not available. The cost of
living is high. Thus government policies and actions are directed at keep-
ing the costs of locating in Bermuda as low as possible. In 1995 inflation
was gauged as 2.5 percent. The government’s budget philosophy is to
restrict borrowing. A ceiling of not more than 10 percent of GDP has
been targeted for direct government borrowing and government guar-
antees of semipublic and private debt (Chapter 2).

The government is very active in securing foreign investments in en-
tities based in Bermuda but which are not in competition with local busi-
nesses. These offshore companies are referred to as exempted
undertakings such as exempted companies, permit companies, exempted
partnerships and exempted unit trusts. These can be 100 percent owned
by non-Bermudians, are not subject to foreign exchange controls in Ber-
muda and can readily obtain exemption up to March 28, 2016 from any
future legislation imposing income taxes in Bermuda (Chapter 3). Major
reasons for the offshore operations are the opportunity to hold, accu-
mulate and transfer capital and income without local tax or exchange
control. The ability to do business with minimum host government su-
pervision is another major benefit for the offshore company (Chapter 3).

Foreigners are generally restricted to no more than 40 percent of the
ownership in domestic entities. Foreign ownership of housing is con-
trolled. Houses in the top market range or specified condominiums only
are available to foreigners. Corporations are not permitted to own real
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estate in Bermuda. These restrictions are designed to protect local Ber-
mudian interests.

Exchange controls are in force for all domestic companies and for res-
idents who work for local companies. Exchange of the Bermuda dollar
for residents and local companies is subject to a 0.25 percent tax on the
purchase of a foreign currency. Exempted companies and non-residents
may trade and maintain bank accounts in any currency. The exchange
control or tax does not apply. Exchange controls are not generally ap-
plied to trust settlements on behalf of non-residents (Chapter 6).

Consent of the Monetary Authority must ordinarily be received for the
issue or transfer of any share or security. For sufficient reasons, such as
publicly traded securities, blanket permission for share issues and trans-
fers may be granted.

Bermuda’s laws are descended from English Common Law. Forms of
business found in Bermuda are therefore quite similar to those in other
English-speaking countries. The Bermuda Companies Act of 1981, as
amended, governs business organizations. Common forms of business
organization authorized in Bermuda include: companies, local or ex-
empted; companies incorporated in another country and granted a per-
mit to do business from within Bermuda; general or limited partnerships,
local or exempted; and trusts (Chapter 9).

While business can be conducted using the partnership form, most
businesses incorporate as limited liability companies. Companies incor-
porated outside Bermuda must receive a permit to operate in Bermuda.
Such permits are issued only as special situations. The Bermuda govern-
ment policy is that companies located in Bermuda should be incorpo-
rated in Bermuda (Chapter 3).

The limited liability company may chose to operate in the local do-
mestic economy or operate as an exempted company. Local domestic
companies are required to have at least 60 percent Bermudian owner-
ship. They may transact business worldwide or in Bermuda only (Chap-
ter 9).

Exempted limited liability companies may have up to 20 percent Ber-
mudian ownership. An exempted company is the most common form
used by international businesses to transact business from Bermuda. The
exempted company is so called because of its exemption from restrictions
on the percentage of share capital that may be held by non-Bermudians.
The exempted company may not own or have interests in land in Ber-
muda, own any interest in a domestic Bermuda company or carry on
domestic business of any kind in the domestic Bermuda market. Ex-
empted companies are required to conduct their business transactions in
a currency other than Bermuda dollars.

Permit companies are incorporated in jurisdictions other than Ber-
muda but are granted a permit to transact business from Bermuda. Per-
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mits are obtained through a license granted by the Ministry of Finance
(Ernst and Young, 1999b, Section D).

Company formation is generally by way of registration under the
Companies Act. Formation under a private act of the Bermuda legisla-
ture is available and is necessary for companies requiring special pro-
visions. The procedures are similar to those via registration, except that
a parliamentary act is required (Price Waterhouse Coopers, 1999, Chap-
ter 9).

To form a company by registration, a proposed company name should
be reserved with the registrar of companies, and an advertisement
should be placed in a local newspaper announcing the intention to in-
corporate with the said company name. The principal objectives of the
company need to be stated. The incorporators next apply to the minister
of finance with appropriate information for permission to register the
company. The choice between a local domestic company and an ex-
empted company is made on this application (Chapter 9).

After receiving approval from the minister of finance, the memoran-
dum of association should be filed with the registrar of companies. Upon
issuance of the certificate of incorporation, the incorporating group will
convene an initial shareholder meeting. At this meeting, shareholder by-
laws are approved, the auditors are selected and the board of directors
is elected. The first meeting of the board of directors will follow to elect
company officers, determine the fiscal year, establish a registered office
and deal with other matters necessary to commence the business of the
company. Except for the newspaper advertisement and the memoran-
dum of association, information submitted with the application must be
held confidential and is not available to the public. The only other doc-
uments available for public inspection are the certificate of incorporation,
the memorandum of association, the register of shareholders and details
of registered charges over the company’s assets. Corporate financial
statements are not filed with any government unit, nor are they available
to the public (Chapter 9).

The authorized share capital of an exempted company must be at least
equivalent to Bds.$12,000. This minimum must be fully subscribed but
need not be fully paid. Shares may not be in bearer form and are re-
quired to have a stated par value. The company must have at least three
shareholders. Shareholder liability is limited to the amount of unpaid
subscriptions. Transfers of shares of exempted companies are subject to
prior approval by the Bermuda Monetary Authority, except in the case
of mutual funds and publicly listed companies where general consent is
granted.

Different classes of shares with special rights or limitations may be
issued. Redeemable preference shares are permitted if authorized by
company bylaws. If authorized in the memorandum of association, the
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company may repurchase and cancel its own shares. Shares may not be
reissued. A subsidiary company may purchase shares of its parent, but
the parent may not provide financial assistance for such repurchase
(Chapter 9).

Soon after the minimum share capital has been subscribed and after a
five days notice is provided to shareholders, a statutory meeting is held
to elect the board of directors. Thereafter, an annual general meeting of
shareholders, which may be held outside Bermuda, is required to receive
the financial statements and the reports of directors and auditors. Direc-
tors and auditors are also elected at the annual meeting. The meeting
can be by means of a telephone conference if permitted in company
bylaws. Shareholder meeting minutes must be maintained at the com-
pany’s Bermuda-registered office. Majority vote decides matters before
meetings of either directors or shareholders. Dividends must be paid
only out of distributable profits. Distributions or liquidating dividends
may be paid from contributed surplus (Chapter 9).

Corporate records and the register of shareholders must be kept in
Bermuda. Accounting books and related records may be kept outside
Bermuda, so long as records in Bermuda are sufficient such that the
directors can determine with reasonable accuracy the financial position
of the company each quarter. An annual audit is required unless waived
unanimously by all shareholders. The audited financial statements are
not required to be available to the public, nor is there a requirement to
file with any government authority (Chapter 11).

The accounting profession in Bermuda is governed by the Institute of
Chartered Accountants of Bermuda (ICAB), which is formally affiliated
with the Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants (CICA). The ac-
counting and auditing standards of the CICA are generally followed in
Bermuda. The pronouncements of the Auditing Standards Committee of
the CICA vary little from those in the United Kingdom and the United
States. The CICA has not codified standards and procedures to the same
extent as those of American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
(Chapter 11).

To become a member of the ICAB, applicants must complete appro-
priate practical experience and pass the uniform examination for admis-
sion to the profession used in Canada. Members of ICAB may use the
designation ‘‘chartered accountant.’’ Qualified accountants may be ad-
mitted to ICAB on the basis of their membership in an approved foreign
professional accounting body (Chapter 11).

International accounting standards, which are normally supplemented
by Canadian generally accepted accounting principles, are recommended
by the ICAB. Accounting principles are generally those of the CICA. The
CICA Handbook, which contains the requirements as to accounting prin-
ciples and reporting practices formulated by the Accounting Standards
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Committee for the CICA, is considered the single most authoritative pro-
nouncement on generally accepted accounting principles and reporting
practices in Canada and in Bermuda. These generally accepted account-
ing principles are used by public and private companies.

The principles are similar to those in the United States. In recent years
there have been some differences between the two sets of principles. For
example, in the United States all research and development costs should
be expensed immediately; in Canada, development expenses that meet
certain criteria should be deferred and amortized. Also, in the United
States foreign exchange translation differences arising from an enter-
prise’s own transactions or those of an integrated subsidiary are recog-
nized immediately in the income statement. In Canada such translation
differences arising from long-term debt are deferred and amortized over
the life of the debt (Chapter 12).

The CICA is a member of the International Accounting Standards
Committee (IASC). Although there are some differences between the In-
ternational Accounting Standards and CICA pronouncements, in many
respects the IASC and CICA pronouncements correspond closely such
that use of one set of standards complies with another set.

As noted above, Canadian generally accepted accounting principles
(GAAP) and auditing standards are generally applicable in Bermuda.
Bermuda companies are permitted to follow the GAAP of other jurisdic-
tions. This frequently occurs where a parent company desires to use
standards from the home country. In these cases ICAB recommends that
only internationally accepted accounting standards be used. Full disclo-
sure of the GAAP used needs to be made in the financial statement notes
and the auditors’ opinion (Ernst & Young, 1999b).

The basic components of annual financial statements of companies are
the following: balance sheet, income statement, statement of retained
earnings, statement of changes in cash and notes. Management’s ‘‘Dis-
cussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations’’
must accompany the financial statements (Chapter 12).

A clear and concise description of significant accounting policies must
be provided in the notes, particularly when a selection has been made
from alternative acceptable accounting principles or when the accounting
principles and methods are peculiar to an industry in which the com-
pany operates. Small and large companies alike must follow the disclo-
sure requirements (Price Waterhouse Coopers, 1999, Chapter 12).

CAYMAN ISLANDS

In the view of Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu International the Cayman
Islands maintains liberal trade regulations that do not limit or signifi-
cantly affect international businesses (1995, 13). There are no price con-
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trols, exchange controls, taxation or reporting requirements for
international movement of funds (12, 16). The government revenues are
raised by import duties and use taxes and business licensures and fees
(Ernst & Young, 1995, 1, 25).

The currency has been fixed at parity with the U. S. dollar such that
C.I.$1 equals U.S.$1.20. Any major currency, however, may be used in
the Cayman Islands for banking and for other transactions (Deloitte
Touche Tohmatus International, 1995, 2, 3).

Based on English statute law and common law, the Companies Law
governs business in the Cayman Islands. Businesses intending to operate
onshore in the domestic economy are authorized to take the forms of a
sole proprietorship, trust, general or limited partnership, branch of a
foreign company or an ordinary company. Several types of authorized
exempted companies are designed to carry on business offshore but di-
rected from the Caymans.

Each individual who carries on a trade or business is required to take
out an annual Trade and Business License for each place of trade or
business (Ernst & Young, 1999a). Foreign sole proprietors are permitted
in the domestic economy but must have an additional license under the
Local Companies (Control) Law of 1976, as revised. The foreign sole
proprietor would also need a work permit.

The trust form may be either an ordinary trust, which has no registra-
tion requirements but has a maximum duration of 150 years, or an ex-
empted trust, which requires that a trust deed be filed with the registrar
of trusts. These files are not public documents but may be inspected by
the trustee or anyone authorized by the trust. The advantage of the ex-
empted trust is that it may receive a government guarantee of exemption
from future taxes for up to 50 years (34).

A partnership in the Cayman Islands is generally created by a written
partnership agreement. General partnerships are governed by the Part-
nership Law of 1983. A person or corporation may be a partner. Legal
liability of partners in a general partnership is unlimited. Partners are
jointly and severally liable for partnership obligations. There is no public
disclosure required. There are no specific requirements for capital or for
accounting books and records, except those written into the partnership
agreement.

Limited partnerships may have any number of partners with limited
liability but must have at least one general partner who has unlimited
liability. This form of partnership must be declared with an appropriate
information filing with the registrar of limited partnerships and pub-
lished by government notice by the general partners. A list of all limited
partnerships kept by the registrar is open to the public. The general part-
ners are responsible for partnership management. Limited partners may
advise the general partners but may not conduct partnership business.
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The Exempted Limited Partnership Law allows a partnership that is
exempted from most filing and publication requirements to function as
a limited partnership. Exempted partnerships may not conduct business
with the Cayman Island public. Formation requires filing a statement
that includes appropriate information with the registrar of exempted lim-
ited partnerships. Fees are due at initiation and annually thereafter. At
least one general partner must be a Cayman Islands resident or a cor-
poration with Cayman registration. A notice of dissolution must be filed
by a general partner with the registrar. An exempted limited partnership
interest may be assigned to another or redeemed. The accounts of the
exempted limited partnership are not required to be audited (Price Wa-
terhouse Coopers, 1999, Chapter 9).

Branches of foreign corporations are permitted to operate by providing
the appropriate information and documents to the registrar of compa-
nies. Information such foreign companies must file includes the follow-
ing: a certified copy of the memorandum and articles of incorporation
that define the constitution of the company, a list of all directors with
addresses and occupations and the identification of the Cayman resident
authorized to accept legal notices and the like on behalf of the company.
Initial and annual fees are necessary. The foreign branch must publish
its places of business in the Cayman Islands (Chapter 9).

The ordinary company may be formed with liability unlimited or lim-
ited by shares or guarantee. The incorporators may choose to register as
a resident or non-resident company. Resident companies are formed to
do business onshore in the domestic economy. The Local Companies
(Control) Law of 1995 governs these companies. A company must have
at least 60 percent local ownership if it conducts business within the
islands (Chapter 9).

Ordinary non-resident companies may not do business in the domestic
economy. Their attributes are similar to the exempt company described
below. Ordinary companies may not issue no par value, nonnegotiable
or bearer shares. The company must maintain a register of shareholders
at its registered office in Cayman Islands, and the register must be filed
annually with the registrar of companies. A general shareholder meeting
is required once per year (Chapter 9).

There are no restrictions on foreign ownership of land. The Land Reg-
istry lists ownership, liens and charges for public inspection. All devel-
opment and planning projects must be approved by the Central Planning
Authority (Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu International, 1995, 11).

Companies formed to do business outside the Caymans require no
local licensing. They may be formed to carry on any legal purpose by
filing with the registrar of companies. These offshore companies may be
either ordinary non-resident companies; foreign companies incorporated
outside the Caymans, which are required to conduct an annual share-
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holder meeting; or exempted companies, which are not required to have
such annual meeting of shareholders (Ernst & Young, 1995, 7–8).

There are no minimum capital requirements for an exempted com-
pany. Shares may be issued as no par value, negotiable or bearer, or
with a par value. Dividends may be paid from retained earnings, share
premium, contributed surplus or new share issuance, so long as solvency
tests are met. Exempted company operation is generally delegated to the
board of directors, who are expected to act in good faith and to act in
the best interests of the company. The board may have any number of
members. At least one board meeting must be held each year. Annual
shareholder meetings are not required. A registered office in the Cayman
Islands with corporation name displayed outside is required. There must
be a registry of shareholders kept at the registered office, but it is not
required to be sent to the registrar of companies or to be public infor-
mation. A register of mortgages and charges is also required to be kept
for inspection by creditors and shareholders. Only the address of the
company is available for public inspection (Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu
International, 1995, 25).

Each Cayman company must keep proper books of account such that
a true and fair view of the company’s affairs may be drawn up and such
that company transactions can be explained. The statutory records re-
quired to be kept available for the board of directors’ inspection include
a register of members, a register of directors and officers, a register of
charges and minutes book. Although not required by statute, bylaws
usually require that the directors must report on company accounts at
an annual general shareholder meeting (Ernst & Young, 1995, 35).

There are no Cayman accounting and auditing standards. The Cayman
Islands Society of Professional Accountants provides guidance when
needed. The society has indicated that it agrees with the work of the
International Accounting Standards Committee as it seeks to have basic
international standards that can be used for all financial statements.

The accounting and auditing standards of any country that is a mem-
ber of the International Accounting Standards Committee may be used.
Commonly used are the standards of the U. K. Institute of Chartered
Accountants, the Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants and the
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants. Each company must
follow the standards and practices of only one country, and they must
be applied on a consistent basis unless change is justified (36).

There is no requirement for audit of annual financial statements for
all corporations in the Cayman Islands. However, banks, trust compa-
nies, corporate management companies, mutual funds and insurance
companies do require an annual audit of their financial statements that
must be submitted to the appropriate government agency (36).
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NOTE

1. The CD-ROM Doing Business and Investing Worldwide, published by Price
Waterhouse Coopers in 1999, contains information guides to 80 countries. Here
references will be to the CD-ROM and not to individual information guides.
Chapter references are internal to guides for particular jurisdictions being dis-
cussed.



Chapter 8

The Climate for Accounting
and Business Services in Selected

European Centers

This chapter continues the analysis with a selection of offshore center
host jurisdictions situated in Europe and the Mediterranean. The chang-
ing conditions found in these jurisdictions reflect the larger changes tak-
ing place in the European Community. Institutional, legal and business
arrangements in each of the selected areas are being adjusted and
changed with the goal of better serving offshore customers in Europe
and in the larger global economy. The chapter begins with the Channel
Islands, followed by the Isle of Man, Cyprus, Gibraltar and Malta.

CHANNEL ISLANDS

St. Helier, the capital of Jersey with 28,200 residents, and St. Peter Port,
the capital of Guernsey with 16,600 residents, are centers of business and
commerce on the Channel Islands. Total population of the islands is es-
timated at approximately 144,800, nearly all in Jersey with 82,000 or
Guernsey with 60,000. English is used with some small rural elements
speaking in local Norman patois individual to each island (Price Water-
house Coopers, 1999, Chapter 1).

The islands have never been part of the United Kingdom. Two baili-
wicks of Jersey and Guernsey administer their own internal affairs in-
cluding taxation. The United Kingdom has responsibility for defense and
international affairs. The islands are excluded from the European Com-
munity for most purposes, except for those dealing with tariff-free trade
within the community.

Island laws are based in ancient customary law of the Duchy of Nor-
mandy but have evolved such that recent commercial and trust law are
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substantially influenced by English law. United Kingdom court decisions
are cited as authority, should precedent under local law not be available.
The Privy Council in London is the appellate court of last authority for
the islands. Island authorities recognize the increasing importance of the
international financial centers, which the island hosts (Chapter 1).

The Islands maintain a monetary union with the United Kingdom and
use the pound sterling as well as local currencies issued by Guernsey
and Jersey. The 1993 GNP for Jersey was 1,340 million, or 16,341 pounds
sterling per person. Guernsey’s 1994 total GNP was 895 million (1994),
or 14,917 pounds sterling per person. The banking and finance sector of
the economy constitutes over 50 percent of the Jersey and Guernsey econ-
omies. Tourism on Jersey is 26 percent of her economy, with 16 percent
in tourism for Guernsey. Private investment holdings account for 16 per-
cent of both Jersey and Guernsey economies. Agriculture is 4 percent for
both economies, with light industry in Jersey 2 percent and 8 percent in
Guernsey (Chapter 1).

Dramatic growth has been experienced over the past quarter century
as banking and related fields have expanded particularly in the areas of
private trusts and investment management. Island banks total over 130
and have approximately 63 billion pounds in deposits (Chapter 1).

The Channel Island company laws are generally based on English
Common Law principles and on English legislation. There are some dif-
ferences between the provisions of each island in regard to business or-
ganizations. Investors may choose from the following acceptable forms
of business organization that are commonly permitted in each jurisdic-
tion: sole proprietorship, general or limited partnerships, branches of
foreign corporations, companies and various trusts, mutual funds, unit
trusts and collective investment schemes (Chapter 9).

A sole proprietor may carry on most kinds of business in the islands.
Should the business name be different from the owner’s, the business
must register under the Registration of Business Names Law in Jersey.
Such registration is not required in Guernsey, which relies upon the
fraud common law. Accounting books and records are required as nec-
essary to substantiate tax returns (Chapter 9).

Partnerships are formed and may operate according to English Com-
mon Law. In a general partnership, partners are joint and severally liable
for partnership obligations. A partnership agreement is generally drawn
up which sets forth partners rights and obligations. This agreement is
private to the partners. In Jersey, if a partnership uses another name
other than partners’ personal names, the partnership must be registered
under the Jersey Registration of Business Names Law (Chapter 9).

Partners may be corporations. Partners are not required to be resident
in Jersey. A registered office must be maintained on the island. There is
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neither requirement for financial statement audits nor filings. Sufficient
accounting records must be kept to support tax returns (Chapter 9).

Recent legislation in Jersey now allows limited partnerships under the
Limited Partnerships (Jersey) Law of 1994. There must be at least one
general partner who retains unlimited liability for partnership obliga-
tions and one or more limited partners with liability limited to their
investment in the partnership (Chapter 9).

Branches of foreign corporations may be established without registra-
tion. For banks, insurance companies and collective investment entities
permission must be received from the relevant authority. If the branch
does not use the full corporate name of its parent, approval to use its
business name is necessary in Jersey (Chapter 9).

There are three principal laws that govern corporations in the Channel
Islands: Companies (Jersey) Law of 1991, Companies (Guernsey) Law of
1994, and Companies (Alderney) Law of 1994. Within Jersey and Guern-
sey only companies limited by shares are incorporated. Alderney law
allows companies limited by guarantee.

Private or public companies are permitted in all jurisdictions of the
Channel Islands. A public company must issue a prospectus, which must
be registered with the registrar, as the vehicle to offer shares for public
purchase (Chapter 9).

In Jersey a company may be formed by a firm of advocates or by a
firm of accountants. Advanced approval of the proposed name of the
Jersey company must be obtained. An application together with all nec-
essary information is made with the registrar of companies.

In Guernsey local advocates, upon the instructions of banks, trust com-
panies, accountancy firms, or clients, may undertake the formation of a
company. Registration is made with the Greffe, and all incorporations
need approval of the Financial Services Commission. Advanced approval
of the company name is not required in Guernsey (Chapter 9).

In both jurisdictions at least two subscribers are required. The true
beneficial owners must be disclosed, but such information is not made
public. A certificate of incorporation is granted after approval of the reg-
istration, under normal circumstances a minimum of five business days.
In Jersey an urgent incorporation may take only two hours. Companies
must obtain any other permits or licenses necessary under any other laws
in order to conduct business in the Channel Islands (Chapter 9).

Upon incorporation the first company directors are appointed by the
subscribers. An inaugural shareholder’s meeting is held at which the
appointment of directors is accepted, a corporate secretary is appointed,
the registered office address is approved and shares are issued to sub-
scribers, followed by any appropriate share transfers. A register of com-
pany directors, secretary and members must be maintained. The
company name must be displayed outside the registered office.
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Authorized capital may be denominated in any currency. At least two
shares must be issued. In Alderney the requirement is one. No par shares
are not authorized in Jersey or Guernsey, but are permitted for Alderney
corporations. There are no statutory limits to the amount of the initial
authorized capital. Issued shares may not exceed the authorized amount.
Different classes of shares may be issued such that some shares have
different voting, dividend or other rights. Bearer shares may not be is-
sued, but a trust arrangement can achieve the same end (Chapter 9).

With approval of authorities and the bylaws, capital can be increased
by shareholder resolution. Reductions require a special resolution and
approval of the court, which must be satisfied that the interests of the
creditors are protected. In Guernsey shares may be issued at a discount,
subject to the court’s approval. Redeemable shares may be issued that
are redeemable at the option of the shareholder or the company provided
that at least one class of shares is not redeemable. Stock dividends are
permitted (Chapter 9).

A public company in Jersey must have at least two directors. A private
Jersey company and all Guernsey companies are allowed to have only
one director. A company secretary must be appointed by every company.
Officers of the company need not be residents in the Channel Islands.

Each company must keep a register of directors and secretaries. In
Jersey, for public corporations, this register is open to the public. For a
private company the registers are open only to it shareholders, officers
and the registrar. In Guernsey all company registers are open to all
(Chapter 9).

An annual meeting of corporation shareholders is required. The meet-
ing need not be held in the Channel Islands. A private Jersey company
need not have shareholder meetings if agreed to by all shareholders in
writing. Shareholders may vote by proxy or in person. At the annual
meetings shareholders will consider reports on the accounts, dividend
declarations and appointment of directors and auditors. Dividends may
only be paid from net accumulated earnings (Chapter 9).

In practice, financial statements are made in conformity with current
United Kingdom accounting standards. In Guernsey the financial state-
ments need to be sent to shareholders at least 10 days prior to the share-
holders’ meeting. The company is required to keep shareholder meeting
minutes open to shareholders at its registered office. Each year a report
that discloses shareholders and their share capital is required.

Trusts may be established by declaration of trust or by deed of settle-
ment. In Jersey trusts are governed by the Trusts (Jersey) Law of 1984,
the Trusts (Amendment) (Jersey) Law of 1989 and the Trusts (Amend-
ment No. 2) (Jersey) Law of 1991. In Guernsey trusts are governed by
the Trusts (Guernsey) Law of 1989 and the Trusts (Amendment) (Guern-
sey) Law of 1990. Each island jurisdiction has enacted investor protection
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laws designed with mutual funds, unit trusts and collective investment
schemes in mind (Chapter 9).

Companies are required under the Companies (Jersey) Law of 1991
and the Companies (Guernsey) Law of 1994 to keep adequate accounting
records. Other entities may have such requirements in their founding
documents. In any case all entities doing business within the domestic
economy will find such records necessary for tax purposes. Companies
generally prepare accounts in accordance with United Kingdom gener-
ally accepted accounting standards (Chapter 11).

Financial statements must be prepared in accordance with generally
accepted accounting principles and must be designed to present a true
and fair view of the profit and loss account and the balance sheet (Chap-
ter 12).

An audit is required only for public companies or companies that are
in banking, insurance or mutual fund businesses. In Guernsey audits are
required for all companies unless exempted by the Companies Ordi-
nance of 1991. Financial statements do not generally need to be published
or filed. For banks, collective investment schemes and insurance com-
panies, however, financial statements must be filed with appropriate reg-
ulatory bodies. In addition, the accounts of a Jersey public company must
be filed with the registrar. For companies owned by residents the tax
authorities will require copies of company financial statements. Banks
trading in the domestic economy are required to make financial state-
ments open to the public. Audit of private companies is required if stated
in the articles or a shareholder resolution (Chapter 11).

By law, audits must be conducted by a members of one of the recog-
nized United Kingdom or Republic of Ireland professional accountancy
societies. The Societies of Chartered and Certified Accountants in Jersey
and in Guernsey have no licensing or other regulatory powers but do
consist only of members who are also members of the United Kingdom
or Ireland professional bodies (Chapter 12).

Separate auditing standards and procedures have not been adopted in
the Channel Islands. However, as the law requires the audit to be per-
formed by a member of the major United Kingdom or Republic of Ire-
land accountancy bodies, they are required by those bodies to conform
to United Kingdom practice. The United Kingdom procedures are
amended in cases where overseas investors, notably from the United
States and Canada, require audit reports to conform with standards in
home countries or International Accounting Standards (Chapter 11).

Ernst & Young have summarized the responsibilities of accountants
laid down in the codes of conduct of the professional accounting insti-
tutes. Accountants are expected to perform professional responsibilities
with integrity and care, to be independent with respect to the client in
fact and appearance, never to be associated with financial information
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that is false or misleading and to make only proper use of confidential
information (Ernst & Young, 1999).

THE ISLE OF MAN

The Isle of Man consists of a 221-square-mile area with an estimated
69,000 total population of English-speaking people. Douglas, the largest
town, with a population estimated at 20,000, is the main financial center.
The legal and governmental structure has its roots in the eighth century
Vikings’ Norse System, an influence that is still felt today.

The island has never been part of the United Kingdom but rather is a
crown dependency with U.K. control of external relations and defense.
Domestic matters, including taxes, are the province of the local govern-
ment, subject to royal assent. The legislature consists of the Keys, whose
members are elected in public referendum, and the Legislative Council,
whose members are elected by the Keys from their own membership.
The chief minister, who is elected by Keys members, has responsibility
for the government. For all practical purposes the judicial system is
based on English Common Law and the statutes based on English law
(Price Waterhouse Coopers, 1999, Chapter 1).

Per person gross domestic product (GDP) is lower than that of the
United Kingdomm with Isle of Man GDP being about 74 percent of the
U.K. GDP. However, the Isle of Man quality of life is exceptional, with
low unemployment, low crime rates and excellent physical environment
(Chapter 1).

Government ownership in the economy is minimal, with private own-
ership and free enterprise principles followed. The Isle of Man hosts a
vigorous center for international offshore financial operations that in
1991–1992 represented approximately 35 percent of GNP. Manufacturing
was reported to be about 11 percent of GNP, with tourism 7 percent
(Chapter 1).

The Companies Consolidation Act governs business activities in the
Isle of Man. Business may be organized as sole proprietorships, joint
ventures, general or limited partnerships, trusts, branches of foreign
companies, companies with a variety of features and foreign entities. All
forms of business organization, whether for domestic or offshore oper-
ations, are open on an equal basis to domestic and foreign investors
(Chapter 9).

A sole proprietorship is an unincorporated entity in which one indi-
vidual carries on a trade or business with unlimited liability for the en-
tity’s obligations. There are no formal regulations relating to a sole
proprietor. Foreign investors are permitted to establish sole proprietor-
ships in the Isle of Man. Such non-citizens need to have work permits
issued in accordance with the island’s Control of Employment Acts.
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The Isle of Man has no regulations specifically dealing with joint ven-
tures. Such ventures may be carried out by two or more existing business
entities that join in a project or enterprise. Such undertakings may be
carried out with or without establishing a separate entity. The rights and
responsibilities of the parties to the affiliation are generally set forth in
a contractual agreement (Chapter 9).

A branch of a foreign company does not have legal existence apart
from its parent corporation. The foreign company must file appropriate
information with the registrar of companies to establish a branch or to
hold land within the Isle of Man. Such filing must include copies of the
parent’s incorporating documents, information about the parent com-
pany directors and secretary, and the naming of a resident of the Isle of
Man authorized to receive notices and service processes for the branch
and the parent company (Chapter 9).

General and limited partnerships are formed between two or more
individuals generally by means of a partnership deed. Most businesses,
whether in the Isle of Man or offshore, may be carried on by a partner-
ship. Partnerships do not constitute a separate legal personality under
Isle of Man law. A partnership, except for those set up for lawyers, ac-
countants and stock exchange members, must have no more than 20
partners, who need not be residents. A corporation may be a partner. In
a general partnership all partners have joint and several liability for part-
nership obligations. Limited partnerships, which require proper registra-
tion at the General Registry, must have at least one general partner who
manages the firm’s business and who retains unlimited liability for part-
nership obligations. Limited partners are liable only for invested capital.
Should a general or limited partnership name not contain names of part-
ners, such name needs to be registered at the General Registry. Filings
of the partnership agreement or financial accounts is not required (Chap-
ter 9).

Trusts for non-resident beneficiaries have many advantages in tax
planning and are used extensively for activities that do not generate
income in the domestic economy of the Isle of Man. Trusts may be used
for asset protection or for public investment funds and may be unit trusts
or investment trusts. The Prevention of Frauds (Investments) Act of 1968
regulates the operations of unit trusts. Trusts may be efficient ownership
forms for royalties, patent right income and the like (Chapter 9).

Isle of Man companies may be either public or private. Companies
may be formed to grant shareowners unlimited liability, liability limited
by shares or liability limited by guarantee with or without shares. In-
corporation procedures require filing of proper articles of incorporation
including company bylaws. These can be of standard form. Off-the-shelf
companies are permitted. Prior approval of the corporate name, which
must include ‘‘Limited’’ when limited liability has been granted, needs
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to be obtained from the registrar of companies. There must be at least
two subscribers for a private company. For a public company a pro-
spectus must be filed with the General Registry.

Companies in general must have an authorized stated capital and must
indicate how this will be divided among the individual shares. Different
share classes with differing rights may be issued. Shares may be denom-
inated in different currencies and differing stated amounts. No par
shares are not permitted. While a minimum of two shares must be sub-
scribed for initial incorporation, thereafter, a corporation may be the sole
shareholder. There are no other restrictions on the number shareholders.
Shares are free from restriction on transferability. Shares may be issued
even though subscriptions have been only partially paid. Treasury stock
transactions are permitted (Chapter 9).

The private company limited by shares has been the leading organi-
zational choice. Private companies may not sell shares or other securities
to the public. Government regulations and required filings for a private
company are less cumbersome with fewer required disclosures. Annual
audited financial statements are not required. However, an annual cor-
porate report must be filed with the General Registry.

Private limited companies have liability limited to invested capital, no
restrictions on the number of shareholders or the transferability of shares,
less detailed disclosure requirements and do not file accounts with the
General Registry. Private companies have separate legal existence, but
beneficial ownership need not be disclosed unless the owner in question
is a resident of the Isle of Man. Bearer shares are permitted (Chapter 9).

Companies may also be formed with liability limited by guarantee
with or without share capital. Member’s liability consists of the sub-
scribed amounts that will be paid in should the company be insolvent
upon dissolution. The Companies Act allows substantial freedom in the
specifications of incorporation such that corporate arrangement may be
selected to fit diverse needs of the financial community, particularly in
the tax planning areas.

Except for those that are financial, insurance or exempt, companies
commonly are required to have two or more directors, who must be
natural persons. Directors are not required to be residents and may be
citizens of any country. No restrictions exist on loans to directors or
shareholders. A company secretary, who may be a director, must also
be provided to be the officer primarily responsible for compliance with
company laws. No residency or nationality restrictions apply to the sec-
retary, except for exempt companies, which must have a resident as sec-
retary. Directors and secretaries may need to hold a work permit. Unless
directors have defrauded or acted in fraudulent manner, they have no
liability for company obligations (Chapter 9).

Annual shareholder general meetings must be held at which share-
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holders receive reports on company accounts, director reports and au-
ditor reports. Shareholders declare dividends, which may only be paid
from accumulated earnings. Stock dividends are permitted. Shareholders
also elect directors, appoint auditors and fix the remuneration of audi-
tors. A private company is exempt from reporting the accounts to a gen-
eral shareholder meeting on an annual basis. Dormant companies need
not appoint auditors (Chapter 9). For companies that specialize in bank-
ing, insurance, shipping and public investment funds, the Isle of Man
has appropriate regulatory agencies that control the establishment in
these specialized areas and monitor company activities once established.

The Isle of Man does not have an accounting professional institute
except for local chapters of United Kingdom institutes. Separate account-
ing principles have not been promulgated. Instead the country has cho-
sen to follow the Statements of Standard Accounting Practice (SSAPs)
and the Financial Reporting Standards (FRS) issued by the United King-
dom Accounting Standards Committee and its successor, the Accounting
Standards Board. These standards are in effect mandatory for companies.
The Accounting Standards Board is supplemented by the Urgent Issues
Task Force, which issues UITF statements (Chapter 12).

Detailed requirements for keeping accounting books and related re-
cords as well as for preparation of financial statements are laid out in
the Companies Act. Boards of directors must present at the annual share-
holder meeting a balance sheet and income statement prepared to set
forth a true and fair view of company affairs. The content and form are
detailed in the Companies Act and generally follow the U.K. approach
to reporting and disclosure. A cash flow statement is also required by
FRS 1. Consolidated statements must be prepared that include subsidiary
companies. An auditor’s report covering the financial statements is re-
quired. Significant accounting policies must be disclosed in footnote form
to the financial statements (Chapter 12).

SSAP 2 set forth the fundamental accounting principles to be applied
in keeping accounts and reporting: the going concern concept—the pre-
sumption that a company is a going concern; the accrual concept—rev-
enue and expenses are recognized in the period earned or incurred; the
consistency concept—accounting policies from one year to the next
should be consistent; and the prudence concept—anticipate no gains but
provide for all losses in periodic reports (Chapter 11). While tax laws do
not affect accounting reporting, many adjustments as laid out in the tax
laws must be made to report taxable income.

To support and prepare the financial reports, companies must keep
adequate accounting records at their registered office or at another lo-
cation at the discretion of the directors. The books must be open to in-
spection by company officers. If the books are kept outside the Isle of
Man, accounting information must be sent to an island location such that
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proper financial reports can be prepared at least each six months. Ac-
counting and related records for all practical purposes must be retained
for six years (Chapter 12).

Isle of Man law recognizes members of the United Kingdom Institutes
of Chartered Accountants or Chartered Association of Certified Account-
ants as being qualified for public practice. There are no separate institutes
for the Isle of Man. Audits have been required by the Companies Act
for many years (Chapter 11). Auditors are obliged to follow the profes-
sional responsibilities and conduct laid out by the institute of which they
are a member.

CYPRUS

Cyprus lies at the northeastern end of the Mediterranean Sea and has
a land area of 3,572 square miles. The Greeks, who originally settled
Cyprus, have had the greatest influence on its language, culture and
religion. The British, who last controlled Cyprus before independence in
1960, have influenced commerce, law and administration. Many aspects
of the society are modeled after British counterparts. Today, the Republic
of Cyprus is a member of the United Nations, the World Bank, the In-
ternational Monetary Fund, the Commonwealth and the Council of Eu-
rope, and has entered into a customs union agreement with the European
Community (Price Waterhouse Coopers, 1999, Chapter 1).

Population in 1990 was estimated to be 700,000, with Greek Cypriots
accounting for about 77 percent and Turkish Cypriots, the second largest
group, at 18 percent. About 20 percent of the population live in the cap-
ital of Nicosia, the island’s main administrative and commercial center.
Limassol, Larnaca and Paphos are also population centers.

The Cyprus constitution provides for a presidential system of govern-
ment. The president is head of state and the Council of Ministers, who
initiate legislation and administer the government. The elected House of
Representatives has legislative power. The legal system is based on that
of the United Kingdom, with the statutes regulating business being based
on English law (Chapter 1).

Greek and Turkish are the official languages. English is widely spoken
and is commonly used in business, the courts and the government. Most
laws are officially translated into English.

The justice system consists of six district courts and six assize courts.
Final appeal rests with the supreme court. Recourse to the European
Commission from judgment of the supreme court may be available, as
Cyprus has accepted the relevant provisions of the European Convention
on Human Rights (Chapter 1).

Cyprus has also agreed to the New York Convention on the Recog-
nition and Enforcement of Foreign Arbitration proceedings and has
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passed an Arbitration Law. Arbiters’ awards can be enforced in court,
and a foreign award may be enforced in Cyprus by an action in common
law (Chapter 1).

Gross national product per capita in 1992 was 5,297 Cypriot pounds.
Cyprus follows the principles of free enterprise with the government
limited to safeguarding the system, indicative planning (general guid-
ance and advice in planning) and the provision of public utilities. The
economy has been growing at an average annual rate of 5.5 percent.
Inflation is in the 3 to 4 percent range with nearly full employment.

The official currency, the Cyprus pound, is divided into 100 cents. In
1992 the Cyprus pound was linked to the European Currency Unit
(ECU), demonstrating Cyprus’s intent to integrate its economy with that
of Europe and eventually to join the European Union as a full member
(Chapter 1).

In recent years, as agriculture has steadily declined, the manufacturing
and services sectors have increased. Tourism has increased, contributing
foreign exchange and having beneficial effects upon the domestic econ-
omy. The service sector is the largest sector of the economy and includes
hotels and restaurants, transport and communications, trade, finance, in-
surance, real estate, ownership of dwellings, public administration and
services (Chapter 2).

The establishment of Cyprus as a regional commercial and financial
center has contributed substantially to the growth in the service sector.
The ratio of foreign trade to national income has continued to increase,
bringing with it an increasing sensitivity in the domestic market to for-
eign influences.

Cyprus is now an important business and financial center that hosts
over 12,000 offshore business entities. A main objective of the govern-
ment of Cyprus is to make Cyprus an important financial center and
within that to attract offshore companies that conduct their activities
outside Cyprus but manage them from within (Chapter 2).

The business forms that may be chosen in Cyprus are sole proprietor-
ships, partnerships, branches of foreign companies and companies. Sole
proprietorship may be formed by citizens of Cyprus and by foreign in-
vestors who comply with the Exchange Control Law and the Aliens and
Immigration Law and Regulation. Such businesses are free to carry on
business in the names of the owner or under a business name registered
under the Partnership and Business Names Law, Cap. 116.

The Partnership and Business Names Law, Cap. 116 governs partner-
ships in Cyprus and is the same as its English counterpart. A partnership
is registered by submitting a return to the registrar in which the name,
object and duration of the partnership with the names and addresses of
the partners are included. A general partnership must consist of fewer
than 20 persons, who may be foreigners or citizens, resident or non-
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resident. A corporation may be a partner. In a general partnership all
partners are jointly and severally liable for partnership obligations. A
partnership agreement is drawn up setting forth various rights and ob-
ligations of partners (Chapter 9).

Limited partnerships are permitted in which one or more general part-
ners manage the business and retain unlimited liability for partnership
obligations and one or more limited partners have liability limited to
their investments in the partnership. Limited partnerships are not com-
monly found in Cyprus (Chapter 9).

Joint ventures in which any two or more individuals or corporations
affiliate for a particular project or business are solely a matter between
the parties involved. There are no registration or other requirements in
the law for joint ventures. A written joint venture contract is recom-
mended but not required.

Companies incorporated outside of Cyprus may establish a place of
business within Cyprus. Such foreign company branches are required to
register with the registrar of companies by filing certified copies of the
parent company’s documents of incorporation with other required in-
formation. Such filing must be in Greek or in a Greek translation. The
parent company must file the annual accounts that are published in the
company’s home country. These too must be in Greek or a Greek trans-
lation (Chapter 9).

Cyprus companies are governed by the Cyprus Companies Law, Cap.
113, which is based on the United Kingdom Companies Act of 1948. Most
corporations are limited liability companies that have share capital. They
are referred to as companies limited by shares. Shareholder liability con-
sists of only the investment in the company, assuming all subscriptions
have been paid in (Chapter 9).

Companies limited by guarantee are usually pursuing nonprofit ob-
jects. In this form the shareholders guarantee to pay in an amount of
capital should the corporation become insolvent. Companies limited by
guarantee are not common.

Corporations may be either private or public. A public company may
sell shares or debenture bonds to the public through a prospectus. A
minimum of seven shareholders is needed for a public company but
there is no ceiling set on the maximum allowable numbers of sharehold-
ers. Shares of the public company are freely transferable (Chapter 9).

A private company must have between two and 50 shareholders. Share
transfer must be restricted in the company bylaws. Sale of shares or
debentures to the public is prohibited. A private company may have one
or more directors, whereas a public company must have a minimum of
two directors.

A private company may qualify as an exempt private company by
meeting the following conditions. A corporation does not hold the po-
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sition of director of the company. No more that 50 persons hold company
debentures. Only the holder of company shares or debentures has inter-
est in them. Another corporation does not hold shares or debentures of
the company unless that holder is itself an exempt private company.
Should the private company qualify as an exempt company, it does not
need to include its financial statements in its annual return. The company
may grant loans to its directors. It may also appoint a person who does
not have the statutory qualifications to act as auditor (Chapter 9).

Incorporations are carried out through the registrar of companies. Ar-
ticles of incorporation and bylaws are submitted after first determining
that the proposed company name is acceptable to the registrar of com-
panies and whether the desired name is available. A Cyprus company
can generally be incorporated within 10 days (Chapter 9).

Company authorized share capital and the division of that capital into
shares is set forth in the articles of incorporation. There is no statutory
ceiling for the amount of total share capital, but issued capital may not
exceed the authorized total. No par shares are not permitted. Different
classes of shares may be used, each having different voting, dividend or
other rights. Preferred shares, which commonly carry the right to a fixed
dividend but do not carry voting rights, may be issued. Shareholders
may vote by use of proxies.

A number of legal requirements have provisions that are designed to
ensure that the capital remains intact. Dividends may only be paid out
of net earnings. Unless following proper liquidating procedures, a divi-
dend may not be paid from capital. A reduction of capital may only
occur when approved by the court after it is satisfied that creditor inter-
ests are not damaged. Companies may not purchase their own shares or
provide financing for others to do so. Subsidiaries are not permitted to
own shares in their parent company. Cyprus does not require partici-
pation in corporate ownership by Cyprus nationals. Issuance of shares
or transfer to foreign nationals will require Exchange Control approval
(Chapter 9).

Company directors have duties and powers similar to businessmen
carrying on business for their own account. Legal provisions for directors
are largely designed to ensure that potential investors and the general
public have sufficient and proper information about directors’ relation-
ships with the company. A director who holds interests in the company
or associated companies needs to disclose these facts to the company.
The company is required to record the directors’ interests in a register
open to inspection by the public (Chapter 9).

Each company must name a corporate secretary who is the officer
primarily responsible for compliance with Companies Laws. Neither the
directors nor the company secretary must reside in Cyprus.

An annual meeting of shareholders is required at which the company
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financial statements are presented, directors and auditors are elected,
dividends are declared or confirmed and remuneration of the auditors
is set. Directors’ meetings are held as necessary to carry out company
business. Neither shareholder nor director meetings are restricted as to
where they may be held (Chapter 9).

Companies incorporated under the Companies Law must maintain
books of accounting and related records. These records must allow a true
and fair view of company affairs to be drawn up. They must also provide
sufficient information to explain company transactions. The records must
show all monies received and expended and the reasons for receiving
and expending these funds. Sales and purchases and assets and liabilities
must be accounted for through these records (Chapter 12).

There are no statutory requirements that financial statements of busi-
nesses in general must be audited. Independent auditors must, however,
be appointed by companies incorporated under the Companies Law.
There are no specific requirements in the tax law for filing of audited
tax reports. However, tax authorities commonly insist on audited finan-
cial statements to be presented when audits are required by the Com-
panies Law or other relevant legislation. In other cases as well, the failure
to produce audited accounts may prejudice a company’s case before tax
authorities (Chapter 11).

A qualified auditor must be a member of a recognized U.K. body of
accountants that is one of the U.K. Institutes of Chartered Accountants
or the Chartered Association of Certified Accountants. The Cyprus gov-
ernment may also authorize auditors as having similar qualifications or
as having obtained adequate knowledge and experience. This require-
ment, as noted elsewhere, is not applicable to exempt private companies
(Chapter 11).

The Institute of Certified Public Accountants of Cyprus has been
formed by some 400 qualified accountants in practice, commerce and
industry, and government in Cyprus. The Cyprus institute members are
required to follow International Accounting Standards and International
Auditing Guidelines as adopted by the institute.

Accounting practices in Cyprus have commonly followed U.K. stan-
dards and practices. As noted above, the Institute of Certified Public
Accountants of Cyprus adopted the International Accounting Standards.
This should cause few problems, since for the most part these sets of
standards are similar in content and requirements (Chapter 12).

Reporting for financial statement purposes and tax reporting purposes
may call for differing treatments of items of income or expense. While
the form and presentation of financial statements is not set out in statute,
financial statement disclosure requirements are contained in the Com-
panies Law. Additional disclosures are required by International Ac-
counting Standards. Most disclosure requirements have to do with items
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that are judged to be material or critical in determining profit or loss for
the year and in stating financial position. For example, the bases of val-
uation of fixed assets, investments and inventories must be disclosed.
Companies following the United Kingdom principles may periodically
revalue their land and buildings based on appraisals of current value
with resulting surplus, which is not distributable, credited into a reval-
uation reserve (Chapter 12).

GIBRALTAR

Gibraltar, being a U.K. Overseas Territory, has a legal system based
on English common and statutory laws to which some modifications
have been made for local conditions. The supreme court, the court of
first instance and magistrates court constitute the judiciary. Ultimate ap-
peal is to the Privy Council in the United Kingdom. The House of As-
sembly exercises legislative powers (Deloitte & Touche, 1998h).

The unit of currency is the Gibraltar pound made up of 100 pence.
The Gibraltar pound is on a par with the British pound. There are no
exchange controls. Funds may be converted to any currency and may be
sent across Gibraltar’s borders at will (1998h). Both residents and non-
residents may hold foreign currency bank accounts (Ernst & Young,
1999f).

Gibraltar company acts are quite similar to the English Companies Act
of 1929. A company may be formed with differing shareholder liability
arrangements: liability limited by shares, liability limited by guarantee
with share capital, liability limited by guarantee without share capital
and unlimited liability with or without share capital. A private company
incorporated with liability limited by shares requires only one subscriber.
In a public company subscribers must number seven as a minimum. A
private company must have no more than 50 shareholders and the rights
for public subscription and subsequent transfer of shares must be re-
stricted. Private companies need not file financial statements with the
registrar of companies (1999f).

At formation all companies must have authorized share capital of a
minimum of 100 Gibraltar pounds. Those seeking to incorporate must
file appropriate information with the registrar. The Gibraltar address of
the company’s registered office must be declared so that legal notice can
be served on the company. Names and addresses of directors and share-
holders need to be registered. A listing indicating how shares were as-
signed to subscribers must be provided to the registrar. After the
incorporation certificate is granted, every company must file an annual
return with the registrar.

Foreign corporations seeking to do business by establishing a Gibraltar
branch must provide the registrar with a certified copy of the parent
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company’s memorandum and articles of association. The names of par-
ent company directors must also be provided. A Gibraltar agent who can
receive legal service in Gibraltar on behalf of the parent company must
be appointed (1999f).

Partnerships may be formed in Gibraltar by verbal or written agree-
ment between all partners. The partnership place of business in Gibraltar
needs to be registered with the Employment and Training Board and the
Registry of Companies and Business Names (1999f).

Trusts have full legal status in Gibraltar law. The Trustee Ordinance
governs trusts. The accumulation and life of a trust is 100 years. If non-
residents of Gibraltar are trust beneficiaries, trust income may be exempt
from tax. There are no estate taxes, capital gains taxes, wealth or gift
taxes in Gibraltar. Stamp tax is not charged on asset transfers from a
trust (1999f). Businesses of all forms, including sole traders, carrying on
business in the domestic economy must register at the Registry of Busi-
ness Names. A license must also be obtained from the Trade Licensing
Authority by any business in the retail or wholesale trade as well as by
caterers, publicans, hoteliers, clubs and canteens (1999f).

Companies are required by the Gibraltar Companies Ordinance to
maintain accounting books and related records in good order. The or-
dinance states that proper books include accounting for money received
and expended, for all sales and purchases of goods and for company
assets and liabilities. Proper accounting books and records must support
the preparation of annual financial statements, including a balance sheet
and profit and loss statement. Such annual financial statements must be
submitted to the annual general meeting of shareholders. A directors’
report explaining the state of company business is required to be at-
tached to the balance sheet. The directors’ report must also indicate the
dividend payment recommended by the board, together with the total
transferred to reserves (1999f).

The Gibraltar Companies Ordinance sets out minimum contents re-
quired for the financial statements. A summary of authorized and issued
share capital must be included. Liabilities need to be presented with
sufficient information such that the nature of the liabilities can be deter-
mined. Information on assets must be sufficient for shareholders to dis-
tinguish between fixed and floating assets. Disclosure must be made of
the methods used to arrive at the valuation of all assets. Any company
preliminary expenses not yet written off should be separately disclosed
in the financial statements. Expenses incurred in conjunction with issu-
ance of capital shares or debentures must be separately treated in the
financial statements. Goodwill, patents and trademarks are required to
be presented separately in the financial statements (1999f).

Subsidiary company shares owned by the company must be reported
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separately. Disclosure must be made of loans made and remuneration
paid to directors by either the company or the subsidiary company. Con-
solidated financial statements are not required. But company’s financial
statements must disclose how subsidiary profits or losses have been ac-
counted for in the parent company’s financial statements (1999f).

Company financial statements must be audited. Company auditors
should be appointed by the shareholders at their annual general meeting.
As set forth in the Gibraltar Companies Ordinance, the auditor’s charge
is to report whether all information and explanations required have been
obtained and to express an opinion on whether the company balance
sheet is properly presented such that a true and correct view of company
affairs is presented. This expression of opinion is to be based on the
books of account and is to be formed taking into consideration the best
information and explanations given to the auditor. In pursuit of sufficient
evidence upon which to base the opinions, the auditor must be given
access at all times to the accounting and related records. The auditor has
the right to seek any information and explanations necessary from com-
pany directors and officers (1999f).

Most of the accounting standards and all of the auditing standards
issued in the United Kingdom have been adopted by The Gibraltar So-
ciety of Chartered and Certified Accountants. Some have been modified
for local conditions. The U.K. Accounting Standards Board pronounce-
ments essentially provide generally accepted accounting standards in
Gibraltar. Many Gibraltar accountants are members of the United King-
dom’s accountancy bodies and therefore follow appropriate professional
standards required of all members of those associations.

In the Treaty of Rome, European territories, for which a member state
of the European Union has external responsibility, are considered part
of the European Union and the European Economic Area unless specif-
ically excluded. Being such a United Kingdom dependent territory, Gib-
raltar is a part of the European Union. Gibraltar laws must be brought
into line with the European community agreements that are adopted by
the United Kingdom.

The various European Union Directives must be placed in force. This
effort is progressing with assistance from the United Kingdom. Gibraltar
was granted derogations in Article 28 of the Act of Accession such that
the following do not apply to Gibraltar: the Common Customs Tariff,
Harmonization of Turnover Taxes (VAT) and Common Agricultural Pol-
icy. Gibraltar adopted the European Union measures in its European
Communities Ordinance of 1972. Gibraltar is in the process of instituting
both the fourth and eighth European Union directives. The fourth direc-
tive deals with company accounts. The eighth directive sets approval and
registration procedures for auditors (1999f).
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MALTA

Maltese and English are the official languages of Malta. Laws and legal
documents are generally prepared in both languages. The business and
administrative sectors commonly use English in their activities. The gov-
ernment promotes a free enterprise–based economy by providing plan-
ning, infrastructure, utilities and health services. In recent times about
38 percent of total employment in the country has been in the public
sector. The government operates public utilities for water, gas, electricity,
fuel, telephone and telecommunications. Air Malta and Sea Malta are
government owned and operated. There are private medical services and
private health centers, but the island’s main hospital is government op-
erated. The government’s role in tourism has been restricted to main-
taining necessary facilities and other infrastructure (Price Waterhouse
Coopers, 1999, Chapter 1).

The currency, the Maltese lira, consists of 100 cents. A basket of cur-
rencies consisting of the U.S. dollar, the EC dollar and the pound sterling,
is used to set the official exchange rate. The Central Bank selects the
composition of the currencies within the basket (Chapter 1). The Central
Bank maintains exchange controls. The bank monitors payments re-
ceived from offshore. Its approval is needed for foreign-owned busi-
nesses to borrow funds within Malta. Complete exemption from
exchange controls is granted for companies wholly foreign owned which
carry on all of their business outside of Malta (Ernst & Young, 1999d).

In recent years, GNP has grown at an 8 percent rate, with inflation at
4 percent. The unemployment rate was 4.3 in June 1997. Agriculture and
fishing contribute around 3 percent to GDP. The industrial sector man-
ufactures primarily for export and accounts for approximately 25 percent
of GDP. Over 200 foreign companies have manufacturing subsidiaries
on the islands. The EU agreement allows Maltese industrial products to
be marketed freely in the EU, except for textiles, which have a quota
system. Tourism produces in the neighborhood of one-quarter of annual
export receipts, with about 18 percent of all employment in tourism areas
(Price Waterhouse Coopers, 1999, Chapter 1).

Malta encourages new foreign investments, and numerous tax and
other incentives are offered. Foreign ownership is not limited in Malta-
registered companies, whether operating offshore or in the domestic lo-
cal economy. Repatriation of capital and profits is readily made,
provided that upon entry proper procedures for inbound capital are fol-
lowed. Special incentives are also offered to foreigners who settle in
Malta. Foreign-owned companies, after they are established, commonly
enjoy equal rights with Maltese-owned companies. However, foreign in-
vestments in the domestic market are generally not approved for oper-
ations in areas already adequately served by locals (Chapter 3).
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Permitted business forms of organization in Malta are sole proprietor-
ships, joint ventures, branches of overseas corporations, general and lim-
ited partnerships and companies, both public and private. All
organizational forms are governed by the provisions in the Malta Com-
panies Act of 1995, except for the sole proprietorship and the informal
partnership (Chapter 9).

For the sole proprietor there are no requirements for registering the
business entity, nor are there specifics about how the organization must
be founded and operated. Persons pursuing business in the proprietor-
ship form must, of course, abide by police licensing requirements, which
can be administered differently on a case-by-case basis. Sole traders may
register by means of special procedures for traders with the commercial
court. Traders are required by law to keep adequate records such that
accounting to the customs and excise tax authorities can be substantiated
(Chapter 9).

In Maltese law a joint venture is known as ‘‘association en participa-
tion.’’ A written agreement is not required, nor are registrations or fil-
ings. The venture is permitted to operate on the basis of private contracts
between the parties in association (Chapter 9).

A branch of a foreign corporation may operate in Malta by filing with
the registrar. Adequate information and documentation must be pro-
vided about the parent overseas company, including copies of docu-
ments by which the company was authorized in its home country. A
Malta resident must be named to represent the parent company. Ac-
counting standards and practices applicable in the parent corporation’s
home country may be accepted in Malta as long as they are broadly
similar to the Maltese standards (Chapter 1).

Partners in a general partnership have joint and several legal liability
for the obligations of the partnership. Partnerships operate under the
actual names of the partners. A deed of partnership must be agreed to
and filed with the registrar for registration. Changes made in the deed
of partnership, such as withdrawals or additions of new partners, must
likewise be reported to the registrar.

Limited partnerships must have at least one general partner who re-
tains unlimited liability for partnership obligations. One or more limited
partners have their liability limited to their partnership investments
(Chapter 9).

The Maltese limited liability company may be a public or a private
corporation. The liability of shareholders is limited to whatever pay-
ments were made for company shares, assuming payment of all sub-
scriptions. Private companies constitute a majority of companies in
Malta. A memorandum and articles of association must be drawn up,
generally by lawyers or accountants, which include the company name,
the company’s Malta office address, a listing of the persons who sub-
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scribed to buy shares, the specific objectives for forming the company,
and the names of the initial board of directors and company secretary,
among other information requirements. A prototype for the memoran-
dum of association is provided in the law. Subscribers must deposit total
paid-in capital of the company with an authorized bank.

The incorporation materials are filed with the registrar of companies
who, after approving, certifies the company registration and prints an
announcement of the new company in the government gazette. For a
public company a proper prospectus must be issued as the basis for
soliciting for general public subscriptions. The prospectus is required to
include an audit report. Subsequent changes to the memorandum and
articles of association must be approved at an extraordinary sharehold-
ers’ meeting (Chapter 9).

Permission must be received from exchange control in the Central
Bank for non-residents to purchase Malta company shares. Should non-
residents be elected as directors or officers of a Malta company, appli-
cation for work or resident permits are required and need the approval
of the Office of the Prime Minister (Chapter 9).

A company must have at least two shareholders but in special circum-
stances may have only one. The Company Act sets no maximum on
permitted number of shareholders. The value of a share may be set at
any amount but, except in special cases, no par shares are not permitted.
A premium over the set value of a share may be paid in and is to be
carried in a share premium account of the owners’ equity section of the
balance sheet. All shares are required to be registered. Bearer shares may
not be used. Treasury stock transactions may be undertaken only as au-
thorized in the company memorandum or articles of incorporation. Dif-
fering classes of shares are permitted with differing voting, dividend and
other rights. Under normal circumstances common stock carries unres-
tricted dividend rights and has voting rights on an equal basis with one
another. Preferred stock does not carry voting rights but is entitled to an
annual fixed dividend amount or rate. If included in the incorporating
documents and bylaws, redeemable shares may be issued. But redemp-
tion must come from retained earnings or from a new share issue des-
ignated for the redemption (Chapter 9).

Company shares must be prenumbered until such time as the sub-
scription price has been paid into the corporation. Transferring shares
requires that a written agreement between the two parties to the transfer
be filed with the company. A transfer stamp tax is charged. Private com-
pany directors may have the right to refuse to transfer share ownership.

An annual meeting of shareholders is required at which reports by
directors and auditors are presented. The normal business to come before
Malta corporate shareholders is a consideration of the company financial
statements, directors’ report and auditor’s report. Other business com-
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monly coming before shareholders is election of directors, selection of
company auditors and authorization of dividends, which may be paid
only out of distributable earnings. Proxy voting is permitted (Chapter 9).

Directors may not compete with the company, nor may they except
loans from the company. The law sets forth a number of duties and
responsibilities for directors and provides for the joint and several lia-
bility of directors. Such liability attaches to the directors as an owner of
a business would have in the ordinary conduct of business. Directors
appoint the executives of the company. A company secretary is required.
The Company Act sets secretarial responsibilities. (Chapter 9).

In the main, Malta limited liability companies are formed as private
rather than public organizations. Private companies may have no more
that 50 shareholders. Company securities may not be offered to the pub-
lic. Share transfer rights are restricted. In order to qualify as an exempt
company, debentures may be held by no more than 50 persons, and
shares or debentures may not be held by another company, except an-
other exempt company. The exempt company may make loans to its
directors and may have only one shareholder (Chapter 9).

Accounting records for all businesses in Malta must reflect a true and
fair portrayal of financial condition and transactions. The Company Act
requires that the International Accounting Standards (IAS) be used by
Malta businesses. To assist in the use of IAS, the Malta Institute of Ac-
countants publishes guidance for the use of IAS in Malta which gives
consideration to local conditions. With the passage of the Accountancy
Profession Act of 1979, Malta established an Accountancy Board. The
board’s charge includes providing guidance to the government on ac-
counting procedures, standards and profession matters (Chapter 12).

Malta law sets out the form and content of financial statements. A
directors’ report, income statement, balance sheet, cash flow statement
and disclosure notes are commonly included. The statements should be
of the comparative type showing the prior year figures as well as the
current. Disclosure must be made of authorized capital, premiums paid
on shares and any reserves. Both the directors’ report and the income
statement may be abridged in financial statements of small private com-
panies (Chapter 12).

Included in the income statement must be turnover, cost of sales, gross
profit, profit on ordinary activities, interest payable and receivable, in-
vestment income, tax expenses, extraordinary items, dividends, changes
in reserves, minority interests and any changes made in the basis of
accounting. Balance sheets should be sectioned as tangible fixed assets,
current assets, current and long-term liabilities, total assets after liabili-
ties, paid in capital and reserves.

The accrual basis of accounting is required. Valuation bases used must
be disclosed. Buildings and land amounts may be periodically valued
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with the credit shown in a nondistributable revaluation reserve. The law
requires that tangible fixed assets be allocated to expense over estimated
useful life. The lower of cost and net realizable value is used for inven-
tories. LIFO is not acceptable for tax reporting. The acquisition or the
merger method of accounting may be used for the purchase of a com-
pany. Malta has issued no rulings on the accounting treatment of any
resulting goodwill. Goodwill cannot be deducted as an expense in tax
reports. Subsidiaries must be consolidated. Any associated companies
not consolidated are required to be accounted for under the equity
method. Disclosure in the financial statement notes is required for ac-
counting policies used, directors’ and auditors’ fees, related party trans-
actions, contingent liabilities and capital commitments, among others
(Chapter 12).

A minimum of 14 days before the annual meeting, shareholders are
required to be provided with the company financial statements, auditor’s
report and directors’ report. The directors’ report commonly includes,
among other matters, the directors’ statements on their responsibility to
safeguard company assets and to maintain an effective internal control
system (Chapter 11).

A yearly return must be filed by each Malta company with the regis-
trar of companies. The return should contain a shareholder list, detailed
information on directors, a summary of share capital and debentures.
The annual financial statements, directors’ report and auditor’s report
are also required to be filed each year with the registrar of companies.

By law company auditors must be given access to company books and
records. They may require any and all information from the company
officers necessary to carry out their audit. Company auditors must be
properly notified of each meeting of the shareholders. The auditors have
the right to attend and be heard at any general shareholder meeting
(Chapter 11).

Any person may be appointed as company auditor who holds a war-
rant to practice as an auditor under the Accountancy Profession Act or
who is a partner in a partnership registered under the act. Auditors for
banks or insurance companies must also have the approval of the min-
ister of finance.

A warrant to practice is issued to those who have qualified by com-
pleting the accountancy degree at the University of Malta or possess
qualifications that the Accountancy Board accepts as being equivalent.
The board generally requires applicants in the second category to pass
an examination on local law. The qualifications accepted by the board
include passing the professional accountancy examinations given by the
Malta Institute of Accountants. Those who have professional certifica-
tions from foreign countries are also commonly accepted provided that
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said practitioners pass the Malta Institute of Accountants examination
on Malta laws and taxation (Chapter 11).

The Accountancy Board, appointed by the minister of finance, consists
of government officials and professionals. Accounting and auditing stan-
dards and practices are under the purview of the board. A single pub-
lication by the board has been issued. This publication covers procedures
to be followed when allegations of negligence, misconduct or dishonesty
have been made about an auditor or public accountant.

The board has not issued auditing standards. The Malta Institute of
Accountants members are required to use International Standards on
Auditing by the International Federation of Accountants (Chapter 1).





Chapter 9

Accounting and Business
Environments in the Persian Gulf,
the Indian Ocean and the Far East

In evaluating the business, institutional and legal environments of off-
shore center hosts, six countries were selected for this chapter from three
widely separated areas of the globe. Bahrain and the United Arab Emir-
ates, both important Arab financial centers, are included from the Persian
Gulf. In the Indian Ocean, Mauritius and Seychelles have significant re-
gional ties to India and Africa. From the Far East and Pacific Ocean,
Singapore and Vanuatu are included, each having a differing role and a
differing approach to the offshore center business.

BAHRAIN

Bahrain is recognized as an established tax haven with no restrictions
on capital, profits or dividend repatriation. Currency exchange is not
controlled. No personal, corporate or withholding taxes are imposed.
There are, in fact, no direct taxes. Indirect taxes consist only of import
duties on imports held out for sale in Bahrain. There are also some mu-
nicipal taxes on rents and a petrol tax. Imports and exports have no
significant restrictions, but import duties apply to goods that are for sale
within the country. Bahrain does not have a free-trade zone (Price Wa-
terhouse Coopers, 1999, Chapter 3).

Restrictions on foreign investment have been relaxed in recent years
but foreign ownership of entire businesses is permitted in few areas.
Foreigners, other than nationals from Gulf Cooperation Council states,
may not own land. Total foreign ownership is possible in offshore banks
and in the services sector. Prior approval for business formations is not
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necessary, but after formation, all businesses must register with the ap-
propriate government agency (Chapter 5).

Full foreign ownership is permitted for exempt or offshore companies,
brass-plate companies, closed joint stock companies, branches or repre-
sentative offices of foreign companies and some companies with limited
liability. Foreign ownership is generally restricted to at most 49 percent
in other businesses (Chapter 5).

The Bahrain Monetary Agency regulates the financial service area,
which has the highest volume of activity in the Middle East. Four types
of banks are authorized to operate. Commercial banks have the tradi-
tional banking and loan services roles. Offshore banks are permitted to
offer full banking services but must not provide services to Bahrain res-
idents. Investment banks are similar to offshore banks, except that they
are not authorized to offer checkbook or other current account services
(Chapter 7).

Islamic banks may also operate in Bahrain. Both offshore and onshore
Islamic banks operate. Their services are in compliance with the rules of
Islamic Shari’a. They offer banking services, fund management and Is-
lamic insurance. Bahrain is also a regional insurance center with major
international insurers in operation. Annual audited financial statements
for all companies operating offshore must be filed with the Bahrain Mon-
etary Agency within 90 days after the close of the fiscal year (Chapter
7).

The Bahrain Stock Exchange has operated since 1989 with 34 compa-
nies listed in 1996. The exchange has links with exchanges in Muscat,
Oman and Jordan (Chapter 7).

All business entities must complete appropriate registration require-
ments with the Ministry of Commerce. Operation of sole proprietorship
business organizations is permitted only for Bahrain nationals. A Bahrain
national in the same line of business must sponsor a foreign company
branch or representative office. The foreign parent must be a viable com-
pany and must take responsibility for all of the branch’s obligations.
Prior approval and registration with the Ministry of Commerce is re-
quired before operations begin. Such branch or representative office par-
ticulars must be entered into the Commercial Register. And the branch
must follow procedures set out for other Bahrain businesses. If the unit
will be a regional distribution center for goods or services, the Bahrain
national sponsor is not required (Price Waterhouse, 1997, 64, 65).

General, limited, or limited by shares partnerships are permitted in
Bahrain. In the general partnership form, all partners have unlimited
liability for partnership obligations. Creditors may seek collection from
either partnership or personal assets of all partners. There are no specific
capital requirements. The partnership agreement must specify how prof-
its and losses are to be distributed to all partners. Shares in the partner-
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ship may not be transferred to a non-partner without such provision in
the partnership agreement. Partners who withdraw from the partnership
will be liable only for obligations before withdrawal. New partners will
be liable for obligations both before and after their entry into the part-
nership. No more than 49 percent of the ownership rights may be held
by a foreigner (59).

The agreement for a general partnership must contain the partnership
name and address, main office and branches, partners’ names and na-
tionality, total capital and percentage share for each partner, partners
responsible for management and authorized to sign for the partnership,
profit sharing arrangements among partners and the partnership fiscal
year. The name of the partnership is required to contain at least one
partner’s name and the designation ‘‘and Partners’’ followed by ‘‘Bahrain
Partnership Co.’’ At formation, an announcement is entered in the Com-
mercial Register and a summary of the partnership agreement is pub-
lished in the Official Gazette and in a local publication.

Unless otherwise provided in the initial partnership agreement,
changes to the partnership agreement must have the agreement of all
partners. All partners must agree upon decisions. Each partner has the
right to participate in partnership management and may examine part-
nership books and related records. A non-partner may carry out part-
nership management. A partner who manages the partnership but is not
so named in the partnership agreement may be dismissed by a majority
of the partners without partnership dissolution. The partnership is con-
sidered dissolved if a partner named in the partnership agreement to
manage the partnership is removed by court order as a result of the
request of the other partners. Should a partner die or go bankrupt, the
remaining partners may carry on the partnership. The general partner-
ship may be dissolved by the unanimous decision of the partners. There
are no legislated procedures, methods or content of general partnership
books and records. Audited financial statements are not mandated (60).

Limited partnerships are governed by many of the same legal provi-
sions as the general partnership. In the limited partnership, however,
there must be at least one partner who maintains unlimited liability for
partnership obligations. A limited partnership must have more than 50
percent of capital owned by unlimited partners who are Bahraini na-
tionals. Limited partners are liable only up to the amount of their part-
nership contribution. Any partner’s name that appears in the limited
partnership’s firm name must be an unlimited partner. Limited partners
are not permitted to manage the partnership. Should this occur, unlim-
ited liability for that partner may result. Any partner may apply to the
court for approval to wind up the partnership (61).

The third kind of partnership, one limited by shares, combines features
of both the general and limited partnerships. There must be at least one
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general partner with unlimited liability for partnership obligations. Part-
nership name should contain at least one general partner’s name. Pro-
cedures and requirements to form the partnership limited by shares are
similar to that for a corporation. Although government approval is not
required, The Ministry of Commerce has prescribed a model partnership
agreement.

The partnership limited by shares requires four or more promoters
and must have at least one general and 10 limited partners. Invested
capital, totaling at least BD10,000, must be equally divided into par value
negotiable shares. Only Bahrain nationals may own partnership shares
unless foreign expertise or capital is needed. In no case may foreigners
own more than 49 percent of the capital. The partnership must build
from earnings a general reserve of 25 percent of total share par value.

The law requires that general partners who will manage the partner-
ship be named in the partnership agreement together with their respon-
sibilities. The salaries and other emoluments for management should be
specified in the partnership agreement. By statute no more than 10 per-
cent of net income may be paid to those managing the partnership if
their remuneration is specified as a percentage of partnership income.
General partners must approve changes to the partnership agreement.
Should irregularities develop, a board of control of no fewer than three
limited partners is to be elected by all limited partners to oversee part-
nership management and to call general meetings of the partners. An
annual meeting of both general and limited partners is required (63).

There are no specifics on requirements for partnership accounting
books and related records. A statutory auditor must be appointed who
will report to the general meeting as to whether proper accounts have
been kept. Generally, books must be kept that reflect a true and fair
financial position and results. In addition, a register of loans, mortgages
and debentures must be properly kept by each partnership (64).

Corporate forms permitted in Bahrain are the public joint stock com-
pany, the closed joint stock company and the exempt joint stock com-
pany. Foreigners may wholly own the later two types of corporations
under certain conditions. However, the public joint stock company may
not have more than 49 percent of its capital owned by foreigners (46).

The Ministry of Commerce must approve the formation of all public
joint stock companies. The ministry has set forth required contents and
formats of the memorandum and articles of association which the pro-
moters, one of who must be Bahrainian, must file with the ministry. The
main corporate office must be in Bahrain. The company name must be
followed by the phrase ‘‘Bahrain Joint Stock Company.’’ Foreigners may
own no more than 49 percent of company’s capital shares (76).

Shares must be issued in Bahraini currency. Total capital must be di-
vided into shares of equal value. Share value may be between BD1 and
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BD100. Capital as a minimum must total BD500,000. Voting and non-
voting, preferred and convertible shares are not permitted. Founding
shareholders are required to subscribe to at least 7 percent of the total
capital but may subscribe to no more than 20 percent prior to issuance
of a public prospectus. Upon approval the prospectus must be published
in the Official Gazette and one other publication for five days before sub-
scriptions begin. The subscription period may be from 15 days to three
months duration and may be extended with ministry approval. All
shares must be fully subscribed for the incorporation to go forward. All
subscribers must be resident in Bahrain. The ministry may allow the
promoters to lower total capital for any unsubscribed shares or to sub-
scribe to them (77).

An initial shareholder meeting must be held no later than 45 days after
the end of the subscription period at which the board of directors and
company auditors are elected. At this meeting, the promoter’s report is
made to the shareholders and the incorporation is declared complete by
the shareholders. The Directorate of Commerce and Company Affairs
must receive minutes of the meeting, documentary evidence that pro-
cedures were proper, and a list of subscribers with subscription totals
(50).

Only after subscriptions are fully paid in may debentures be issued.
Such issuance can be only to Bahrain nationals and only through a na-
tional bank after proper debenture prospectus and other procedures are
followed. The value of the debentures may not be greater than the total
of paid-in capital. Additional shareholder capital may be raised subse-
quent to the initial issuance through an audited prospectus and proce-
dures similar to those for the initial offering. Capital may only be
decreased at an extraordinary general shareholder meeting where an au-
ditor’s report explains the need for such decrease (51).

The board of directors has responsibility for the affairs of the company.
The board should consist of three to 12 members who have renewable
three-year terms. Directors must own shares valued at BD2,500 and must
assign such shares to secure third-party claimants. Public servants are
not eligible to sit on the board, except where the government is involved
(51).

Director remuneration may not exceed 10 percent of net profit after
reserves and expenses. Directors may not be involved with other similar
businesses and must not have direct or indirect interests in contracts or
other transactions of the corporation. The corporation may not loan or
guarantee a loan for directors. Any individual may be a director of no
more than three corporations and managing director of one.

A quorum of the board consists of half of the directors. The board is
prohibited from selling the place of corporate business, mortgaging com-
pany assets or making loans that exceed three years duration (52).
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An annual shareholder meeting is required in which all shareholders
may attend and participate. However, the bylaws may specify a mini-
mum number of shares must be owned to participate in the meeting (53).

Shares of the closed joint stock company may not be offered to the
public. Should five or more promoters guarantee that the corporation
will meet requirements of the Commercial Companies Law, an Amiri
Decree is not necessary for approval of the formation of a closed stock
company. Capital must total at least BD200,000. Full payment of all sub-
scribed shares must be deposited in a bank authorized by the Ministry
of Commerce. A summary of company information must be inserted in
the Commercial Register and must appear in the Official Gazette and one
other publication. If the closed joint stock company is an industrial or
distribution company, foreigners are permitted to completely own the
capital (47–48).

Exempt companies may operate only offshore. Main company offices
must, however, be situated in Bahrain. The exempt company must have
Bahrain Monetary Agency approval for entering into the financial mar-
kets. An exempt company may not hold property or land in Bahrain.
Maximum corporate life is 25 years; however, the Ministry of Commerce
may approve extensions (54).

Bahrain does not legislate the content or form of accounting books and
records. Businesses use accounting systems of their own choice. The lan-
guage used is also not legislated. English and Arabic are most common.
Shareholders details must be kept in register form by corporations, lim-
ited liability companies and partnerships limited by shares. Registers
must kept by corporations for board of directors meeting minutes and
for liabilities owed (74).

Corporations, limited liability companies and partnerships limited by
shares are required to undergo an annual audit of their financial state-
ments. Financial service sector units must present annual audited finan-
cial statements to the Bahrain Monetary Agency. The auditor is
mandated to attend shareholder annual meetings where the audit report
is read (74).

The Bahrain accounting profession is regulated by the 1996 Legislative
decree. Auditors must obtain licensing before practicing in the country.
A code of ethics along with required academic and other required prep-
aration is set forth in the decree.

There has been no promulgation of auditing procedures or standards
in Bahrain. In practice, auditors choose the audit standards that they
wish to follow. Choice commonly takes local customs and usage into
consideration. The Commercial Code does specify the form and content
of the audit report for corporations, limited liability companies and part-
nerships limited by shares. Bank audit reports are mandated by the Bah-
rain Monetary Agency (75).
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The Commercial Companies Law requires boards of directors of cor-
porations and limited liability companies to issue a report about their
entity each year. The report must be published and must contain a bal-
ance sheet, profit and loss statement, auditor’s report and a summary
report in local newspapers no less than 15 days prior to the annual share-
holder meeting. The financial statements must be filed with the Ministry
of Commerce (76).

The statute requires that generally accepted accounting principles be
followed for the financial statements. Bahrain does not have a govern-
ment or other group responsible for such principles. International Ac-
counting Standards are preferred by the government (74) The
international standards are followed by most of the large businesses in
Bahrain. The Bahrain Monetary Agency requires banks and other finan-
cial companies to follow International Accounting Standards. The banks
in the offshore center must file annual audited financial statements no
later than 90 days after close of their fiscal year (64).

The nation’s accounting professional group, the Bahrain Society of Ac-
countants, is open to all accountants and auditors in Bahrain. Only Bah-
rain nationals may sit on the society’s board of directors. The society
remains in an early stage (75).

UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

The public sector is dominant in the United Arab Emirates. Coopera-
tion between the public and private sectors remains limited. The bound-
aries of each sector have been set up. UAE nationals make up no more
than 5 percent of the workforce. However, nationals hold high positions
in government and in quasi-government organizations. Expatriates make
up the remainder of the workforce. A foreign worker must be sponsored
by an employing organization to be granted a resident visa. Residence
visas are strictly controlled. Trade unionism is not permitted (Price Wa-
terhouse Coopers, 1999, Chapter 2).

Arabic, the official national language, and English are both used in the
business environment (New Zealand Trade Development Board, 1999,
1). Population was in the 2.3 million range in 1998. Per capita GDP was
U.S.$23,800 (1).

The country in many ways operates more through its individual Emir-
ates than as a federal unity. Individual Emirates set their own goals and
plans consistent with their own comparative advantages. Each Emirate
is responsible for its own industrial development policy. Most are in the
process of attempting to stimulate their industrial development through
creation of industrial development zones. Free-trade zones have been
successful in Dubai, attracting over 1,000 companies, and other Emirates,
likewise, have established free zones where full foreign ownership is
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permitted. The federal and local governments have essentially adopted
a laissez-faire approach to trade (Price Waterhouse Coopers, 1999, Chap-
ter 2).

With Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar and Saudi Arabia, the UAE was
a founding member of the Gulf Cooperation Council. The goal is to de-
velop closer economic and trade relations. While the long-range goal is
to form a single market, progress has been slow. Nevertheless, advances
have been made on immigration between countries, citizen rights be-
tween countries and lowering or eliminating customs duties. A unified
investment law is under development (Chapter 2).

The UAE joined the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade in 1994
and was accepted as a member of the successor World Trade Organi-
zation. For its region the UAE has a very open foreign trade policy, with
both federal and local governments favoring foreign investments. There
are no protective duties. Only a small number of products are restricted,
usually for health and safety. A 4 percent customs duty is standard (New
Zealand Development Board, 1999, 7). Some essential items are exempt
from customs duty (Price Waterhouse Coopers, 1999, Chapter 2).

There are no corporate or personal income taxes, except on oil-
producing companies and branches of foreign banks in Abu Dhabi, Du-
bai and Sharjah. Although each Emirate has legislation for taxation of
companies, it is not enforced and is not expected to be in the foreseeable
future. Enterprises set up in the free zone areas are granted at least 15-
year tax exemption guarantees (Chapter 13).

The currency is fully convertible. No restrictions exist on the repatri-
ation of capital or earnings. The unit of currency is the UAE dirham
(Dh), which has 100 fils. The UAE government fixes the value of the
dirham to the U.S. dollar periodically (Ernst & Young, 1999i).

The country’s policies restrict foreign ownership of domestic busi-
nesses. Foreign ownership is limited to a maximum 49 percent partici-
pation in businesses under jurisdiction of the Federal Commercial
Companies Law. Ernst & Young, United Arab Emirates, indicates that in
reality the practice is for local investors to hold all of the capital in both
public and private companies (Ernst & Young, 1999i). Foreign investors
may not be general partners in any partnership. Foreigners are not per-
mitted to operate as sole proprietors. Branches of foreign companies may
be 100 percent foreign owned. Enterprises in free zones may also be
wholly owned by foreigners (Price Waterhouse Coopers, 1999, Chapter
9).

Foreign branches must be registered with the Ministry of Economy
and Commerce, the local Chamber of Commerce and the local Emirate
authority that regulates business. Other firms that have UAE nationals
as majority shareholders must register with the ministry and the local
Emiri authority. Firms setting up in free zone areas must register with
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the individual free zone authority. Off-the-shelf procedures for setting
up companies do not exist in the UAE (Chapter 9).

Business organizations permitted in the UAE are: sole proprietorships,
public shareholding companies, private shareholding companies, limited
liability companies, general partnerships, limited partnerships, partner-
ships limited by shares, joint participation (ventures), foreign company
branches, and free-trade zone companies. Sole proprietorships are open
only to UAE nationals (Ernst & Young, 1999i).

Federal Commercial Company Law No. 8 of 1984 lays out the specific
requirements for the number of directors and shareholders, minimum
capital levels and incorporation procedures for each type of business.
The law provides the governing rules for the conversion, merger and
dissolution of companies. As discussed above, companies in the UAE
must have a minimum of 51 percent local equity participation. However,
in practice, for both public and private companies, the local equity par-
ticipation is normally 100 percent (Ernst & Young, 1999i).

Commercial Company Law No. 8 of 1984 provides that a public com-
pany’s shares must be at least 55 percent held in general public hands.
Shareholders’ liability is limited to paid in amounts. Total minimum cap-
ital for a public company was set at Dh10 million. One-fourth of the
subscription must be paid at initiation. Shares are not permitted to be
issued below their nominal value. A share register must be kept with
details of shareholders and holding. All shares must have equal rights
unless specifically changed by the Articles of Association. Companies
with limited liability can be initiated with between two and 50 share-
holders. Company board of directors must consist of from three to 15
members, a majority of whom are UAE nationals. Minimum capital of
such companies is Dh150,000. Banking and insurance sectors may not
use the limited liability company form (Price Waterhouse Coopers, 1999,
Chapter 9).

Private companies must observe essentially the same statutory provi-
sions as public companies. However, private companies need to have a
minimum of three shareholders and minimum capital of Dh2 million.

General partnerships, limited partnerships and partnerships limited by
shares are also authorized and governed by the Federal Commercial
Company Law No. 8 of 1984. Partnerships are required to register at the
Chamber of Commerce and the municipality of the Emirate in which
they operate. A partnership agreement is required to govern the partners
and their business affairs. Corporations are eligible to be partners as well
as individuals (Ernst & Young, 1999i).

A general partnership must have two or more UAE nationals jointly
and severally liable for partnership obligations. The partnership names
must contain only names of partners. Approval of all partners is required
to transfer an interest in the partnership unless provided otherwise by
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the partnership agreement. One or more natural persons who are not
required to be partners may undertake partnership management. The
partnership is considered dissolved upon the death, insanity, bankruptcy
or withdrawal of a partner unless remaining partners unanimously agree
to continue the partnership and that information is registered in the com-
mercial register (Ernst & Young, 1999i).

Limited partnerships must have at least one general partner whose
liability is unlimited for partnership debts and one or more limited part-
ners who have liability limited to contributed capital. There is no mini-
mum capital specified by law. General partners are required to be UAE
nationals. Limited partners are prohibited from managing the partner-
ship or acting in the name of the partnership. The limited partnership is
not dissolved at the death, insanity, bankruptcy, withdrawal or dismissal
of a limited partner unless a provision for such is written in the part-
nership agreement. The processes for initiating a limited partnership are
similar to a general partnership (Ernst & Young, 1999i).

A partnership limited by shares has general unlimited liability part-
ners and partners whose liability is limited to subscribed capital. Mini-
mum capital required is Dh500,000. The general partners must be UAE
nationals. Annual audit of the financial statements is mandated. In gen-
eral, rules for the public shareholding company apply as well to part-
nerships limited by shares (Ernst & Young, 1999i).

Two or more natural persons registered legally in the UAE may form
a joint venture. A contract is drawn up between the parties to govern
their business affairs.

A branch of a foreign company may be set up in the UAE. A local
sponsor or service agent is required. Branches are required to register
with the Chamber of Commerce in the local Emirate and the Economic
Department of the relevant municipality. They must also register with
the Ministry of Economy and Commerce by providing appropriate in-
formation and documentation (Price Waterhouse Coopers, 1999, Chapter
9).

Free-trade zones for foreign companies have been established. In these
zones, incorporation is permitted for 100 percent foreign-owned limited
liability entities. Such corporate entities may conduct activities inside the
free zone in accordance with the terms of a special license and outside
the free zone in accordance with applicable laws and regulations. The
company is required to maintain a registered office in the free zone.

The free-trade zone company is a separate legal entity. Minimum cap-
ital of Dh1 million is needed. There may be as few as one shareholder.
A director and a secretary who must reside in Dubai are necessary. The
company must appoint a locally licensed auditor. Audited financial state-
ments must be filed with the government no later than three months
following the end of its financial year. The corporation is required to
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have net assets of at least 75 percent of its share capital (Ernst & Young,
1999i).

Every business operating in UAE is required to register with the Min-
istry of Economy and Commerce. The business must also register with
the municipality or the appropriate Economic Department and the
Chamber of Commerce of the Emirate in which business is undertaken.
A number of business sectors require government approval. For exam-
ple, banks and other financial organizations need Central Bank approval.
Businesses operating in the insurance field require approval from the
commissioner of insurance in the Ministry of Economy and Commerce.
And the Ministry of Finance and Industry must approve manufacturing
businesses. Registration of oil and gas sector companies must follow spe-
cial procedures in each Emirate. These registrations must be renewed
annually with payment of annual fees. Tax returns need only be filed
for those companies that are in the oil and gas sector and are branches
of foreign banks (Price Waterhouse Coopers, 1999, Chapter 9).

Annual audits are required for banks, insurance sector companies,
both public and private shareholding companies, limited liability com-
panies, branches of foreign companies, partnerships limited by shares
and companies whose articles of incorporation require annual audits
(Ernst & Young, 1999i).

There is no federal tax legislation in the UAE. Each Emirate has issued
decrees for taxation but in practice these are not enforced. Taxes must
be paid only by companies in the oil and gas sector and by branches of
foreign banks. For the oil and gas companies the tax rates are set in
concession agreements with the government. The branches of foreign
bank rates of taxation are by agreements with Emirate rulers where they
operate (Ernst & Young, 1999i).

Boards of directors should insure that the company’s annual accounts
and reports are proper and correct. Such reports must be signed by the
board chairman and be presented at the general shareholders’ annual
meeting.

UAE has no promulgated accounting and auditing standards. The In-
ternational Accounting Standards and International Standards on Au-
diting are commonly followed. The Commercial Law provides that
business books of account depend upon the scope and character of the
business carried on. The account books should accurately reflect financial
position. The accrual method of accounting is commonly applied. The
fundamental accounting concepts followed in the UAE include going
concern, consistency, prudence, matching and the historical cost conven-
tion. All public shareholding companies and banks must publish their
annual audited financial statements in the local press. The UAE regulates
form, content and disclosure of financial statements only for banks and
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insurance companies. These standards are set by the Central Bank (Ernst
& Young, 1999i).

By law and ministerial directives public and private shareholding com-
panies, limited liability companies and branches of foreign companies
must file annual audited financial statements with the Ministry of Econ-
omy and Commerce. In certain Emirates limited liability companies and
branches of foreign companies may be required to file audited accounts
to renew their trade licenses.

While there is no local professional association of accountants, the pro-
fession is strong in the UAE and includes, as noted elsewhere, most of
the global accounting firms. Practicing accountants must be registered
under Federal Law No. 22 of 1995. A Federal Register of Accountants
and Auditors is maintained. Only those registered are permitted to per-
form audits required by statute (Ernst & Young, 1999i).

MAURITIUS

The economy of Mauritius has long operated under free enterprise
principles. The country has been rewarded, in the view of the Diamonds,
with annual average growth rates in the 6 to 8 percent range since the
1980s. Foreign trade advanced to $3.7 billion in 1992 from $672 million
in 1982. The Diamonds also took note of the rapid expansion in the
industrial sector and steady gains in tourism over this 10-year period.
The annual balance of payments surplus has averaged $188 million since
1985 (Diamond and Diamond, 1998, 13).

The Bank of Maritius, established in 1967, plays a strong role in the
economy, both in current and future planning (15). The country currency
is the Mauritian rupee, which is divided into 100 cents. The average
exchange rate in 1997 was U.S.$1 to 20.56 rupees (Economist Intelligence
Unit, 1999). Since suspension of the Exchange Control Act in 1993, for-
eign exchanges do not require Bank of Maritius approval (Ernst &
Young, 1999g). The Stock Exchange of Mauritius Limited began opera-
tions in 1989. By 1998 there were 39 listed companies with total market
capitalization of U.S.$1.5 billion (Eland Systems Limited, 1998).

The legal system of Mauritius is a hybrid from English and French
systems of law (Attorneys Taxplanning Companies Trusts, 1998). The
English procedures are used in the civil and criminal law, while the
French Napoleonic Code is followed for substantial laws of the country.
Companies’ laws are patterned after their U.K. equivalents. The Mauri-
tius populace is largely bilingual, speaking English and French (1998).

The Companies Act of 1984 permits domestic partnerships, branches
of foreign companies and the incorporation of public companies or pri-
vate companies. Companies may have liability limited by shares, by
guarantee or both. It is also possible to form a Mauritius company with
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unlimited liability. The provisions of the Companies Act of 1984 apply
to offshore companies as well as resident. However, the 1984 law is mod-
ified by provisions passed in the 1992 Offshore Business Activities Act
and the 1994 International Companies Act. All forms of business may be
granted a Mauritius Offshore Certificate that allows them to operate as
offshore companies.

The Baltic Banking Group in its report on tax havens (1998) believes
that Mauritius has good tax haven investments at inexpensive cost.
Mauritius companies may, as noted above, be formed under the Inter-
national Companies Act of 1994, which provides complete tax exemp-
tion. Shares in such corporations may be no par, and the shares may be
issued to bearer. The government does not require that information be
filed before granting corporate or exempt status. Information is not avail-
able to the public about exempt companies. Companies must have a
registered office and designate a representative who must keep required
documentation at his office. Mauritius has a number of double taxation
treaties. The double taxation treaties are available for companies that are
formed under the Business Activities Act of 1992 (1998).

A private international company (IC) must not have capital exceeding
$1 million. The beneficial owners must be non-residents. The IC must
operate only outside of Mauritius (Ernst & Young, 1999g). The private
international company is not permitted to raise funds from the public.
Company information, including beneficial ownership, need not be pub-
licly disclosed. The government does not require that shareholder or di-
rectors meetings be held. If all shareholders sign, an agreement may
restrict the powers and activities of the corporate directors. A company
secretary is optional. Annual financial statements or returns need not be
filed with the government. Shelf company registrations may be used.
Shares may be issued at no par and to bearer (Diamond and Diamond,
1998, 2). Banks and insurance companies may not operate as private
international companies (19)

The public offshore company may raise capital from public offerings.
Beneficial ownership must be disclosed to regulators. Par value regis-
tered shares only may be issued. A Mauritian resident must be appointed
as corporate secretary. Two directors are required, and neither may be
a corporation. Information disclosure at formation is extensive. A com-
plete three-year business plan must show projected cash flows and profit
expectations. Sources of funding, bank references, audited statements for
three years and a business history are included. (21). Annual financial
statements are required by the Mauritius Offshore Business Activities
Authority (MOBAA) (4). Auditors are required to be members of the
Institute of Chartered Accountants of England and Wales, Scotland and
Ireland or of the Institute of Certified Accountants (21).

Both offshore and domestic companies must maintain a registered
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Mauritius office which is publicly open for four hours each business day.
Company books and publicly available registers of officers, shareholders
and debenture holders must be kept at this registered office. For either
the IC or the public offshore company only one shareholder is required
at formation. In the case of the IC this shareholder is required to be a
Mauritius registered agent (18).

The Trust Act of 1992, as modified by the Income Tax Act of 1995 and
the Finance Act of 1996, permits the establishment of a variety of trusts,
both resident and offshore. Trusts may be created by oral declaration,
written instrument, a will or codicil. Creators of trusts may designate a
protector and may file in written form their wishes. Trust instruments
may state that the trust is revocable; otherwise, established trusts become
irrevocable. Two trustees need to be appointed by the creator to manage
the trust, one of whom is either resident in Mauritius, is an offshore bank
or is an MOBAA-approved offshore company. Trustees must file a trust
declaration with the MOBAA which need not disclose the beneficiaries
or the settler unless they are residents in Mauritius. Beneficiaries do,
however, have to be identifiable by name, class or relationship. The set-
tler can retain control over the trust by establishing a private trust cor-
poration that can be the trustee (4).

Unlike many offshore centers, an offshore bank in Mauritius may be
qualified to do business both offshore and in the domestic economy.
Such banking companies must be well qualified. Among many other
requirements, banks must file annual audited financial statements with
the Central Bank that must also be publicly published (8).

There are no withholding taxes required in Mauritius. Taxable incomes
of both resident and foreign branches are in general computed in accor-
dance with generally accepted accounting principles. Provisions are not
allowed. Inventory valuation may be at cost, market or replacement val-
ues. Depreciation is allowable for long-term fixed assets at rates estab-
lished by the government. An investment allowance may be taken in the
first year of assets service as well. There is no carry back of losses, but
they may be carried forward at any amount over an indefinite future
(Ernst & Young, 1999g).

SEYCHELLES

The Seychelles system of justice is founded on English Common Law,
French civil law and customary law. The country has a court of appeal
and a supreme court. The legislature is unicameral with 22 elected mem-
bers and 12 awarded seats distributed among the political parties based
on each party’s share of the votes garnered in the election of the legis-
lature (ABC Country Book of Seychelles, 1999).

The unit of currency is the Seychelles rupee (SR), which is divided into
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100 cents. The rupee exchange rate uses a weighted basket of eight cur-
rencies which, it is thought, better represent the country’s trading part-
ners (Economist Intelligence Unit, 1998, 59). There are no foreign
exchange controls, and disclosure of foreign currency transactions is not
required. Funds may be freely transferred worldwide in any nation’s
currency. Bank accounts may be kept in any currency (Diamond and
Diamond, 1998, 16). Any nation’s currency may be used to invoice trans-
actions. Importing does not require a government license. Export pro-
ceeds must be deposited in an authorized bank (22).

Since independence in 1979, the government has been deeply involved
in control of and ownership in the economy. The Ministry of Planning
and Development details continuous five-year development plans, which
are updated yearly. Economic and budget policy is the province of the
Ministry of Finance. The Monetary Authority administers the money
supply and bank system. While local branches of foreign banks operate
in the Seychelles domestic market, the government owns the two local
banks: the Development Bank of Seychelles and the Seychelles Savings
Bank. The Development Bank is charged with funding developmental
projects. The Seychelles Savings Bank operates savings and current bank
accounts (Library of Congress, 1994b).

The first parastatal company began operation in 1979. By 1988 the
number of parastatal companies had expanded to 35. The Library of
Congress in its country study reported that in 1991 the government em-
ployed 38 percent of the labor force. Parastatals employed 26 percent,
leaving 36 percent in the private sector. In recent years the government
seems to be moving toward an increase in the private sector of the econ-
omy through privatization (1994b).

The Companies Act of 1972 applies to local business units that carry
on business in and are resident in Seychelles. The normal tax schedule
applies to the Seychelles income of these units (Diamond and Diamond,
1998, 3). Legislation permitting offshore companies, offshore trusts and
international trade zone companies was enacted in December 1994. Such
international companies may not do business in the domestic economy
of Seychelles. The Seychelles laws are similar to offshore laws in the
Bahamas and the British Virgin Islands (Seychelles, 1998).

The Seychelles International Business Authority was created to admin-
ister most aspects pertaining to offshore businesses. Companies seeking
to operate as Seychelles offshore units must file with the authority’s reg-
istrar. Formation of an offshore company can be made only through a
registered agent, and the certificate of incorporation may only be issued
to a registered agent. The authority’s registrar unit is said to be efficient.
The registrar maintains offices in the United States and the United King-
dom, through which incorporations may be carried out. Corporate
names are approved in minutes through an automated process. Appli-
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cations for incorporation filed with the registrar must include memoran-
dums and articles of association. Approval is usually granted with two
hours of filing (1998).

Formation of an international business company requires only one
shareholder. And there need be only one director. There is no minimum
capital requirement. Shares may be issued to bearer. Beneficial owner-
ship need not be revealed. There are no requirements to file accounting
statements with the government. The law guarantees confidentiality.
Any civil legal proceedings involving an international business company
are dealt with in judicial chambers (1998).

For the international business company no taxes are levied in Sey-
chelles. The amount of the initial annual licensing fees will remain the
same for the life of the international business company, shielding the
company from any future increases which may be made (1998). Recent
changes in the laws pertaining to banks and insurance companies have
added provisions to license offshore banks and offshore insurance-
related companies.

Seychelles recognizes international trusts as enforceable and valid. Set-
ting up an international trust in Seychelles must be handled through a
licensed trustee. There were two licensed trustees in 1998. Only non-
residents of Seychelles are eligible to form a trust. The law that the settler
chooses to govern the trust holds valid, whether the choice was declared
or implied (1998).

Settlers may name themselves or the trustee as trust beneficiary. Nei-
ther the name of the settler nor beneficiary need be disclosed. Secrecy is
protected in that the law prohibits information about an international
trust from being disclosed, except for cases of drug or arms trafficking
and money laundering. And even in these cases, disclosure may be made
only by an injunction from the Seychelles supreme court upon the ap-
plication of the Seychelles attorney general (1998).

The trust is protected against invalidation based on any claims of heirs
under foreign laws or rules designed to force heirship. The Seychelles
trust may own bank accounts in Seychelles. Corporate shares may also
be owned and traded by the trust. A trust may, however, not involve
land within Seychelles. There are no limits on accumulation of income
within the trust (1998).

The Business Tax Act governs corporate income tax in Seychelles. The
financial statements of a company prepared under generally accepted
accounting principles must be modified as specified in the tax law to
compute taxable income. Any interest received from financial institutions
is exempt from taxation. Rental income from residences is not taxed. All
business expenses incurred to earn taxable income may be deducted. The
inventory methods that are acceptable for tax purposes are the lower of
cost or market value, or the replacement value. Any provisions made for
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financial statement purposes are not included in the tax report (Ernst &
Young, 1999h).

Depreciation rates are specified in the tax law by category of asset.
Accelerated depreciation may be elected for any class of assets. The elec-
tion must be made by the due date of the tax return and remains in
effect for the life of the specified asset class. In any year a full year’s
depreciation may be taken in the year of acquisition for assets acquired
before June 30. For assets purchased after June 30 depreciation is taken
on a pro rata basis for the time owned. With the exception of expendi-
tures for buildings, expenditures made for capital assets of up to SR5,000
may be deducted in full in the year purchased (1999h).

There are no carry backs for tax losses. Tax losses may be carried
forward for five-years. Depreciation which is included in the prior period
losses may be carried forward indefinitely if income in the five-year
period is not sufficient to absorb the total of such depreciation. Every
company must submit an individual tax return and pay taxes accord-
ingly. Consolidated tax returns are not permitted (1999h).

SINGAPORE

Singapore has a total land area of 626 square kilometers. A causeway
links Singapore to Malaysia. The climate is tropical, moderated by the
sea. A United Kingdom Crown Colony from 1946, Singapore became
separate and independent in 1965 with a legal system based in English
Common Law and a parliamentary system. The government has been
stable since established (Price Waterhouse Coopers, 1999, Chapter 1).

The multiracial population approximated 2.9 million in 1995, consist-
ing of about 78 percent Chinese, 14 percent Malay and 7 percent Indian.
Population density is 4,535 persons per square kilometer. A successful
public housing program has resulted in modern housing for about 87
percent of the population. Healthcare is also operating at a high level,
with both public and private medical sectors contributing to a high stan-
dard of healthcare services. While a number of languages are spoken,
Malay is the national language. English is used for administration and
predominates in business (Chapter 1).

Singapore has grown economically at a high rate during the last two
decades. Per capita GNP in 1995 was S.$34,459, which was a 10-fold
increase over GNP in 1970. The important sectors of the economy consist
of financial and business services, which provide 28 percent of the GDP,
manufacturing, 25 percent and commerce, 17 percent. The nation is
highly dependent upon foreign trade. The financial and business services
sector and the manufacturing sector are seen as the growth areas in the
future. However, the transport and communications sectors have been
steadily increasing as a part of GDP.
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The Singapore dollar, which is divided into 100 cents, floats against a
trade-weighted basket of Singapore’s major trading partner currencies.
In 1996 the Singapore dollar was equated to U.S.$1.409 (Price Water-
house Coopers, 1999, Chapter 1).

The economy is based on free enterprise. Foreign investors are wel-
come. There are no restrictions on foreign ownership of businesses or
employment of foreign expertise. Capital may be imported and profits
repatriated without restriction. In fact, the economy is dominated by
foreign investors. Government-owned enterprises remain a significant
force in the economy. The government of Singapore has set a policy to
divest public ownership of business organizations (Chapter 2).

The government policy is to continue to develop an external economy
by promoting overseas investments by local companies and multina-
tional companies based in Singapore. Government policy also seeks to
increase Singapore’s regional presence and business. Six free-trade zones
and a freeport, which have virtually no import or export duties, are
operating as an international manufacturing and trading center (Chapter
8). An international financial center is encouraged by a number of incen-
tives. The Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN), of which
Singapore is a member, is working toward an ASEAN Free Trade Area
by 2003 through progressive tariff reductions to nil and the elimination
of quotas and other nontariff barriers to trade (Chapter 6).

Business enterprises are commonly formed under the Companies Act
and are permitted to take the legal form of a sole proprietorship, general
or limited partnership, joint venture, branch of a foreign company or a
company. Specific industries are regulated under a number of Singapore
statutes: Banking Act, Insurance Act, Securities Industry Act, Finance
Companies Act and Futures Trading Act (Chapter 9).

A sole proprietor or a partnership may engage in nearly any business.
Such businesses must register with the Registry of Companies and Busi-
nesses. Should the business be a foreign corporation, a local citizen or
permanent resident must be named as manager to take responsibility for
the business and assume the liabilities of the owner of the business.

General partnerships may have individuals or companies as partners.
Partners need not be resident in Singapore. No more than 20 persons
may be included in the partnership. Partners are jointly liable for the
obligations of the partnership, even from personal assets. Although not
required for a general partnership, a written partnership agreement is
common to set forth rights and obligations. A written agreement must
be drawn up for a limited partnership, however, which specifically pro-
vides for at least one partner to retain unlimited liability for partnership
obligations. This kind of limited partnership is rare in Singapore (Chap-
ter 9).

A joint venture may be undertaken by either an incorporated or un-
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incorporated entity. The corporate form is commonly used where a long-
term relationship is planned. If the joint venture is not expected to be
ongoing, the partnership form is commonly used.

A representative office of a foreign company may be established in
Singapore. Such an office may promote or carry on liaison in the foreign
company’s interest, but it may not carry on any other business. The rep-
resentative office must register with the Trade Development Board or
with other appropriate authorities, depending upon the nature of the
business involved. Accounting records and tax returns are not ordinarily
required (Chapter 9).

Foreign companies may establish branch operations in Singapore by
filing proper documents with the registrar of companies. Upon satisfac-
tory completion of the filings, the registrar issues a certificate of regis-
tration. A registered office in Singapore is required where the company
must exhibit its name and place of incorporation. Such information is
required on letterhead, billheads and other official publications.

Each such branch of a foreign corporation must name at least two
natural persons who are resident to act as agents for the company. These
agents are personally responsible for acts of the foreign branch in Sin-
gapore. The branch must file annual reports with the registrar that con-
sist of the certified true copies of parent company financial statements,
together with copies of all documents that the parent must file in its
home country and certified true copies of the branch financial statements.
These documents must be audited. The audit may be conducted by an
auditor qualified in the parent company’s home country (Chapter 9).

The registrar of companies in the Ministry of Finance administers the
companies and securities acts of Singapore (David Tong, 1993, 25). Public
or private companies may be formed. For private companies there may
be no more than 50 shareholders. The rights of transferring ownership
may be limited (84). Prior to offering securities for public sale, a pro-
spectus must be prepared and submitted to the registrar.

A business may be incorporated in several alternate forms. It may be
a limited liability company that is limited by shares or by guarantee. Or
a company may be formed in Singapore that has unlimited liability. The
business form most used is a company limited by shares. The remaining
two forms of business are used almost exclusively by trade associations
or professional organizations (Price Waterhouse Coopers, 1999, Chapter
9).

A company may be formed as either a private or a public corporation.
A private company must not sell its securities to the public at large.
Shareholders may be no more than 50 in number, and share transfer
rights may be restricted. Should a private company have 20 or fewer
shareholders, it is considered an exempt private company The exempt
private company may not be owned by another corporation. Under the
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Company Act an exempt company does not have to file copies of its
accounts with the registrar of companies to be made available to the
public, nor do the restrictions on company loans to directors apply to
the exempt private company (Chapter 9).

A public company will, by definition, hold its securities for public sale.
The registration requirements for such public sale must be properly filed
with the registrar of companies, including a prospectus detailing com-
pany affairs.

Two or more people can undertake incorporation under the Singapore
Companies Act by completing the formation procedures and subscribing
to at least one share each. A proposed name for the company is first filed
for two months with the registrar of companies. Next, a memorandum
of association or articles of incorporation with bylaws is filed with the
registrar. The act provides standard articles which may be used in lieu
of being individually prepared. The registrar will issue a certificate of
incorporation when all requirements are satisfied (Chapter 9).

Foreigners may wholly own corporate shares or debentures. A mini-
mum of two registered shares with a par or nominal value must be
issued. A maximum for the number of shareholders has not been set.
Bearer shares are not permitted. Issued capital may not exceed author-
ized capital. No par shares are not authorized for use. After incorpora-
tion, another corporation may be the sole shareholder.

Common or ordinary shares, preferred shares and redeemable pre-
ferred shares may be issued. Convertible securities are authorized. Com-
panies may increase capital shares by vote of shareholders, but to reduce
capital requires the approval of the court. Premiums may be paid on
capital shares, but a discount needs court approval. In general a com-
pany may not purchase its own shares for treasury stock. Transfer of a
public company’s stock is almost always without restriction. Liability of
shareholders is only for par value of purchased or subscribed shares
(Chapter 9).

A company must have two or more directors, of whom one must be
resident in Singapore. Corporations may not be directors of other cor-
porations. Directors are not required by statute to own shares, although
such a requirement may be placed in the bylaws. A statutory meeting of
shareholders is required at company formation for the shareholders to
receive a statutory report for the incorporators. An annual general meet-
ing of shareholders of a public company is required at which the annual
report on accounts is approved, declaration of dividends is made and
directors and company auditors are elected. This meeting may be held
anywhere. Directors meet as necessary. Dividends, by statute, may only
be paid from profits. The Company Act sets forth winding up rules for
dissolution of companies (Chapter 9).

Each company must keep a registered Singapore office where statutory
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records are on file. Accounting books and records must support an an-
nual return filed with the registrar of companies. All solvent companies,
except exempt companies, must file annual audited financial statements
and a report of the directors (Chapter 9). Auditors must be independent
of the company and are required to be approved company auditors un-
der the Company Act. In practice only certified public accountants are
appointed as company auditors. Such auditors must meet statutory re-
quirements in the Code of Professional Conduct and Ethics for certified
public accountants (Chapter 11).

The primary legislation for the accounting profession is the Singapore
Accountants Act of 1987, which views accountants as practicing or non-
practicing. Nonpracticing accountants are employed in industry, govern-
ment or public accountants. Coopers & Lybrand reported that in 1991,
637 public accountants were practicing in Singapore, which was about 9
percent of the total accounting profession. The Institute of Public Ac-
countants of Singapore was established by the 1987 act and was given
the authority to develop and promulgate audit and accounting standards
in Singapore (Coopers & Lybrand, 1991, 61).

The Public Accountants Board was also established with the respon-
sibility to register and oversee accountants (David Tong, 1993). To be
registered as a public accountant applicants must complete a professional
examination, have required amounts of experience, complete preregis-
tration courses and must have demonstrated proficiency in local laws (2,
7).

Company accountants must be independent of audit clients as re-
quired by the Accountants Act and by the institute’s rules. Accountants
may offer their services to the public as sole proprietors or in partner-
ships. A wide range of services are offered by public accountants: au-
diting, accounting, tax, liquidation of companies, corporate secretarial
services and business advisory services (Price Waterhouse, 1993, 98).

International Auditing Standards adapted as needed for local condi-
tions have been adopted by the institute. For all practical purposes the
audit standards are similar to those used in the United States. The au-
ditor’s report on the financial statements essentially follows the British
standards by reporting on whether or not the financial statements pres-
ent a true and fair view. In addition, reports must be made to the com-
pany audit committee on the auditor’s review of internal control within
the company and on compliance with requirements of the Company Act.
Should the auditor note deficiencies that have not been adequately ad-
dressed by the company, a report must be made to the registrar of com-
panies. Should the auditor find serious fraud or dishonesty, a report
must be made to the minister of finance. Under the Company Act, the
auditors are provided with access at all times to company records and
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the right to be unobstructed in the conduct and completion of the audit
(David Tong, 1993, 9).

The institute has promulgated Statements of Accounting Standards,
which must be used for financial statements. These adopt the Interna-
tional Accounting Standards Committee’s International Accounting Stan-
dards. A series, Statements of Recommended Accounting Practice, is also
issued by the institute that may be used. Generally accepted accounting
principles of other countries are also used when Singapore’s prescribed
procedures are silent (9).

There are a number of differences between accounting practices and
principles in the United States and Singapore. For example, real property
is permitted to be valued upward for appraisal values above cost. The
costs of interest on long-term construction projects are expenses rather
than added to cost of the asset. Affiliated companies that are controlled
by a parent company are not consolidated where such control is intended
to be temporary (70). Discontinued business segments are not separately
reported (80).

VANUATU

Vanuatu was administered from 1906 to 1980, as a joint Anglo-French
condominium under its former name New Hebrides. As discussed else-
where in this volume, independence was achieved in 1980, when a
democratic government with a single-chamber, 46-member parliament
was elected. The nation is now a Commonwealth of Nations and United
Nations member country. English Common Law is the basis for the legal
system as is the Company Act, which governs the nation’s business
(Price Waterhouse, 1992b, 2).

Over 40 languages are in use. Bislama, an offshoot from English, is the
official national language. English and French are both in wide use. The
climate is tropical to subtropical (3). Agriculture is the principle eco-
nomic sector, where about four-fifths of the population is employed.
Services are becoming more important, increasing rapidly in recent
years. Offshore banking and finance, tourism and flag-of-convenience
shipping all are growing sectors (4).

The offshore financial center is large and active. The country is a pure
tax haven where no personal or corporate income tax, estate tax, gift tax
or capital gains tax are levied against residents or non-residents. There
are no exchange controls. The secrecy laws are extensive. Vanuatu has
no tax treaties with other countries (5).

Businesses may be formed as sole proprietorships, partnerships, trusts,
joint ventures and companies. The first two forms, proprietorships and
partnerships, do not have any form of limited liability for their business
obligations. Owners have unlimited liability. Neither a partnership nor
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a proprietorship need be registered with a government agency unless
the name of the business is not the name of the owners. In this case
registering the business name with the registrar of companies (42) must
follow the Business Names Act. Joint ventures do not require a separate
form of business but rather operate as one of the other acceptable forms
of business listed above.

In using the trust form or business organization, the legal ownership
of assets may be transferred by means of a trust deed to a trustee for the
trust beneficiaries. This form may be used to carry on finance and busi-
ness activities. Filing with a government agency is not required, nor need
the results of administering the trust be reported to a government agency
(45).

The Company Act allows three classes of incorporations: local, over-
seas and exempted. Such entities may be either public or private. There
must be at least seven shareholders for a public company, with at least
two directors. The number of shareholders needed to form private com-
pany is at least two. There may be no more than 50 shareholders in a
private company. The minimum number of directors for a private com-
pany is one. Should the private company be wholly owned by another
corporation, then one shareholder only is permitted.

A local company, after obtaining a business license from the minister
of finance, may do business in the domestic economy. Reports and re-
lated materials must be filed appropriately with the registrar of com-
panies. Such filings are open for public inspection, including the identity
of the company’s beneficial ownership (42).

An overseas company may be formed to do business outside of Va-
nuatu. A permit to carry on such business must be obtained from the
minister of finance by filing articles of incorporation and all related ma-
terials. Two residents of Vanuatu need to act as agents for the overseas
company in Vanuatu (38). Annual reports on the accounts must be filed
with the registrar of companies but need not be audited (42).

Exempted companies are permitted to do business only outside of Va-
nuatu, but such offshore business activities may be directed from within
the country. A registered office must be maintained by the company in
Vanuatu. At least one shareholder is mandated. There must also be one
director and a company secretary. At least one shareholder meeting per
year must be held in Vanuatu. All of the exempted corporation’s official
filings and documentation is barred from being publicly disclosed. This
includes barring any court proceedings of the company or company af-
fairs from public disclosure. The exempted company must file an annual
report with the registrar of companies. There are no audit requirements
(39).

Adequate books of account with related records must be kept by all
companies in order that true and fair financial statements are prepared.
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Such records should be maintained at the company’s registered office in
Vanuatu. Both local private companies with sales that exceed VT2 mil-
lion and all public companies must appoint auditors. Such appointments
must be made by shareholders at the annual meeting. All companies that
hold licenses under the banking, trusts or insurance regulations must
appoint auditors. This requirement includes the exempt companies that
hold licenses for banking, trust or insurance activity (40).

Auditors for all local companies are simply required to have a valid
business license in the same manner as all Vanuatu businesses under the
Business Licenses Act. There are no other preparation or professional
requirements, nor does Vanuatu have locally promulgated auditing stan-
dards. Although not legally required, auditors commonly adhere to the
International Auditing Guidelines. Likewise, Vanuatu authorities have
not promulgated accounting standards.

Accountants in public practice in Vanuatu are usually members of the
Institute of Chartered Accountants in Australia or the New Zealand So-
ciety of Accountants. The Australian organization appears to be domi-
nant. The basis for financial statements, reporting and disclosure tend to
follow the pronouncements of the organization in which the particular
public accountant holds membership. This is permissible as long as all
of the requirements of the Company Act have also been upheld. Some
accounting firms use the International Accounting Standards Committee
pronouncements when accounting principles from a particular country
are not required (53).
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Implications for Growth
and Change





Chapter 10

Offshore Financial Centers,
Accounting Services and the

Global Economy

This volume has reviewed the role of major accounting firms in a selec-
tion of jurisdictions that are recognized as offshore financial centers or
are moving in that direction. The purpose has been to better understand
what such firms can hope to accomplish in such settings. In choosing
from the plethora of actual or would-be centers, the presence of active
accounting firms has been a factor, since it is known that the firms have
been locating their outlets or offices internationally so as to best serve
their international clients.

In the view of the current authors, major international accounting
firms and presumably other major international purveyors of business
and economic support services have much to offer clients, both public
and private. Beyond such direct impacts facilitative services can be ex-
pected to have positive influences upon the global economy as well as
upon the jurisdictions that house them. Of course, offshore service cen-
ters have been recognized as impacting the global scene. In the present
context it is also time to consider the impact of the services housed upon
their host jurisdictions as well as to consider whether or not small econ-
omies can or should opt for material betterment by seeking to become
offshore business or financial centers and hosts to various business serv-
ice purveyors such as the major accounting firms. The concerns referred
to here will be considered in the context of the groupings of offshore
financial centers that have been the focus of this volume.

WESTERN HEMISPHERE LOCATIONS

When one speaks of offshore financial centers in the New World, the
focus turns almost instinctively to the Caribbean Basin region. As men-
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tioned earlier (Chapter 4) that region could almost be considered to be
an impacted area. Many of its small jurisdictions have been or are at-
tempting to become offshore financial centers. In its discussion of the
area the present volume has been selective rather than all inclusive.

Among jurisdictions discussed, the Bahamas and the Cayman Islands
stand out as harboring major concentrations of international banking ac-
tivities. Bermuda has gained recognition as a host for captive insurance
operations. Antigua and Barbuda are moving towards expanding their
involvements in offshore endeavors, as is Barbados.

Although independent from Great Britain since 1981, Antigua and Bar-
buda as a nation has adopted British Common Law. That legal frame-
work, together with various other traditions dating from colonial days,
has set the stage for successful forays into offshore activities as a work-
able component of the nation’s development strategy. Such a strategy
includes a state-of-the-art transportation and communications infrastruc-
ture and a literate labor force. Beyond such matters the government’s
resolve to create an environment receptive and encouraging to interna-
tional business is also an important factor. Indeed, the government has
worked with the private sector to improve the climate for offshore bank-
ing and corporate endeavors by introducing helpful legislation (Chapter
4). Beyond such initiatives, as mentioned earlier (Chapter 4), ‘‘first rate
professional services are widely available, including banking, law, ac-
counting and management resources’’ (Netforce Group Plc, 1998, 1).

KPMG is among the major international accounting firms active in
Antigua and Barbuda, where it offers an extensive menu of corporate
services. Included in its offerings are professional services relating to the
establishment, maintenance, administration and cessation of business en-
tities (KPMG, 1997b, 1). The firm’s services related to the establishment
of businesses are extensive. In the maintenance area KPMG can maintain
a registered office and corporate records and can supply corporate sec-
retarial, advisory and compliance services (2).

With regard to administration, the firm can arrange for relocation sup-
port and for staff recruitment and orientation and can also supply a
business or mailing address (2). It can also arrange for the banking of
funds received and for the payment of creditors and can also arrange
for the maintenance of company correspondence, taxes and telephone
calls (2). Beyond such matters it can arrange for the preparation of pe-
riodic statements concerning cash movements, assets and liabilities and
the receipt of various forms of income.

Its traditional auditing and accounting services are performed by pro-
fessionals with extensive knowledge of national, regional and interna-
tional markets as well as expertise in risk analysis (1997c, 1). It conducts
audits and reviews vis-à-vis various business operations and can also
perform compliance reviews. The firm can also help in developing in-
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ternal audit departments and stands ready to train both management
and employees in issues relating to finance and accounting (1). KPMG
also offers a broad menu of tax services in Antigua and Barbuda.

Another major firm active in the country is Price Waterhouse Coopers.
Prior to its merger with Coopers & Lybrand, Price Waterhouse dealt in
various services in Antigua and Barbuda. Included were auditing, ac-
counting, tax, management consulting and corporate secretarial and trus-
tee services (Price Waterhouse, 1991a, 100).

Clearly, the availability of such services as those offered by KPMG and
Price Waterhouse would make Antigua and Barbuda much more attrac-
tive to international business operations. The services in question seem
capable of significant contributions to the nation’s domestic economy as
well.

As an offshore financial center, the Bahamas occupies a rather prom-
inent position among such jurisdictions in the Western Hemisphere. In
1998 financial services accounted for roughly 11 percent of the nation’s
GDP (Internet Bahamas Ltd., 1998, 2). Legislation was passed in 1990
designed to enhance the nation’s position as a trading and financial cen-
ter. In 1993 it was reported as boasting 415 licensed banks and trust
companies, not to mention five retail banks (1998, 1, 2).

Among major accounting firms active in the country was Price Wa-
terhouse, which offered ‘‘traditional accounting and auditing services as
well as management and financial consulting services both domestically
and internationally’’ (McKee, Garner and AbuAmara McKee, 1998, 35).
That firm was serving smaller clients, nonprofit organizations, individ-
uals and government agencies (Price Waterhouse, 1992a, 119).

That firm offered a wide range of business services, including assis-
tance in developing corporate plans and strategies and in choosing com-
puter systems. It was also active in offering assistance with financial
restructuring as well as with mergers and acquisitions. It stood prepared
to offer investment and trade advisory services and advisory services to
government, including help in the privatization area (120–121). It was
able to carry out organization and personnel management studies and
could assist with recruitment of managerial and staff personnel. The firm
was also equipped to perform evaluation and compensation studies to
assist with employee development and training. Its offerings were sug-
gestive of the extent of possible activities on the part of major accounting
firms in a setting like the Bahamas.

Barbados is yet another Caribbean jurisdiction moving towards an ex-
pansion in the hosting of offshore financial activities. During the 1990s
that nation has entered a restructuring process which has included a
phased removal of restrictions on financial markets, the dismantling of
price controls and import licensing, comprehensive tax reforms, trade
liberalization and privatization (Arthur, 1997, 85). The nation has also
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been introducing other measures to boost competitiveness and empha-
size productivity (85).

Arthur identified the intent to adopt ‘‘an open outward looking export
oriented approach to the management of . . . economic affairs’’ (85). He
indicated that efforts were being made to turn the nation into a dynamic,
open and outward-oriented modern competitive economy, able to sus-
tain itself and prosper due to its response to stimuli and its acceptance
of drastic far-reaching changes across the board (87).

KPMG is a major accounting firm which has been very active in Bar-
bados. Among facilitative services offered by that firm are assurance and
accounting services, consulting services, corporate and financial services
and tax services. The firm stands ready to advise on organizational and
market issues and on information technology (1997b). It is also able to
train management and employees vis-à-vis financial and accounting mat-
ters and can assist in preparing share offers, prospectuses and company
information for the placement of shares (1997b).

The firm can help in improving efficiency with respect to customer
demand by enhancing internal systems and processes in order to cut
costs, improve quality and reduce cycle time (1997c, 1). It is also able to
assist with the application of technologies with an eye to maximizing
operational and financial efficiency.

KPMG also provides financial advisory and financial management
services and can deal with strategy, privatization and economic impacts
and policy advice (1997c, 1). The firm also deals with resource and op-
erations management, human resource management and the manage-
ment of change (1997c, 1–2). It can help with information technology,
strategy and architecture, which involves the alignment of technology
and business goals, as well as systems selection and implementation.
Among enabling technologies are such things as technology and infor-
mation risk management and emerging technologies, including group-
ware, data warehousing and business intelligence (1997c, 2). The firm
also has an active service base in matters relating to taxation. In the
corporate sphere the intent is to assist with corporate objectives while
minimizing tax burdens.

Deloitte & Touche has also been active in Barbados. It has been making
contributions in the nation’s offshore financial sector, where it professes
to have been ‘‘a leader in attracting overseas investors who have formed
international business companies, exempt insurance companies, offshore
banks and foreign sales corporations’’ (Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Inter-
national, 1996b). It is prepared to assist clients with incorporation, the
generation of corporate directors, fiduciary administration and operating
support (1996b).

Price Waterhouse was also active in Barbados. ‘‘Its clients include busi-
nesses of all forms and sizes, government agencies, nonprofit organiza-
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tions, and individuals, and it is organized so that decisions affecting
clients are made by partners, who have full professional authority’’
(1994, 120). The firm claimed notable experience in services to hospitality,
manufacturing, banking, insurance, construction and service industries
(120–121). Such assistance was provided to both onshore businesses and
offshore investments (121). It offered ‘‘corporate administration in sup-
port of offshore companies, including acting as local agent and dealing
with staff supervision, reinvoicing and banking needs’’ (121). It assisted
with executive recruitment and offered advice on all aspects of offshore
business. It also helped with insolvency and deals in trustee and trust
administration services. Beyond such matters it arranged the incorpo-
ration of companies, offer corporate secretarial services and general busi-
ness advisory services (121).

Although Bermuda is often thought of as an upscale tourism desti-
nation, the international business industry has exceeded tourism as that
jurisdiction’s biggest revenue producer (Forbes’ Bermuda on Line, 1995–
1996a, 1). Included in the international business category are activities
such as captive insurance, reinsurance investment, shipping and other
international companies as well as aircraft and ship registration and leas-
ing, collective investment plans, foreign sales corporations, international
arbitration, trusts, professional services for international business and
intellectual property and software (1).

The activities listed above make up the financial services industry, the
collective name for the ‘‘establishment or incorporation or registration
and servicing in Bermuda of a large number of business-partnerships
and bodies corporate—not owned or operated by Bermudians, falling
within the exempted companies category’’ as well as ‘‘the regulation and
other servicing, on a comprehensive local and international scale, of their
partnership and corporate requirements, as well as those of their prin-
cipals, by a number of highly specialized Bermudian based businesses’’
(2).

The authors referred to above endorse Bermuda as having excellent
communications and telecommunications as well as relationships with
accountants, bankers and law firms (2). They also suggest that in terms
of business dealings, corporate personnel can get just about any type of
work done in Bermuda for affiliates, subsidiaries or parent companies in
the United States, Canada, Europe or any other foreign jurisdiction (3).
The economy has a good base of imported and local professionals and
a well-educated, stable, business-oriented workforce (3).

Bermuda is host to many multinational business organizations includ-
ing 84 of the top Fortune 100. By the end of 1995 Bermuda boasted a
registration list of 8,600 international companies. It was the world’s larg-
est market for captive insurance companies, with some 65 percent of the
worldwide complement of some 2,700 captives (4).
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Ernst & Young is among the major accounting firms operating in Ber-
muda, where it provides assistance in auditing, management consulting
and information services. It also offers actuarial services, tax services,
fund administration and corporate recovery and insolvency (Ernst &
Young Bermuda, 1996). In terms of auditing the firm also conducts re-
views aimed at identifying areas of potential risk. Under the manage-
ment consulting designation the firm deals with business process
reengineering and capacity planning consulting for short-term perform-
ance resolution and long-term system resource planning (1996). The firm
also offers assistance in the planning of computer utilization and infor-
mation technology planning for firms in need of help with their tech-
nology infrastructure (1996).

The firm can also conduct feasibility studies and offers insurance and
reinsurance company appraisals. It supplies financial modeling and re-
porting and is able to conduct strategic and feasibility studies (1996). It
stands ready to help with product development and risk management
and can provide second opinions and conduct dynamic financial analy-
sis. Among other service offerings, the firm can maintain offshore bank
accounts and offshore general ledgers, and can handle subscriptions and
redemptions and communication with existing and potential investors
(1996). It also offers comprehensive corporate recovery and insolvency
services. Indeed, its partners have acted as liquidators to various insur-
ance and reinsurance companies (1996).

KPMG was the first international accounting firm to establish an office
in Bermuda and boasts nine partners and a local staff in excess of 100
(KPMG, 1996) It can advise on accounting and financial management
and matters pertaining to taxation. Indeed, its overall offerings make it
competitive with other major accounting firms operating in Bermuda
and internationally.

Another Caribbean jurisdiction featured in the current volume is the
Cayman Islands. The Cayman Islands enjoy worldwide recognition as
an offshore financial center. Of course, major accounting firms are quite
active there. A good example is Deloitte & Touche, which operates with
four partners and a staff of 40. The firm boasts a client list composed of
overseas individuals and corporations as well as key local businesses in
banking, insurance, the construction of investment funds, real estate,
tourism and transportation (Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu Internatural,
1996b). Beyond the accounting area the firm is active in management
consulting.

EUROPEAN LOCATIONS

The present volume has bypassed Switzerland and various other lo-
cations in mainland Europe in favor of examining various smaller and
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perhaps more recent entrants to the field of offshore finance. Among
jurisdictions chosen were the Channel Islands, the Isle of Man, Cyprus,
Gibraltar and Malta. All of those jurisdictions have had some historical
link to Great Britain, links that still have parts to play in their business
climates.

Jersey and Guernsey in the Channel Islands are both important players
in offshore financial circles. Jersey has been described as having a
‘‘highly sophisticated infrastructure of trust companies, banking services,
accountants, lawyers etc.’’ (Baltic Banking Group, 1998). Guernsey has
been identified as having many companies providing a whole range of
trustee management, financial and corporate planning and administra-
tive services (Rowe, 1990, 34). The services envisioned by Rowe included
international accountants, banks and other organizations and also inde-
pendent specialist corporate administrators (34). The economies of both
Jersey and Guernsey are highly dependent upon financial center activi-
ties (Diamond and Diamond, 1998, 35). Both jurisdictions remain off-
shore with respect to Europe and Great Britain in terms of taxation,
immigration and financial services (35).

Rowe acknowledged that international accountants and banks have
the benefit of global connections but are frequently constrained by ter-
ritorial presence, especially in the face of certain trading and confidential
considerations (1990, 34). He pointed to the inflexibility of large organi-
zations due to internal rules and suggested the advantage of independ-
ent corporate and trust management companies that ‘‘are often able to
offer an unbiased, highly personalized and confidential service to their
personal and corporate clients’’ (34–35). As mentioned earlier (Chapter
5), the type of services alluded to by Rowe can often be provided by
major accounting firms operating in various jurisdictions. Such organi-
zations functioning in Guernsey and Jersey benefit from the stability and
independence of those jurisdictions.

Deloitte & Touche are among international accounting firms active in
the Channel Islands. ‘‘By drawing on world wide resources, we can ad-
vise on the following: preparation of business plans; advice on manage-
ment buy-outs and other transactions; due diligence for acquisitions,
both locally and internationally; advice and assistance for companies
planning UK stock market flotations’’ (Deloitte & Touche, 1999, 2). The
firm encourages its audit teams to service a wide range of clients with
an eye to broadening their experience, thus helping it to offer ‘‘a highly
commercial, risk-focused service’’ (3). The firm is active in forensic ac-
counting, undertaking investigations and valuations. In the investigative
mode it stands ready to trace funds through international bank networks,
while its valuation activities include matrimonial, professional negli-
gence and general commercial disputes (5).

Ernst & Young is another major accounting firm active in the Channel
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Islands, where it has offices in both Guernsey and Jersey. Through its
Guernsey office it offers accountancy services as well as other forms of
assistance such as business consultancy, statutory and secretarial ser-
vices, tax planning and the developing of compliance and business plans
(1998a, 1). It claims to be one of the leading professional service firms in
Jersey (1998a).

In the Isle of Man the financial services sector is the largest subsector
of the economy. That jurisdiction’s banking industry has been seen to be
dominated by branches and subsidiaries of the main British clearing
banks (Baltic Banking Group, 1998). In addition to banking, the island
has a growing insurance sector with 15 life insurance companies (Isle of
Man, 1998). ‘‘There is a vast choice of schemes, policies and services
available . . . including insurance protection, regular savings schemes,
capital investments, pensions, stand alone investment funds, asset man-
agement, offshore personalized portfolio bonds and trusts’’ (1998). The
Isle of Man boasts the first free-trade zone to be established in the British
Isles (Diamond and Diamond, 1998, 37).

Moore Stephens International is a rather large accounting firm active
in the Isle of Man. That firm is a major player internationally and ‘‘can
call upon a detailed understanding of financial matters, whatever they
are—wherever they are’’ (1998a). The firm can provide comprehensive
audit and accounting services and can advise on taxes, business admin-
istration, financial planning and cash flow as well as VAT (1998a).

Pannell Kerr Forster International Association is another accounting
organization active in the Isle of Man. Its management consulting arm
is Pannell Kerr Forster Management Consultants. The firm provides a
wide range of services to both public and private sector clients (Pannell
Kerr Forster, 1996–1998a). Service offerings include ‘‘objective consulting
services . . . in all aspects of project planning and marketing, general ec-
onomic development, organizational services, the use of technology and
financial control’’ (1996–1998a). The firm deals with large public projects
as well as assistance to small private firms. Many of its projects are car-
ried out in cooperation with other specialists such as consulting engi-
neers, architects, planners, agricultural consultants and others (1996–
1998a).

As suggested earlier (Chapter 5), such an interfunctional exposure il-
lustrates how deeply the facilitative activities of such a firm can penetrate
an economy. The organization can assist a variety of business and eco-
nomic activities including healthcare, central and local governments,
large engagements in developing countries, education, financial models
for major projects, information technology and systems, franchising and
private financial initiatives (1996–1998a).

The organization’s role in assisting governmental agencies seems sig-
nificant in as much as it offers ‘‘advice in establishing procedures and
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structures necessary to adapt to a more commercial role and affecting
change, including advice on resource accounting and budgeting . . . and
the private finance initiative’’ (1996–1998b). The organization is also will-
ing to assist local authorities in implementing legislation, particularly the
compulsory tendering regulations recently extended to professional ser-
vices (1996–1998b). As mentioned earlier (Chapter 5), the services in
question seem to pertain to circumstances in the United Kingdom, but
the organization may be able to offer similar services elsewhere.

The Pannell Kerr Forster organization through its global network may
also be a significant player through its involvements in developing
nations, where it advises public and private sector clients on financial
and strategic problems and the lack of managerial skills common to such
locations (1996–1998b). The organization can also advise universities con-
cerning information technology and issues related to information sys-
tems. It can also assist with development and costing methodologies
concerned with teaching and learning in higher education. Beyond such
matters it can provide ‘‘value for money studies to grant maintained and
private secondary schools’’ (1996–1998b).

The organization reviews complex project forecasting and financing
models with an eye to accuracy and reliability. In the area of strategic
and operational consultancy it can help with all aspects affecting per-
formance, profitability improvement, product profitability analysis, cost
reduction, financial feasibility studies and fund raising (1996–1998b). It
is also involved in information technology and computer consultancy. It
appears as though the organization impacts events in the domestic econ-
omy of the Isle of Man, not to mention external constituencies.

Despite having been divided since 1974, Cyprus has done reasonably
well economically and has been described as a high-income service econ-
omy (Wilson, 1992, 4). On the island the Greek Cypriots are seen as the
more successful (Library of Congress, 1991). Since the late 1970s the ser-
vice sector has been the leading component of the Greek Cypriot econ-
omy (1991). Although tourism has been the main cause of service
expansion, the other branches of the service sector such as transportation,
storage, telecommunications, finance, insurance, real estate and business
services have also experienced steady growth (1991).

Another dynamic component of the service sector consists of offshore
enterprises. In assessing the potential of Cyprus with respect to offshore
business, Wilson points to the fact that much offshore business activity
can be carried out through telecommunications (1992, 80). Since most
aspiring offshore centers have telecommunications facilities, he sees
those as offering no distinct advantage to Cyprus (1992, 81). Rather, he
sees interest from offshore companies as stemming from two possible
sources. First of all, he points to Western businesses with strong Middle
Eastern interests that could benefit from establishing a regional head-
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quarters service base or center for coordinating operations (82–83). Sec-
ondly, ‘‘there are companies in the Middle East which can benefit from
carrying out certain activities with a regional or international orientation
from a less regulated or more secure base outside their home country’’
(83).

Wilson suggests that Western enterprises have a regional base geared
to observe and manage ordering and to arrange the shipment of goods
as well as to deal with invoicing and payment (83). According to him,
financial management functions may be considerable and may also ben-
efit from a regional base by client knowledge and quicker market intel-
ligence (83).

The Diamonds, writing about Cyprus, allude to various benefits avail-
able to foreign companies, which include low operating costs, efficient
local clerical workers, excellent communications, a good strategic loca-
tion and legislation based upon English Common Law (1998, 7). How-
ever, they acknowledge that the difficulties between Greece and Turkey
have deterred some investors (7).

Offshore companies are expanding in number on Cyprus, with three-
quarters of the number involved in trading, contracting, investments,
and consulting and management services (7). The Diamonds report that
the government sees the nation as a suitable setting for banks, captive
insurance, holding companies and printing and publishing, in addition
to advertising, marketing, offshore reinvoicing, royalty, trust and em-
ployment companies (7–8). Elsewhere, it has been suggested that ‘‘clear
policies adopted in connection with offshore banking and financial ser-
vices as well as modern legislation . . . on international trusts give Cy-
prus major advantages and total flexibility as an international business
and financial center’’ (Eracleous & Eracleous, 1998a, 3).

The Diamonds describe Cyprus as a major link in Eastern and Western
trade (1998, 8). Architects and engineers are being encouraged to set up
headquarters there for projects in the Middle East and the Arabian Gulf.
The island has also enjoyed an influx of firms fleeing the difficulties in
Beirut, although some of those firms are returning to Lebanon (8). Era-
cleous & Eracleous have described the island as ideal for the establish-
ment of shipping firms (1998a, 6), noting that the country ranks fourth
in the world vis-à-vis ship registrations (3). The Diamonds have identi-
fied the island’s main ports (Limassol and Larnaca) as major container
transshipment centers in the eastern Mediterranean (1998, 35).

Prior to its recent merger with Price Waterhouse, Coopers & Lybrand
saw itself as the largest organization of chartered accountants and man-
agement consultants in Cyprus (1998a). It provided special services to
offshore clients, standing ready to offer services required for the estab-
lishment and management of offshore entities (1998b). Such offerings
included services involving offshore company administration, the open-
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ing and operation of company bank accounts and complete accounting
and financial reporting services, not to mention taxation and audit ser-
vices. The firm offered financial advice on all business concerns and was
ready to assist with getting residence and work permits and locating
office and residential space. Beyond such matters it assisted with exec-
utive search and recruitment and with nominee and trustee services
(1998b).

The firm was very involved in financial and management consulting
(1998c). It also stood ready to assist with project management consulting
(1998f). ‘‘Project management reduces risk by helping to maximize return
on investment, ensuring that the project achieves desired goals and that
those goals correspond to the business objective’’ (1998f).

Price Waterhouse was also very active in Cyprus, where its services
fell into three major categories, which included audit and accountancy,
taxation and management consulting (Price Waterhouse, 1991b, 159). In
addition to the audit requirements in operation in Cyprus, the firm saw
their audits as constructive, cost-effective aids to management (159). Un-
der the management consulting label the firm was offering design and
implementation of accounting systems, feasibility studies, computeriza-
tion, assistance relating to the establishment of businesses and help with
human resource concerns. Clearly the post-merger firm of Price Water-
house Coopers can be expected to be a major influence in the economy
of Cyprus.

Gibraltar, a dependent territory of the United Kingdom, occupies a
historically strategic position on the southern coast of Spain. Although
small in land area and limited in natural resources, its strategic impor-
tance may well be maintained and perhaps even enhanced through off-
shore financial activities. The territory has enjoyed substantial
investments in infrastructure and now boasts ‘‘a wide selection of off-
shore space, warehouses, light industrial areas and residential accom-
modations’’ (Deloitte & Touche, 1998a). The Diamonds have suggested
that the revenues of the territory derive mainly from financial services,
supplies for visiting ships, entrepot trade, tourism, transshipment and a
government-sponsored lottery (1998, 21). Indeed they describe the ter-
ritory as gearing up as an offshore financial center.

Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu International is one of the major accounting
firms active in the territory (1998b). According to the firm, all of its ser-
vices are guided by common global principles that impact the way in
which they perform their tasks (1998c). Their services cover audit and
accountancy, tax, consulting and reconstruction and insolvency. Through
a subsidiary the firm offers offshore services. As mentioned earlier
(Chapter 5), specific offshore service offerings include the incorporation
of Gibraltar-registered companies and the registration of branches of for-
eign companies registered in the territory.
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The final European jurisdiction considered in this volume is Malta, a
small nation composed of three islands in the Mediterranean. Malta is
host to 170 foreign and 230 domestic manufacturers but additional in-
dustrial growth is constrained by serious water and electricity shortages
(Diamond and Diamond, 1998, 20–21). The nation boasts 2,200 registered
offshore companies but is phasing out offshore companies over a nine-
year period in hopes of becoming a financial center for both domestic
and foreign companies with an ‘‘onshore’’ designation (1998, 1). As noted
earlier (Chapter 5), many existing companies are Russian or Eastern Eur-
opean.

Price Waterhouse has been represented in Malta since 1977, providing
a full range of professional services to both national and international
clients (Price Waterhouse, 1991c, 190). ‘‘A significant portion of the prac-
tice is devoted to serving the special needs of foreign multinational com-
panies doing business in Malta, including those operating in the oil and
gas industry’’ (191). Services provided included audit and business ad-
visory, tax, management consulting and offshore services (191).

The merged firm of Price Waterhouse Coopers and other major ac-
counting firms may well be in an advantageous position to facilitate
international business linkages through Malta due to the large comple-
ment of Russian and Eastern European firms located there. Specifics re-
lated to this set of circumstances deserve ongoing observation.

LOCATIONS SELECTED AT LARGE

Since space hardly permits the coverage of each and every actual or
aspiring offshore financial center in existence, it was decided to consider
a selection of centers from various locations in settings that have not
been highlighted in regional coverage. In Chapter 6, six jurisdictions
were discussed. Included were Bahrain and the United Arab Emirates
because of their significance to the Middle East, Mauritius and Seychelles
in the Indian Ocean, and Singapore and Vanuatu from the Asia Pacific
theater of operations. It is hoped that this selection can provide insights
into the real and potential significance of offshore financial centers and
the accounting services available in or through them.

The last quarter of the twentieth century has seen the emergence of
Bahrain as an important financial center in the Arab world. As noted
earlier (Chapter 6), the Diamonds have identified this jurisdiction as
having eclipsed Beirut as the Arab money capital (1998, 1). That status
was supported through the licensing of 50 large banks to become off-
shore banking units and 21 to serve as investment banks. Nugent and
Thomas have alluded to yet another rather important role being adopted
by Bahrain in ‘‘attempting to discern a way to blend the rich traditions
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of the Arab and Islamic cultures indigenous to the Gulf with the values
of urban industrialized Western societies’’ (1985, 5).

Coopers & Lybrand has seen Bahrain as the commercial hub of the
Gulf since it has adjusted its framework to support both investments and
business ventures (1996, 3). The nation enjoys strong international trans-
portation linkages. Indeed, it ‘‘has been the entrepot for the region and
is also a distribution center’’ (McKee, Garner and AbuAmara McKee,
1999, 69). It is seen as one of the most diverse economies of the Gulf,
boasting that area’s largest concentration of manufacturing firms and the
largest community of international bank branches (Arab World Online,
1997a, 1).

As mentioned earlier (Chapter 6), Bahrain has been described as the
Middle East’s preeminent financial hub and as a key player in world
financial and banking services (Arab Net, 1997, 1). Arab Net became even
more explicit describing Bahrain as ‘‘an international and regional inter-
bank money market centered on its offshore banking sector’’ (1). Bahrain
is host to international law firms, insurance companies, certified public
accountants and various consultants (McKee, Garner And AbuAmara
McKee, 1999, 70). According to Arab Net, the presence of such activities
stimulates the appearance of other related financial establishments (1997,
1).

Among various business services available in Bahrain are those offered
by major accounting firms. Coopers & Lybrand was one of the Big Six
active in Bahrain, where it operated as Coopers & Lybrand/Juwad &
Habib & Co. Its service offerings included management consulting, in-
formation technology services and human resource consulting. It also
offered financial services, business assurance, business recovery and in-
solvency, litigation support services and company formation (McKee,
Garner and AbuAmara McKee, 1999, 76). Various major accounting firms
are active in Bahrain and, of course, enhance that jurisdiction’s stature
as an offshore financial and business service center.

The United Arab Emirates share Bahrain’s linkage function between
the Arab world and the global economy. The Emirates boast transpor-
tation and communications linkages that support a range of competitive
offshore financial services. The governments of various Emirates are
seeking investments of expertise and capital (Ernst & Young, 1990, 3).
Free-trade zones have been established and financial reporting require-
ments at both federal and local levels are minimal (3). Beyond
energy-related activities the economy is comprised of utilities, commu-
nications, construction, banking and financial services, manufacturing
projects and tourism (4).

The United Arab Emirates enjoy a significant presence on the part of
major accounting firms. Ernst & Young is quite prominent among such
firms. Although the firm sees its main business in the Middle East as the
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auditing of financial statements (1997b), it does claim to have one of the
world’s largest management consulting practices (1997c). Among con-
sulting services offered by it are business planning and control, financial
planning and control and performance improvement (1997c).

RSM International is another major accounting firm active in the
United Arab Emirates. That organization is well aware of both local and
international issues affecting their clients’ industries and organization
(1998a). Clients vary from startup companies to very large multinational
organizations, many of which are publicly traded (1998a). In the tax area
the firm is experienced in offering extensive services to multinational
firms and can provide export-related services (1998a). RSM International
is very active in consulting, dealing with international business devel-
opment, international information technology, international cash and fi-
nancial management and global human resources (1998).

In the Indian Ocean, Mauritius and Seychelles are listed in some circles
as offshore financial centers. Neither appears to be as active in that re-
gard as do some of the other jurisdictions that have been featured in the
present volume. Nonetheless, they are of interest in the present context
because of their location and because they may be representative of a
new range of rather small jurisdictions opting to host offshore activities
as a means of economic expansion.

The Library of Congress has cited Mauritius as having developed a
rather diverse and prosperous economy (1994a). Some of that success
was attributed to export processing zones (1994a). The same study sug-
gested that the government has planned further economic diversification
for the 1990s, including the development of the country as a center of
offshore banking and financial services (1994a).

Elsewhere, it has been suggested that ‘‘Mauritius provides an ideal
environment for banks, insurance and reinsurance companies, captive
insurance managers, trading companies, ship owners or managers, fund
managers and professionals to conduct their international business’’
(Moonesamy, 1996). Among offshore activities that can be conducted are
banking, insurance and funds management, not to mention international
financial services, operational headquarters and international consul-
tancy services (1996).

Offshore business opportunities also include shipping and ship man-
agement, aircraft financing and leasing, international licensing and fran-
chising and international trading (1996). Beyond those activities are
international data processing and information technology services, off-
shore pension funds, international assets management and international
employment services (1996).

Price Waterhouse Coopers is quite active in Mauritius. Robert Bigug-
non, the firm’s country leader, sees the merged firm as offering enormous
scope and scale in what he terms critically important emerging markets
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as well as a faster deployment of new products and services as the result
of a more efficient management of a larger investment pool (Price Wa-
terhouse Coopers, July 1, 1998).

The merged accounting firm began with a client base of 1,000 com-
panies, and had the intent of providing a full range of business advisory
services to leading national and local companies and public institutions
(July 1, 1998). Intended services include audit, accounting and tax advice
and management, information technology and human resource consult-
ing. The firm also provides financial advisory services, including assis-
tance with mergers and acquisitions, business recovery, project finance
and litigation support (July 1, 1998). The firm in Mauritius also provides
service to Madagascar and Seychelles as well as other islands in the
Indian Ocean and portions of Eastern Africa (July 1, 1998).

Seychelles has also become active in offshore financial activities. The
government has been interested in creating an enabling environment for
business, whether domestic, offshore or international (Seychelles, 1998).
Seychelles has adopted laws similar to those in the Bahamas and the
British Virgin Islands. A freeport and export processing zone have been
established in hopes of attracting economic activity. The country is pro-
moting itself as a serious financial and business hub. As mentioned ear-
lier (Chapter 6), satellite communications, an established banking sector,
together with professional management service companies add support
to the offshore aspirations of the nation. Price Waterhouse Coopers ser-
vice interests in Seychelles through their practice in Mauritius. It remains
to be seen whether Seychelles can become a strong offshore financial
center. Beyond Mauritius it has little regional competition. No doubt the
major accounting firms would have much to contribute if the nation’s
international linkages were to increase.

Singapore has great potential as a major player in the world of inter-
national finance. That nation is a trading and distribution hub for South-
east Asia and is a major transshipment link between the region and the
world at large (State of Hawaii, 1999. 1). The government seeks the de-
velopment of Singapore as an international banking center and wishes
to regionalize local operations in order to counter inherent internal limits
to growth. The nation is seen as ‘‘building upon its traditional strengths
in entrepot trade and shipping, while gradually diversifying into bank-
ing and financial services and other high-value-added sectors’’ (British
Club, 1999).

As referred to earlier, Lessard has suggested that Singapore has trans-
formed itself from a home-based banking center in the 1960s to a regional
center (Chapter 6). Beyond that he suggested that the country has am-
bitions towards becoming an international financial center as well as a
regional or perhaps international capital center (Chapter 6). The latter,
he suggested, ‘‘not only engages in the financing of businesses, but also
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in the management and control of operations, including not only the
creation of entrepreneurial capital, but also strategic roles in corporate
growth and restructuring through joint ventures, alliances, internal ex-
pansion and mergers and acquisitions’’ (1993, 200).

Writing in 1990, Chungsoo Kim and Kihong Kim ranked Singapore as
third in Asia as an international financial center behind Tokyo and Hong
Kong (184). Lessard saw financial dealings as a positive influence in Sin-
gapore. ‘‘Financing of crossborder trade and investment within the
Asian-Pacific region and between that region and the rest of the world,
attracted foreign non-financial corporations into the region’’ (1993, 203).
According to Lessard, large foreign banks followed their customers and
established branch networks (203). He was quite accurate in suggesting
that a foreign bank well established in Singapore could provide contacts,
advice and financial services to domestic clients interested in Asian mar-
kets (203).

As mentioned earlier (Chapter 6), various business service groups by
locating in Singapore might well attract both domestic and foreign busi-
ness clients wishing to operate in the region. Lessard saw seven areas of
growth for the financial sector as reported by the Economic Review Com-
mittee as early as the mid-1980s. Those included risk management, fund
management, capital markets, untested securities market, financial and
commodities futures, financing of third country trading and reinsurance
(203).

According to Bavishi, all of what had been termed as the Big Six ac-
counting firms were active in Singapore in 1991. Beyond those he iden-
tified seven other rather large accounting firms as present (1991,
Appendix B, 19).

A Price Waterhouse manual for Singapore illustrates how extensive
the operations of a major accounting firm can be. In Singapore the firm
was serving ‘‘a large number of major local and international organiza-
tions as well as many smaller clients, public sector entities, non profit
organizations and individuals’’ (1990, 162). The firm was serving an ex-
tensive clientele, which included ‘‘financial institutions, insurance com-
panies and both multinational and local businesses in the industrial,
commercial and service sectors’’ (163). Clearly, a firm with such a diverse
clientele would be capable of generating major impacts in the nation’s
economy and beyond.

Moores Rowland International is another major firm active in Singa-
pore. As mentioned earlier (Chapter 6), MRI has members in every re-
gion of the world equipped to make it easier and more profitable for
clients to engage in international trade. Assistance with business organ-
ization in foreign countries and help with tax structures are among ser-
vices offered. The firm can also help with legal and banking contracts in
foreign locations and with international business information and advice
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on information technology. Beyond such matters the firm offers foreign
market assessments and export strategies (1998a). It seems clear that
what the firm is doing in Singapore should help to enhance the role of
that nation as an offshore financial and business center.

According to Bavishi, various major accounting firms have been active
in Vanuatu. The firm of Moores Rowland has labeled Vanuatu as the
South Pacific’s premier tax haven (1998a, 1). The nation is also an ex-
tremely active financial center with extensive business and financial fa-
cilities (1). Moores Rowland sees the country as a dualistic economy
comprised of a small holder subsistence agricultural sector and a small
monetized sector. The latter is based upon established plantations,
ranches and associated trading, manufacturing, banking and shipping
services, together with the tourist industry (2).

The nation boasts an offshore business and financial center dating from
the 1970s. ‘‘The financial center produces significant government revenue
through business license fees, insurance, banking and trust company li-
censes, annual company registration fees, stamp duties and other small
fees’’ (2). The center also generates foreign exchange through capital
transfers, professional fees and interest (2).

Moores Rowland ‘‘provides accounting, auditing, management and
consulting services to government, offshore clients, local business and
individuals from around the world’’ (1998b, 1). It provides wholesale
company incorporation services to finance, legal and tax guidance pro-
fessionals (1). It sees itself as a central figure in the offshore financial
centers of the Pacific and offers a complete range of professional ac-
counting services as well as various other facilitative business services
(1). It offers banking services via the Pacific Bank Limited. Those services
include offshore bank accounts in any currency, credit card services, mu-
tual funds and portfolio management, not to mention back-to-back fi-
nancing, back-to-back deposits and trusteeships (1). What the firm is
providing through its service menu in Vanuatu speaks to the significance
of major accounting firms in such settings.





Chapter 11

Some Final Reflections

All of the jurisdictions that have been featured in this volume are either
well established as offshore financial centers or are taking steps to en-
courage offshore financial activities. Although they are situated in vari-
ous parts of the world, all have had historical links to Great Britain and
in general have adopted British legal and governmental institutions. All
are very small in terms of population, and thus must rely upon external
sources for the bulk of needed manufactured goods.

Of course, the need to import such significant quantities of finished
goods necessitates exports if trade imbalances are to be avoided. All
small economies face variations of this issue. In the past many solved
their trade imbalances through the export of primary products. This was
the route pursued by various Caribbean jurisdictions, including some
that have been featured in the present volume. Achieving trade balances
and/or material improvements through primary exports has not been
effective, since the prices of primary products have not risen as rapidly
in world markets as have those of manufactured goods, a fact that has
been known by economists for some time (Nurkse, 1967).

If the world’s smallest economies find it difficult to encourage an ex-
pansion of material well-being through primary production for export,
other means must be found. In various larger economies that other
means has taken the form of manufacturing for export. However, that
alternative may not be readily available to the smallest economies due
to constraints revolving around labor and other needed resources.
Among the jurisdictions reviewed in this volume, Singapore may be the
lone exception. As one of the ‘‘Asian Tigers,’’ that nation achieved rather
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impressive progress through manufacturing for export (McKee and Gar-
ner, 1996).

Although secondary pursuits have often been seen as a logical pro-
gression for economies seeking to move beyond a dependence upon pri-
mary products, service industries have also been recognized as potential
generators of employment and foreign exchange. Indeed, it has been
suggested that services that are traded internationally can be a source of
growth and prosperity for smaller economies (Amara, 1994a and 1994b).

Concentrating on a selection of Caribbean jurisdictions, Amara found
that material progress was being achieved through an emphasis on in-
ternational service sectors, notably tourism and offshore finance.
Through concentrating on such activities, various economies in the Car-
ibbean Basin were found to be successfully deemphasizing primary pro-
duction for export, notably plantation crops, in favor of the new service
emphasis. Although there are certainly downside risks in the new em-
phasis, the opportunity costs of moving in that direction seemed slight
since major manufacturing endeavors were hardly viable alternatives.
Thus, Amara concluded that development could be pursued with some
success through the service option in the Caribbean economies that she
investigated.

For the service option to be successful, economies considering it would
require receptive and encouraging legal and business environments.
How those concerns apply in the case of international tourism is beyond
the parameters of the current volume. However, legal and institutional
environments supportive of offshore financial activities have been given
considerable attention. For any jurisdiction wishing to play a role in the
global economy as an offshore financial center some requirements seem
self-evident. For example, a good transportation and communications
infrastructure is indispensable, as is a stable government and a safe en-
vironment. Given such prerequisites, offshore financial centers emerge
in keeping with the needs of multinational business interests in the
global economy.

Among the jurisdictions that have been discussed in this volume, legal
environments generally have roots in English Common Law, a circum-
stance which provides the global business community with a basis of
understanding. Indeed, legal systems, the prevalence of other British in-
stitutions and the use of the English language contribute to facilitating
the international linkages needed in offshore financial centers. This of
course does not suggest that English roots are a prerequisite for success
as an offshore financial center. It does support the position that would-
be offshore financial centers have an advantage if they share language,
legal systems and cultural linkages with nations occupying strong po-
sitions in the global economy. Such linkages contribute to confidence
building among multinational business interests.
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It is clear that success as an offshore financial center can serve as the
basis for substantial economic progress for a small nation. The services
offered in and through such centers are among those that can contribute
to redressing trade imbalances in such nations. Beyond that, of course,
procedures and practices in place in the offshore financial sector may
generate a demonstration effect in the domestic economy of the host
jurisdiction. Although there are positive benefits to small jurisdictions
able to successfully develop offshore financial sectors, there is hardly an
unlimited market for such facilities. As more jurisdictions seek to enter
the market for offshore services, that market will become more compet-
itive.

In another context it was suggested that regulations aimed at inter-
national concerns are proportionally more significant among smaller
economies (McKee, Garner and AbuAmara McKee, 1998, 126). Such rules
are important to the generation of strong business climates (126) and
thus to facilitating the expansion of international business and economic
linkages. ‘‘The compatibility of domestic laws and procedures with the
operation of international business interests will encourage or retard
such operations’’ (McKee and Garner, 1996, 137).

It is clear that the actual or emerging offshore financial centers that
have been featured in this volume are aware of international realities.
Some have taken steps to ease the tax burdens of multinational busi-
nesses and foreign personnel. Nonetheless, foreign interests are fre-
quently faced with various domestic procedures and requirements that
may differ from those they may be accustomed to. If they wish to operate
in the jurisdictions in question, they must follow the prescribed proce-
dures. Such procedural frameworks may well be reassuring to interna-
tional business interests, since they do establish parameters that can be
relied upon. At the same time they do constitute constraints. It seems
clear that any jurisdictions wishing to encourage international business
linkages would be well advised to avoid the overregulation of business
operations.

The international economy is replete with cadres of business and legal
service providers which act as facilitators of international business. These
providers are skilled in helping their clients in the navigation of the
institutional anomalies of operating in multiple jurisdictions (McKee,
Garner and AbuAmara McKee, 1998, 126). Among such cadres of facil-
itators are the major international accounting firms. Those firms are very
active in helping both their business clients and the host jurisdictions
that have been featured in this volume.

The major accounting firms are known to locate internationally in
keeping with the needs of their international clients (McKee and Garner,
1992). It is almost a truism to suggest that their presence in smaller ju-
risdictions illustrates linkages that those jurisdictions have to the global
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economy. Of course, the firms facilitate such linkages, or more accu-
rately, they facilitate the functioning of internationally oriented business
units present in or operating through such jurisdictions. Their presence
seems to signal international involvements, but more than that it facili-
tates and nurtures such involvements, and may well support their ex-
tension in number and complexity.

No one would suggest that the jurisdictions that have been featured
in this volume are offshore financial centers because of the presence of
the major accounting firms. Rather, the firms are present because of the
international involvements of the small economies in question. Many
small insular jurisdictions have enjoyed little or no involvement on the
part of the accounting firms simply because their business and economic
needs have not created the demand for it.

Although the jurisdictions featured in this volume display variations
vis-à-vis their functioning as offshore financial centers, they all enjoy the
involvement of the accounting firms. Although the services offered by
the firms are extensive, some are geared more strongly in the direction
of supporting international activity. This support for international activ-
ity is perhaps the most important element in a cadre of very significant
impacts rendered by the major accounting firms in and through offshore
financial centers.

By facilitating the operations of international business interests, the
firms are improving the operation of the global economy, while simul-
taneously strengthening the relations of their host offshore centers to that
economy. In the host centers, what the firms are offering renders those
centers more attractive to offshore business, both as places to locate their
facilities and places through which to operate. This in turn improves the
economic climate, performance and prospect of the centers in question.

As suggested earlier, the firms serve as settings where aspiring local
accountants and business-oriented personnel can gain on-the-job training
and experience. Whether or not such employees ultimately pursue ca-
reers within the firms themselves or elsewhere in the local business com-
munity, their experience contributes to the strength of the local economy.

Without redetailing the extensive service offerings of the firms at this
juncture, it seems safe to suggest that those offerings permeate almost
all aspects of local business, while at the same time assisting and even
promoting international business dealings. In cases where the firms serve
as consultants to government agencies their influence seems even more
pervasive. This is not to say that the firms are the element that insures
the success of a jurisdiction as an offshore financial center. Nonetheless,
their impacts can be very significant.

This volume has featured a selection of jurisdictions with some claim
to being offshore financial centers. Certainly, it is less than all inclusive.
In their most recent review (1998) the Diamonds have featured in excess
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of 60 centers. The jurisdictions chosen for attention in this volume show
considerable variations in the extent of their offshore involvements.

The Bahamas, the Cayman Islands and Bermuda are well recognized
as focal points for offshore activity. The same can be said for the Channel
Islands and the Isle of Man. In the Asia/Pacific region Singapore is cer-
tainly an important financial center and entrepot. In the Arab world Bah-
rain and the United Arab Emirates are very significant links to the global
economy. Cyprus has also developed links to the Arab world in com-
peting for business interests that had traditionally been housed in Leb-
anon. Malta and Gibraltar are staking claims as seats for offshore
activities in the European theater of operations. In the Indian Ocean
Mauritius and Seychelles have emerged as aspiring offshore centers. The
extent of their ultimate success may well be dependent upon the func-
tions they develop vis-à-vis neighboring jurisdictions on the African con-
tinent. In the Caribbean Barbados and Antigua and Barbuda have shown
some success in developing offshore sectors, and the same can be said
of Vanuatu in the Pacific.

Although the centers featured above have various historical and insti-
tutional linkages to the United Kingdom, they are very diverse geo-
graphically and also differ in size, not to mention the scope of their
economies. All of this hardly suggests that the door is open for unlimited
new aspirants to the offshore field. In an already crowded field that can
hardly be the case. It cannot be said either that aspirants need only attract
the accounting firms and the latter will do the rest. As mentioned more
than once, the firms only locate in response to client needs. The point is
that where they actually do locate, they can have very positive impacts.
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